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ABSTRACT 
CRETACEOUS AND PALEOGENE STRATIGRAPHY 
OF FORREST COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 
by Joel Kenneth Loeffler 
May 2013 
Extensive investigation has been done on the subsurface geology and 
structure of Maxie and Pistol Ridge fields of Forrest and Pearl River Counties, 
Mississippi. However, a comprehensive study has not been done on the whole of 
Forrest County as, aside from two minor fields, oil and gas plays do not exist 
elsewhere in the county. This thesis expands on the work done Vellora Foster 
(1941) to describe the subsurface geology of the county. Electrical logs from 289 
wells dril led in Covington, Forrest, Jones, Lamar, Pearl River, Perry, and Stone 
counties were used to correlate stratigraphic horizons. Detailed Stratigraphic 
descriptions of Cretaceous and Paleogene strata were compiled 30 well logs 
across five cross-sections. 
Subsidence and infilling of the East Mississippi Syncline and Perry Sub-
basin are constrained to the Late Trinitian to Early Washitan-Fredericksburgian 
(109-103 my) and the Tayloran to Sabinian (84-52 my), respectively. Initial 
faulting along the Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault may have occurred as early as the 
Trinitian (109 my) . A case for continuous deposition across the Mid-Cretaceous 
Sequence Boundary is supported by well log data from eastern Forrest and 
western Perry Counties. The Jackson and Vicksburg Group carbonate sediments 
undergo a facies change along a north-south trend within the study area. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1941 , the Mississippi State Geological Survey published Bulletin 44: 
1 
Forrest County Mineral Resources, authored by Vellora Foster. This publication 
represents the only full description of the subsurface geology for all of Forrest 
County, Mississippi. Little was known about the surface geology of Mississippi in 
the early 1940's, and information regarding the geology at depth was extremely 
limited. Foster (1941 ) discussed the subsurface geology down to the Catahoula 
Formation of the Miocene Epoch. At the time of publication, correlations into the 
shallow subsurface were still contentious and it was not clear where the bottom 
of the Catahoula lay or even what age it represented. The majority of geological 
investigations by Foster (1941) centered on the surface deposits of the area, and 
their economic viability for the mining of sands and gravels. The Citronelle 
Formation, Low Terrace and valley-constrained alluviums were believed to be of 
particular importance for their abundance of gravels (Foster, 1941 ). Some 
discussion of hydrocarbons at depth was being conducted at this time; although 
the conversation was mainly speculative (Foster, 1941 ). Interestingly, he notes a 
rumor about a 'favorable' structure in the vicinity of Maxie, Mississippi; however, 
the Maxie and Pistol Ridge fields would not be discovered for another decade 
(Hughes, 1993). This thesis attempts to supplement Foster's initial study, and 
those done in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin since his time, with a suite of 
updated well data in an attempt to document older, deeper subsurface 
stratigraphy and structures. 
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Purpose of Study 
The objective of this study is to map the distribution and structure of 
stratigraphic units of Lower Cretaceous through Tertiary age within Forrest 
County. To accomplish this, the following was constructed and analyzed: (1) 
structural contour maps and (2) isopach maps for each correlated geologic unit, 
and (3) a set of five cross-sections to identify stratigraphic and lithological trends 
in the study area. 
Study Area 
The study area encompasses the entirety of Forrest County, as well as 
portions of Covington, Jones, Lamar, Pearl River, Perry, and Stone Counties. It 
extends for approximately 45 miles (72.4 km) north-south, 31 miles (49.9 km) 
east-west and encompasses approximately 996 mi2 (2,579.6 km2) (Fig. 1). Due 
to the north-south orientation of Forrest County, three of the five cross-sections 
prepared for this thesis are oriented in this direction (Fig. 2). Sedimentary units 
analyzed in this thesis are of Early Cretaceous through Oligocene age, spanning 
approximately 100 million years of deposition within the Mississippi Interior Salt 
Basin. The study area includes the Maxie-Pistol Ridge, West Pistol Ridge, 
Bypass 98 and Ralston fields. All or parts of several other structural features are 
also present, including the Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault (MPF) , Wiggins Arch , East 
Mississippi Syncline, Perry Sub-basin, Petal Dome, Sunrise Dome and Mclaurin 
Dome (Fig. 3) . 
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Figure 1. Extent of Study Area. The area encompassed by the study area is 
approximately 45 miles (72.4 km) north-south, 31 miles (49.9 km) east-west and 
encompasses approximately 996 mi2 (2,579.6 km2) 
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Figure 2. Location of Cross Sections. Five cross sections were constructed 
across the study area to best identify changes in structure and lithology. Wells 
were chosen by location and completeness of the stratigraphic column within the 
well log. 
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Previous Studies 
Enumerable studies analyzing the depositional and structural history of the 
Gulf of Mexico have previously been conducted. Of particular interest to this 
thesis are those addressing the complex history of the Mississippi Interior Salt 
Basin, and in particular, Forrest County, Mississippi. Imlay (1940) formally 
defined the Hosston, Mooringsport, Ferry Lake Anhydrite, and Sligo Formations 
within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin and assessed their viability for oil and 
gas in Arkansas. Foster (1941) provided descriptions of Miocene and Pliocene 
units in Forrest County, which constitute the first geological descriptions focusing 
solely on Forrest County. Nunnally and Fowler (1954) described the Lower 
Cretaceous sediments for much of southern Mississippi, including the study area 
defined herein. Eargle (1954) studied the subsurface stratigraphy surrounding 
Tatum Dome in neighboring Lamar County. Dinkins (1967) studied cores, 
cuttings and electrical logs from wells located in George County and provided 
detailed analyses of the subsurface stratigraphy for the Lower Cretaceous 
through Miocene units in the area. Information taken from Dinkins (1967) is cited 
heavily in this thesis as he provides both the greatest detail, and most relevant 
proximity to the study area. Similar studies have been done by Moore (1963, 
1965) and Dinkins (1969, 1971) in Jasper, Hinds, Copiah, and Rankin Counties, 
respectfully; because of significant facies changes between Forrest County and 
those aforementioned, these volumes were of little use. Dockery (1981, 1996, 
2001) provided a stratigraphic column tailored for use within Mississippi. Nunn 
(1984), Van Siclen (1984), Salvador (1987, 1991 a, 1991 b), Buffler (1991 ), 
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Sawyer et al. (1991) and many others have provided a detailed picture for the 
evolution of the Gulf of Mexico. Mancini et al. (1999) provided perhaps the most 
detailed and complete volume of information in relation to the structural and 
stratigraphic evolution of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin . They also provide the 
framework for much of the organization for this text. 
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Figure 3. Structural Features of Forrest County. All or parts of the following 
structures can be found in Forrest County, Mississippi: Maxie-Pistol Ridge, West 
Pistol Ridge, Bypass 98, and Ralston fields, Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault (MPF), 
Wiggins Arch, East Mississippi Syncline, Perry Sub-basin, Petal Dome, Sunrise 
Dome and Mclaurin Dome. Rounded Polygons denote oil and gas reseNoirs, 
contours are aeromagnetic suNey results, named circles show the locations of 
salt domes, straight lines represent known locations of faults. "Structural 
Features of Mississippi," by David E. Thompson, 2009, Mississippi Office of 
Geology. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Determining Well Locations 
Using the collection of electrical well logs housed by the Department of 
Geography and Geology at the University of Southern Mississippi, a well log 
database was constructed using Numbers '09 (v 2.1.436) for the study area. For 
the purpose of identification, the database tracked the name, location (township, 
range and section) and API number of each well. Latitude and longitude 
coordinates were determined using location descriptions from well headers and 
scout tickets. Accurate well positioning was assured by using Google Earth® 
(v 6.0.3.2197) and two plug-ins provided by Earth Point (www.EarthPoint.us) , 
Township and Range and Excel to KML. Positions of wells with no location 
information in the header or in scout tickets were determined using the online 
database provided by the Mississippi State Oil and Gas Board (MSOGB) 
(gis.ogb.state.ms.us/MSOGBOnline). 
Types of Electrical Logs 
Unfortunately, the age of the wells (1940's - 1980's) meant only 
spontaneous potential (SP) and resistivity logs were available for correlations, in 
addition to information provided by scout tickets. The SP log measures the 
natural difference in electrical potential, measured in millivolts (+ve or -ve), 
between an electrode in the borehole and a reference electrode at the surface. 
The log must be run using conductive drilling mud as it evaluates the difference 
in salinity between the drilling mud and formation water. Drilling mud tends to be 
8 
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less saline than the formation water. When higher salinity formation water 
contacts the drilling mud it causes a negative deflection (to the left) in the SP due 
to diffusion of potential. Across from impermeable formations such as shales, the 
potential in the drilling mud remains relatively unchanged. Thus, the SP is useful 
tor estimating formation water salinity (quantitative), and tor the identification of 
permeable beds (qualitative), which can cause significant deflections away from 
the shale baseline. Therefore, negative defections in SP are interred to be sands, 
and SP values along the baseline are inferred to be shales. Limestones can be 
interred it prior knowledge about the stratigraphy is available. 
Resistivity logs are essential in formation evaluation as hydrocarbons 
don't conduct electricity, while all formation waters do. The resistivity log is a 
measure of resistance of a unit volume of material, and thus is reported in ohm-
m2/m, often shortened to ohm-m. A wide range of resistivity values are possible 
tor varying earth materials (Fig. 4), and tor convenience the scale is often 
logarithmic. 
Interpretation of Well Logs 
A majority of well logs analyzed tor this thesis belong to collections 
donated by the late Dale Myers and Tom McGlothlin, and are stored at the 
University of Southern Mississippi. Additional well logs were downloaded from 
the MSOGB database. A total of 289 wells were used tor analysis and are 
located in the following counties: Forrest (206) , Pearl River (32), Perry (15) , 
Jones (14) , Lamar (14), Stone (5), and Covington (3). Most of the wells were 
completed and logged between 1945 and 1980. Both Myers and McGlothlin 
10 
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Figure 4. Resistivity Values of Various Earth Materials. Sediments and fluids 
commonly associated with oil and gas reservoirs typically have resistivity values 
between .2 and 2000 ohm-m. Values are often presented on a logarithmic scale 
for convenience. From Crain, 2013. 
picked many of the tops on their respective logs before donating them in the 
early 1990's, although it is unknown when Myers and McGlothlin made the 
stratigraphic picks. Dockery defined a stratigraphic column for Mississippi (1996) 
and provided standards for log correlations of Late Paleocene-Early Eocene units 
in southwestern Mississippi (2001 ), Mancini et al. (1999) summarized criteria for 
picking units in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin using electrical logs, and 
Dinkins {1967, 1969, 1971) provided a set of average unit thicknesses and 
lithologies from a number of counties in central and southern Mississippi. Using 
standards set by the aforementioned authors a number of the picks placed by 
Myers and McGlothlin have been changed or otherwise refined (see Table 1 ). 
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Table 1 
source of Stratigraphic Picks 
Stratigraphic Interval Source(s) 
1. Hosston Formation M&M 
2. Rodessa Formation M&M 
3. Ferry Lake Anhydrite M&M 
4. Mooringsport Formation M&M 
5. Paluxy Formation M&M 
6. Andrew Formation M&M 
7. Dantzler Formation M&M 
8. Tuscaloosa Massive sand M&M 
9. Tuscaloosa Stringer sand M&M 
10. Tuscaloosa Marine Shale M&M 
11. Upper Tuscaloosa LOE 
12. Christmas sand M&M 
13. Eagle Ford (Eutaw) LOE 
14.Selma Group M&M 
15. Midway Group (Porters Creek) MAN, DOC 
16. Wilcox Group DOC, LOE 
17. Meridian Sand DOC. LOE 
18. Winona - Tallahatta Formations M&M, DOC 
19. Zilpha - Kosciusko Formations M&M, DOC 
20. Cook Mountain Formation M&M 
21 . Cockfield Formation M&M 
22. Moodys Branch Formation M&M, LOE 
23. Ocala facies M&M, LOE 
24. Yazoo Formation M&M, LOE 
25. Vicksburg Limestone M&M 
Note. M&M = Myers and McGlothlin, MAN= Mancini et al. (1999), DOC = Dockery (2001 ), LOE = Defined herein. The first 
name listed denotes the primary source of the pick. Secondary names indicate the pick definition has been modified, and 
by whom. 
Not all available logs were used in the study. Wells that showed an 
influence from underlying salt domes were excluded, mainly due to their relative 
scarcity. Often, only a few wells were located near the dome, usually in a cluster, 
12 
which created unrealistic scenarios when contoured in PETRA (v. 3.8.3)®. It was 
decided that the lack of well control near these structures made including these 
wells impossible. 
Data from each log, including well identification, latitude, longitude, drilling 
floor elevation, and unit tops were entered into PETRA®. Using the tools made 
available through the software, cross-sections, structure contours, isopachs, and 
fault planes were created . The use of PETRA® also facilitated the identification 
and correction of spurious data points. Stratigraphic picks that had been 
misinterpreted or incorrectly entered into the database often showed up as bull's 
eye structures when contouring, effectively QC'ing the data. County overlays 
were downloaded from the Mississippi Automated Resource Information System 
(MARIS) (www.maris.state.ms.us) and loaded into PETRA® to provide context 
for the data. 
Fault Mapping 
Using well logs, normal faults were identified in the Massive sand of the 
Tuscaloosa Group and up through and into the Ocala facies. The presence of 
deeper faulting was inferred using contouring tools available in PETRA®. In this 
way, faults were interpreted to extend at least through the top of the Paluxy 
Formation. Although the MPF likely cuts units underlying the Paluxy, there were 
not enough deep wells drilled in the vicinity of the fault to facilitate mapping. 
The main normal fault mapped in the study is the MPF. The MPF in this 
thesis is mapped within northeastern Pearl River and southern Forrest Counties 
13 
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Figure 5. Fault Plane Map of the Maxie Pistol Ridge Fault (MPF). The map 
shows the MPF fault plane contoured at 500' intervals. Mapping was done in 
PETRA® using fault cuts obtained by analyzing well logs. The MPF maintains an 
east-west strike in western Forrest County. The trajectory changes to northeast-
southwest, east of Pistol Ridge field. Further investigation reveals the strike to 
rotate nearly 90° clockwise about a mile east of the contoured extent. 
(Fig. 5). Although no fault cuts were observed in wells east of the contours in Fig. 
5, faulting along the MPF is inferred to extend across the far southern border 
between Forrest and Perry County based on large offsets between wells in this 
area. The majority of the MPF within Forrest County strikes roughly east-west. 
The fault trend was mapped for approximately 9.5 miles (15.3 km). East 
and west of the mapped extent, the location of the MPF was inferred by locating 
non-faulted wells with major offsets between them and attempting to find the 
most realistic set of contours using PETRA®. This process was aided by a map 
of structural features located in Mississippi (Fig. 3) (Thompson, 2009). This map 
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also helped to identify a normal fault in northwest Forrest County and a graben 
structure in southern Jones County bordering the northeast corner of Forrest 
county. Although Thompson (2009) illustrates numerous faults within the study 
area, most are not identified herein, principally due to a lack of proper well control 
in much of the county. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
TECTONIC SETIING 
Forrest County is located within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin (MISB). 
The formation of the MISB is closely linked with the formation of the Gulf of 
Mexico. Structurally, the Gulf of Mexico is a basin characterized by extensional 
tectonics and wrench faulting (Salvador, 1987). Three distinct phases of tectonic 
activity are recognized within the Gulf of Mexico: crustal extension and thinning, 
rifting and sea-floor spreading, and thermal subsidence (Nunn, 1984; Mancini et 
al., 1999}. Of most importance to the evolution of the MISB are the processes 
that took place during the Triassic and Jurassic (Salvador, 1987). Active rifting 
during the Late Triassic to Middle Jurassic is responsible for the infilling of rapidly 
subsiding grabens with non-marine siliciclastic sediments and associated 
volcanics (Salvador, 1991 a). The Late Triassic and Cretaceous are characterized 
by crustal cooling and associated subsidence, along with thick evaporite deposits 
(Salvador, 1991 a; Mancini et al. , 1999). 
Buttler (1991) defines four types of crust: continental, thick transitional , 
thin transitional and oceanic. The boundary between continental crust (that which 
predates the Gulf of Mexico) and thick transitional crust (thinned crust as a result 
of rifting) corresponds to a regional flexure zone analogous to the updip limit of 
the Louann Salt (Sawyer et al. , 1991 ). The transition from thick transitional crust 
to thin transitional crust is approximated by the Lower Cretaceous shelf margin 
and is representative of a major basement tectonic hinge zone (Sawyer et al., 
1991; Mancini et al. , 1999). Within this framework, relict structural highs and lows 
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in basement rock determined sediment source areas and depocenters (Buttler, 
1991 ). Sawyer et al. (1991) interpreted these paleotopographic highs as crustal 
blocks that had been rotated and not subjected to large extensional forces. 
Paleotopographic lows formed between the rotated blocks due to increased 
extension relative to the blocks (Sawyer et al., 1991 ). An example of a high in 
south Mississippi would be the Wiggins Arch and the MISS would be an example 
of a depocenter (Mancini et al., 1999). 
CHAPTER IV 
DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY 
Hosston Formation 
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The Hosston Formation is the oldest unit studied in this thesis. The 
formation serves as the stratigraphic interval between the underlying Cotton 
Valley Group and the overlying Rodessa Formation. In the Mississippi Interior 
Salt Basin, the Sligo Formation and Pine Island Shale typically overlie the 
Hosston. For the purpose of this study, these units are grouped together with the 
Hosston Formation for several reasons. First, within the study area only 19 wells 
penetrated the top of the Hosston (base of the Rodessa), and it is unknown how 
many wells penetrated the true top of the formation . Of these, very few logs had 
a marker for the Sligo or Pine Island, and none were correlatable to one another, 
or available scout tickets. Second, the contact between the Hosston and Sligo is 
gradational and conformable (Devery, 1982), and thus, differentiation of the 
Hosston from the Sligo is difficult due to the lithologic similarities between the two 
formations (Dinkins, 1971 ). Lastly, the difficulty in picking the contact as noted 
above was exacerbated by the lack of cores and cuttings, rendering meaningful 
correlations impossible. 
At the time of Dinkins' (1967) publication detailing the stratigraphy of 
nearby George County, no well had been drilled of suitable depth for study of the 
Hosston. However, based on descriptions by Nunnally and Fowler (1954) , 
Dinkins (1969, 1971 ), and Devery (1982), the Hosston of Forrest County likely 
consists of white, pink, red, green, and gray sandstones, red and gray shales, 
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occasional limestone nodules, and traces of lignite. Applin and Applin (1953) 
described the lower Hosston in relation to the Perry Sub-basin, noting dark 
brownish-red, unfossiliferous, hard, partly silty, micaceous and calcareous shales 
with occasional beds of sandstone. 
An average or range of thickness for the Hosston cannot be determined 
as the lower contact with the Cotton Valley Group was not identified in any of the 
wells studied. However, numerous authors (Imlay, 1940; Applin and Applin, 
1953; Devery, 1982; Warner, 1993) note that the contact between the Hosston 
and Cotton Valley is unconformable and can be recognizable by widespread 
conglomerates at the base of the section. The Hosston structure contour map 
(Fig. 6) shows more than 1,700 ft of elevation change between the shallowest 
and deepest tops observed. There is no top data from the Perry Sub-basin for 
this unit, and it is inferred that the structure map in this area is grossly 
underestimating the depth of the Hosston. The map does however show a 
correlation between the presumed axis of the East Mississippi Syncline and the 
deepest measured tops of the Hosston. Only two wells in the southern half of the 
study area penetrated the top of the Hosston, and therefore, the contours in this 
area should are assumed to be approximations, and not as true structure. The 
top of the Hosston in the southernmost well to penetrate it is placed at the top a 
sand package beneath a - 350 ft thick body of shale. In wells in the northern half 
of the county, the contact is less well defined, and is placed above a noticeable 
increase in sand body frequency beneath the lowermost shales of the 
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Figure 6. Hosston Formation Structure Contour Map. The Hosston Formation is 
the deepest stratigraphic inteNal considered for this study. The center of the map 
represents the hinge of the East Mississippi Syncline, and thus, the deepest well 
tops measured. 
Rodessa/Sligo. In such wells, the top was correlated using scout tickets, and 
picks provided by D. Myers and T. McGlothlin. 
Hosston in Cross-Section 
The top of the Hosston Formation was recognized in three of the five wells 
along A-A'. Along section A-A' the Hosston dips towards the west, being 
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generally steeper in the western portion of the study area. The top is reasonably 
correlatable between wells 23-035-20063 and 23-035-20052, but becomes 
questionable in the westernmost well, 23-073-20238, due to an apparent shift to 
a shalier facies. 
The Hosston Formation was not logged in any of the wells along sections 
8-8' or C-C'. However, scout tickets list the top of the Hosston in well 23-073-
20169, located along C-C', to be at a depth of 14,330 ft. 
Along D-D' the upper Hosston was logged in wells 23-035-00129, 23-035-
20048, and 23-067-00284. In southern Forrest County, well 23-035-00129 
penetrates approximately 120 ft of the Hosston, which is described in cores as 
being interbedded hard, sometimes brittle, red and gray shales and containing 
fossilized wood at times. The northernmost well in section D-D', 23-067-00284, 
logs the full interval, and is likely between 1,389 ft and 1,818 ft thick, depending 
on the placement of the lower contact with the Cotton Valley Group. Well 23-035-
20048 logs at least 1,610 feet below the top of the Hosston before reaching total 
depth. It is not clear if this well also penetrates the Cotton Valley. 
The top of the Hosston Formation was logged in well 23-131-00038, 
located in north-central Stone County, this being the only well in section E-E' to 
do so. This well was originally drilled to a depth of 13,795 ft in 1946 and later 
cored to 20,207 ft in 1951, but no log was taken of the cored section. Applin and 
Applin (1953) later studied the cored interval and reported the top of the 
underlying Cotton Valley Group to be at a depth of 14,702 ft, giving the Hosston 
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a thickness of 1,330 ft. The upper contact of the Hosston in this well is placed at 
the base of a 385 ft shale interval and above a 125 ft sand unit. 
Rodessa Formation 
In updip areas of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the Rodessa 
Formation is recognized as predominantly sandstone with interbedded shales 
below the massive anhydrites of the Ferry Lake and above the sands of the 
upper Hosston. In areas such as the Perry Sub-basin, where the Rodessa tends 
to be largely shale, the base of the Ferry Lake is used to identify the contact 
between the units (Nunnally and Fowler, 1954; Dinkins, 1967, 1969, 1971; 
Devery, 1982; Mancini et al., 1999). Elsewhere, a 'Rodessa marker'is placed 
above the uppermost sandstone below the underlying shales of the Ferry Lake 
and serves as a point for correlation (Mancini et al., 1999). 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Rodessa Formation in the subsurface of 
George County and noted the thickness to be 500 ft. He described the formation 
as being a sequence of shales, sandstones and limestones with a thin stringer of 
anhydrite near the upper contact with the Ferry Lake Anhydrite. The shales of the 
Rodessa are dark-red or maroon, silty and finely micaceous, or black, limey, and 
sparingly fossiliferous. The sandstones are described as being predominantly 
white, very fine to fine-grained, and often calcareous and micaceous. Smaller 
amounts of red to light reddish-white, fine-grained sandstones and light-green 
and gray, fine-grained, calcareous and micaceous sandstones were also 
observed. Dinkins (1967) considers the upper contact with the Ferry Lake to be 
conformable, and places it between the uppermost limestone of the Rodessa and 
below the lowermost massive anhydrites of the Ferry Lake. The basal 20 feet 
consist of light-gray, gray, and pale-gray fossiliferous sparingly oolitic, quite 
oolitic, or spherulitic limestones, the disappearance of which marks the lower 
contact. 
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As with the underlying Hosston, the top of the Rodessa is deepest in the 
middle of Forrest County, along the axis of the East Mississippi Syncline (Fig. 7). 
Within the county, there is -1,000 ft of relief between the deepest section of the 
syncline and the shallowest well tops along the limbs of the fold. In Forrest 
County, the Rodessa averages a thickness of 1,245 ft, with a range between 975 
and 1,643 feet thick (Fig. 8). The greatest thicknesses are observed in central 
Forrest County along the eastern and western borders. Areas of thicker than 
normal intervals occur along the axis of the syncline as it extends from central 
Forrest County into extreme southern Covington and Jones counties, as well as 
northeast Lamar. This indicates that deposition was influenced to some degree 
by subsidence along the syncline. However, several factors do not allow for a 
clear picture of how extensive this effect may have been. The foremost being a 
lack of an isopach map for the underlying Hosston, without which, timing for the 
initial formation of the syncline cannot be constrained. Secondly, the overlying 
Ferry Lake shows only a small amount of influence from structure on deposition 
(Fig. 9). Lastly, the pattern of subsidence dependent deposition shown by the 
Rodessa isopach map is not as well defined as some of those exhibited by units 
shallower in the strata column. However, this may still be diagnostic in 
that it highlights areas of initial subsidence along the young syncline. 
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Figure 7. Rodessa Formation Structure Contour Map. Contour lines show 
structure along the top of the Rodessa Formation. Note the deep basin created 
by the East Mississippi Syncline. Extent of contoured area dependent on well 
locations. 
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On electric logs, the contact between the massive anhydrites of the Ferry 
Lake and the shales of the Rodessa are easily identified. The contact is placed 
beneath the lowermost anhydrite, identified by their characteristically large-scale 
spikes in resistivity. This marker seNes as a regionally significant marker for 
correlations. Although the contact tends to be abrupt, it is thought to be 
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Figure 8. Rodessa Formation lsopach Map. Map of Rodessa Formation sediment 
thickness. Due to the small number of wells available for this interval, bull's eyes 
appear around each of the data points. Greatest accumulations are found in the 
central part of the study area. 
conformable, due to the presence of anhydrite stringers often found in the upper 
Rodessa. 
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Rodessa in Cross-Section 
The Rodessa Formation is present in the four western wells in section A-
A'. The complete interval was logged in wells 23-073-20238, 23-035-20063 and 
23-035-20052, and averages 1 ,254 ft thick. At 1 ,388 ft, the Rodessa in well 23-
035-20063 is approximately 200 ft thicker than the other two wells which logged 
the interval. This may be simply a result of the inclusion of a portion of the 
Hosston Formation in with the Rodessa. The lower contact is indistinct, but the 
upper is well defined and serves as a good marker for regional correlation. 
The Rodessa Formation was not logged in any of the wells along B-B'. 
The top of the Rodessa was logged in two wells along C-C', 23-073-20169 and 
23-035-0049, the common well for A-A' and C-C'. Neither well logged the full 
interval, but using scout tickets, a thickness of 1,070 ft can be reported for well 
23-073-20169. 
The interval along D-D' averages 1, 198 ft thick and is logged in three of 
the wells. The unit is thickest in well 23-035-00129, measuring 1,359 ft. 
Lithologically, the unit is a predominantly shaley interval, although in well 23-067-
00284 the strata include numerous sands in the upper 250 ft. The sands in this 
well are described from sidewall cores as being red and light gray, very fine to 
fine-grained, lignitic, micaceous and calcareous sands with fair porosity and 
permeability. 
The Rodessa was recognized in the two wells that mark the endpoints of 
E-E'. Well 23-131-00038, the southern endpoint, logs the full interval and records 
a thickness of 645 ft . Well 23-067-00412, located in southern Jones County, 
logged 606 ft of section before reaching total depth at 13,245 ft. The interval in 
both wells is predominantly sand and both contain a coarse-grained sand lens 
located approximately 240 ft below the top of the unit. 
Ferry Lake Anhydrite 
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Within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the Ferry Lake Anhydrite is 
recognized as the predominantly crystalline interval of anhydrites interbedded 
with shales, limestones, dolomites, and packstones/wackestones of various 
1995). The Ferry Lake Anhydrite serves as the interval between the underlying 
Rodessa Formation and the overlying Mooringsport Formation. Weeks (1938) 
was the first to form a connection, albeit flawed, between the Ferry Lake and the 
outcropping DeQueen Limestone of Arkansas. Lock et al. (1983) further revised 
Weeks' work and established that the Ferry Lake and DeQueen were in fact 
equivalent units. In the subsurface, the Ferry Lake has been shown to extend 
from east Texas to southern Alabama, and as far north as southern Arkansas 
(Pittman, 1985). Pittman (1985) also correlated the beds of the Ferry Lake with 
those of the Punta Gorda Formation of Florida. 
Dinkins (1967) describes the Ferry Lake Anhydrite from one well in George 
County. The interval in the Southern Natural Gas Company No. 1 B. E. Green 
Estate et al. in sec. 37, T. 1 S., R. 8 W., is a 160-ft thick sequence interbedded 
with white anhydrite, black shales and flakey and splintery shales and light-gray, 
gray to pale-gray fossiliferous oolitic and pseudo-oolitic limestones. The 
limestones described by Dinkins (1967) appear to be nearly identical to the 
limestones he described for the underlying Rodessa Formation. 
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Figure 9. Ferry Lake Anhydrite lsopach Map. Map showing accumulations of 
massively bedded anhydrites of the Ferry Lake. The thickest intervals occur in 
the south of the study area, and think progressively to the north. 
lithologies (Imlay, 1940; Nunnally and Fowler, 1954; Dinkins, 1967; Raymond, 
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In Forrest County, the Ferry Lake Anhydrite ranges between 165 and 320 
feet thick (Fig. 9) , with an average of 249 ft. The thickest sections of the 
formation occur in the southern third of the study area, and steadily thin to the 
north. This observation coincides with the structure contour map by Nunnally and 
Fowler (1954) which shows the updip limit of the Ferry Lake to the north in 
southern Jasper County. The isopach shows the thickest sequences to be 
deposited over structural lows of the Rodessa. The location (Fig. 10) of this 
depocenter remained relatively unchanged during Ferry Lake time, indicating 
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little change in the rate and principle location of subsidence. The Ferry Lake 
Anhydrite has long been used as a regional datum to hang cross-sections and 
create structure contour maps (Mancini et al., 1999). Large spikes in resistivity 
make the formation easily identifiable on wireline logs. However, the precise 
placement of the top and bottom of the contacts can be difficult, likely due to the 
presence of anhydrite beds in both the Rodessa and Mooringsport as described 
by Pittman (1985} and Petty (1995). Both the upper and lower contacts of the 
Ferry Lake are believed to be conformable (Dinkins, 1967), a notion supported by 
the presence of anhydrite beds in both the Rodessa and the Mooringsport. 
The Ferry Lake is recognized within the study area using wireline log 
signatures and without any core, sidewall, or cuttings descriptions. Therefore, the 
exact lithologic characteristics cannot be reported, and the unit is assumed to be 
comprised primarily of massively bedded, crystalline anhydrite. 
Ferry Lake Anhydrite in Cross-Section 
The top of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite is present in each of the wells along 
A-A' , with the full interval being logged in all but the easternmost well (23-111-
00031 ). The unit averages 211 ft thick, and dips toward the southwest. The 
wireline log pattern is easily correlatable between each of the wells, and serves 
as an excellent marker bed for the northern portion of the study area. 
The anhydrites of the Ferry Lake were not logged in any of the wells along B-B'. 
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Figure 10. Ferry Lake Anhydrite Structure Contour Map. The top of the FLA is 
well defined thanks to additional wells drilled deep enough to reach the unit. The 
center of Forrest County lies along the hinge of the East Mississippi Syncline, 
accounting for substantially deeper well tops in this area. 
The full interval was logged in wells 23-073-20169 and 23-035-0049 and 
interpreted to be 157 ft and 254 ft thick, respectively. The Ferry Lake in these 
Wells is characteristic and correlation is not in doubt. 
The Ferry Lake is interpreted to average 243 ft thick across D-D'. This 
includes the 320-ft section in well 23-035-00129, the thickest in the study area. 
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The upper contact of the Ferry Lake in this well is considered questionable as 
there does not seem to be a clear consensus between the observed wireline 
pattern and information from scout tickets. Wells 23-035-20048 and 23-067-
0028, which also logged the interval, exhibit the characteristic wireline pattern for 
the interval, and are thought to be accurate. 
The top of Ferry Lake was logged in well 23-111-00031, the common well 
for sections A-A' and E-E', and the full interval was logged in wells 23-131-00038 
and 23-06700412, the endpoints of section E-E'. 
Mooringsport Formation 
The Mooringsport Formation within the study area is recognized as a 
predominantly shaley interval that sits stratigraphically above the massive 
anhydrites of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite and below the sands and shales of the 
Paluxy Formation. Both Weeks (1938) and Imlay (1940) believed the 
Mooringsport to grade into the outcropping DeQueen Formation in Arkansas. 
However, more recent biostratigraphic work by Pittman (1989) and Petty (1995) 
indicate that this is not the case, as their work assigns an age of late Early, or 
early Middle Albian age. Mancini et al. (1999) note that the age of the 
Mooringsport is often" ... determined largely on the basis of its suprapositional 
position relative to the well-known age of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite and its 
outcrop equivalent, the DeQueen Formation." 
Dinkins (1967) reported the Mooringsport Formation in George County to 
be approximately 580 ft thick. The unit consists of an upper sequence of shales, 
thin sandstones and rare mudstones, and a lower section of shales, limestones 
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and thin sandstones with a thin anhydrite stringer approximately 140 ft from the 
base of the formation. He characterized the upper portion of the Mooringsport to 
represent a red-bed sequence. The shales in this upper portion are 
predominantly dark-red and maroon, with varying amounts of silt near the upper 
contact with the Paluxy Formation. Lesser amounts of black, flakey and splintery 
shale and minor amounts of light-gray mudstones are also noted. The 
sandstones of the upper Mooringsport are described as being red and white, very 
fine and fine-grained. The white sands are calcareous and micaceous, the red 
being slightly calcareous. The lower half of the formation is characterized as 
being mainly limestones and shales. Dinkins (1967) noted a 10-ft thick stringer of 
anhydrite 140 ft above the lower contact with the Ferry Lake. The basal units 
consist of black flakey and splintery shales that outnumber dark-red and maroon 
shales, and light-gray, pale-gray, and gray fossiliferous and pseudo-oolitic or 
spherulitic limestones. Dinkins (1967) regards the upper Mooringsport-Paluxy 
contact to be conformable in George County. 
The Mooringsport Formation averages 675 ft thick, with variation between 
268 and 1025 feet thick (Fig. 11 ). The thickest intervals occur near the center of 
Forrest County, and show strong correlation with the underlying structure of the 
Ferry Lake. This had the effect of shifting the principle structural low within the 
syncline to the southeast, straddling the border with Perry County (Fig. 12). 
Within the study area, only -600 ft of relief exist between the deepest section of 
the syncline and the limbs, whereas the underlying Ferry Lake exhibits nearly 
1
,200 ft. This indicates rates of deposition during Mooringsport time exceeded 
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local rates of subsidence. 
The top of the Mooringsport is easily recognized as a sudden, continuous 
shift to the shale line by the SP curve below a 20-40 ft thick sandstone at the 
base of the Paluxy. In wells in which the lower Paluxy contains thick shale 
packages, care should be taken to position the top of the Mooringsport beneath 
the lowermost sandstone. In such wells, this lowermost sandstone often occurs 
approximately 60 feet below a similar sand unit in the lower Paluxy. The unique 
character of the contact serves well as a regional point of correlation. The contact 
with the overlying Paluxy is conformable and has been described as gradational 
by many authors (Imlay, 1940; Nunnally and Fowler, 1954; Dinkins, 1967). The 
base of the unit is generally easily distinguishable from the top of the Ferry Lake, 
and serves as a good contact for regional correlation. The nature of the contact 
can be described as a sharp increase in the resistivity curve due to the presence 
of anhydrites in the Ferry Lake. However, anhydrite beds have been noted in the 
Mooringsport (Imlay, 1940; Nunnally and Fowler, 1954; Dinkins, 1967, Pittman, 
1985; Petty, 1995), and if those beds occur lower in the Mooringsport than 
expected, it may lead to an incorrect identification of the contact. 
Mooringsport in Cross-Section 
The Mooringsport Formation was recognized in four of the five wells along 
section A-A'. Although the full interval is certainly present, the unit was not 
identified in well 23-035-20063 due to questionable wireline patterns. An average 
of 530 ft is observed along the section, although the interval is notably thick in 
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Figure 11. Mooringsport Formation lsopach Map. Sedimentation during 
Mooringsport time was focused in the center of Forrest County, overlying the 
structural low in the top of the underlying FLA. This observation implies initiation 
of subsidence along the East Mississippi Syncline during this time. 
well 23-073-20238, located in northeastern Lamar County. The Mooringsport is 
characterized in each of the wells as being primarily shale, with a few inclusions 
of sand lenses as one moves eastward along A-A'. Both the lower and upper 
contacts are distinct. 
The interval was not logged in any of the wells along B-B'. 
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The Mooringsport was logged along C-C' in wells 23-073-20169 and 23-
035-0049 and is 573 ft and 492 ft thick, respectively. The basal contact is distinct 
in each well and placed at the first occurrence of the characteristic resistivity 
signature of the Ferry Lake. The upper contact in each borehole is well defined 
and placed at the base of the most basal sand of the Paluxy Formation. Both 
contacts serve as excellent markers for correlation. 
Three wells along D-D' logged the full Mooringsport interval, averaging 
598 ft thick. Well 23-035-00129 records only 268 ft, the thinnest within the study 
area. This measurement almost undoubtedly underreported the full thickness. 
The issues associated with the lower contact in this we_ll have been previously 
discussed. The upper contact was taken from scout tickets and placed at a depth 
both upper and lower contacts reported herein are to be considered tentative. 
Lithologically, the unit appears to be homogeneous across the section. 
In section E-E' the Mooringsport was recognized in wells 23-131-00038, 
23-111-00044, and 23-067-00412. The top of the interval is predicted to occur in 
well 23-111-00044, but could not be identified. The unit is uniform in thickness; 
no well deviates more than 20 ft from the average thickness of 429 ft. This is 
misleading; however, as the unit thickens considerably across the East 
Mississippi Syncline and thicknesses of up to 850 ft would be anticipated along 
the path of E-E'. As predicted, the Mooringsport in these wells is predominantly 
shale. Well 23-131-00038 also contains stringers of anhydrite in the basal 100 ft 
of the interval, similar to those seen by Warner and Moody (1992). 
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Figure 12. Mooringsport Formation Structure Contour Map. Following increased 
depositional rates within the East Mississippi Syncline, the top of the 
Mooringsport shows less structural relief than underlying units, supporting the 
idea that the syncline began to rapidly subside during this time. 
of 12,206; a suitable upper contact is located at a depth of 11,965. At this time, 
Paluxy Formation 
Within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the Paluxy is generally described 
as a sequence of alternating sands and shales. The unit serves as the 
stratigraphic interval between the shales of the underlying Mooringsport, and the 
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limestones of the overlying Andrew Formation. Nunnally and Fowler (1954) 
stated that the Paluxy could not be distinguished from either the Dantzler or the 
Mooringsport in central Mississippi due to the full sequence grading into a 
siliciclastic interval. In the subsurface the unit often obtains a bipartite 
subdivision, with the lower portion being considerably shalier then the upper 
section. 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Paluxy Formation of George County. He noted 
that at the time, six wells within the county drilled into Paluxy sediments, with 
only the Southern Natural Gas Company No. 1 B. E. Green Estate et al. in sec. 
37, T. 1 S., R. 8 W. penetrating the entire interval. Dinkins (1967) interpreted 
1,030 ft of Paluxy to be present, and described it to be a sequence of alternating 
sandstones, shales and only a few thin mudstones. The sandstones are white, 
very fine to coarse-grained, usually micaceous and occasionally calcareous. The 
coarser-grained sands tend to be located near the upper contact with the 
overlying Limestone Unit (Andrew Formation). Throughout the interval are red 
and light-red very fine to medium-grained, generally micaceous sandstones. The 
Paluxy shales are simply characterized as dark-red and maroon, usually silty and 
micaceous. Black shale and light-green and light-gray mudstones are 
occasionally present. 
The Paluxy averages 1,429 ft thick in Forrest County, with a range 
between 1,242 and 1,824 ft thick (Fig. 13). Deposition of the Paluxy was greatly 
influenced by the underlying structure of the Mooringsport. The thickest intervals 
occur in east-central Forrest County, directly over the regional structural low. The 
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structure of the top of the Paluxy is undoubtedly more complex than is seen in 
the structure contour map (Fig. 14). This is due to the addition of new wells in the 
southern third of the study area. Unfortunately, their number and distribution are 
not sufficient enough to accurately account for the true structural variation that 
exists. As with all the units discussed prior, no well analyzed in this study 
penetrated the top of the Paluxy within the Perry Sub-basin. This, along with the 
previously mentioned additional data points, leads to a poor representation of the 
geology in the southern third of the study area. Even so, it is still apparent that 
deposition during Paluxy time was sufficient to infill much of the basin created by 
the East Mississippi Syncline. The principle structural low also shifted further east 
during this time. 
The Paluxy is easily recognized using electric logs in Forrest County. The 
base of the unit is placed below the lowermost sand, and above the thick shales 
of the Mooringsport. The contact is regionally consistent and suitable for 
correlation work. The upper contact is placed above a thick sandstone bed, 
approximately 60 ft thick. This sand generally occurs below a roughly 80-100 foot 
thick shale, representing the basal Andrew Formation. Both upper and lower 
contacts are conformable (Mancini, et al., 1999). 
Paluxy in Cross-Section 
The Paluxy Formation was logged each of the wells in section A-A'. Well 
23-035-00063 displayed a slightly uncharacteristic wireline pattern and therefore 
the contacts for the Paluxy were not identified. In the other wells along A-A' the 
Paluxy has an average thickness of 1,348 ft . The interval dips to the west in the 
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Figure 13. Paluxy Formation lsopach Map. Increased rates of sedimentation 
carried over from Mooringsport time, resulting in + 1 ,800' of sediment being 
deposited in some places. The thickest intervals occur over structural lows in the 
Mooringsport. 
western wells, and gradually adopts a southwestern dip towards the east. The 
unit also thickens updip, reaching a maximum of 1,495 ft thick in well 23-111-
00031 . The basal contact was placed at the top of the characteristic shales of the 
underlying Mooringsport Formation, and below a sand body approximately 40 ft 
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thick. The upper contact is generally distinct along A-A' and is placed at the base 
of a 50 ft thick shale unit, the first above the sands of the Paluxy. 
The Paluxy is believed to be present in one of the seven wells along B-8'. Well 
23-035-00206, located in southwestern Forrest County, likely penetrates the 
Paluxy Formation at approximately 10,500 ft. It is possible the top of the Paluxy 
may be shallower and should be placed at the top of a 100 ft thick sandstone 
underlying a 280 ft thick shale interval. This would place the top of the Paluxy at 
a depth of 10,340 ft. This well reaches a total depth of 10,570 ft and therefore 
limits interpretation for this formation. Unfortunately, a lack of deep wells in close 
proximity limits the ability to correlate the unit, and so this top is considered 
tentative. 
The top of the Paluxy is logged three wells along C-C'. Well 23-10900046, 
located in northeast Pearl River County, logs the uppermost 70 ft of the interval, 
while the other two wells, 23-073-20169 and 23-035-0049, penetrated the entire 
formation. The unit is relatively homogeneous in the latter wells, although the 
basal 400 ft in well 23-0073-20169 tends to be sandier than in 23-035-00049. 
The thickness is also uniform and averages 1,296 ft thick. 
Along D-D', each well logged the upper contact for the Paluxy, including 
three wells that logged the full Paluxy interval. The average thickness is 1 ,409 ft, 
although the thickness of 1,296 ft reported from well 23-035-00129 may be 
overestimated. The problems associated with picking the tops of units below the 
Paluxy in this well has already been discussed, and will not be repeated. The unit 
is lithologically similar from well-to-well, consisting of sandstone packages 
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Figure 14. Paluxy Formation Structure Contour Map. Thick sequences of Paluxy 
sediment have covered nearly any trace of structure associated with the 
underlying East Mississippi Syncline. The MPF appears for the first time at the 
top of the Paluxy. Although no fault cuts in the Paluxy were observed, the 
location of the MPF was inferred by large elevation offsets between wells. The 
upthrown block of the fault appears to have an ideal slope due to a lack of well 
control at this depth. 
interbedded with shales. Wells 23-131-00014 and 23-035-00168 each collected 
sidewall cores from sands within the uppermost 70 ft of the Paluxy. The 
lithological descriptions are consistent between the two wells, and are noted to 
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be white to gray-white, fine to medium-grained, slightly porous to porous sands. 
In each well, the sandstones tend to increase in thickness and decrease in 
frequency towards the upper contact. The contact between the Paluxy and 
overlying Andrew is distinct across the section, and placed below the lowest 
shale of the Andrew and above the uppermost sands of the Paluxy. 
The Paluxy is recognized in four of the wells located along E-E'. Average 
thickness for the unit is 1,419 ft and is computed using three boreholes, as well 
23-111-00044 did not penetrate the entire Paluxy. As with the underlying 
Mooringsport, the average thickness along E-E' is under reported due to a lack of 
well data near the axis of the East Mississippi Syncline. In this area, thicknesses 
of more than 1,700 ft would be expected for the Paluxy. The interval is 
lithologically very similar in the three northern wells, being comprised of regularly 
interbedded sands and shales. Well 23-131-00038, the southernmost of section 
E-E', shows a similar lithology in the upper 500 ft of strata, although the sands 
are thinner, fewer, and vertically spaced further apart. The basal 750 ft is 
dominated by shale and appears to be more closely related to the underlying 
shales of the Mooringsport than the typical sands and clays of the Paluxy. The 
basal contact with the Mooringsport is still distinct along all of E-E' and is placed 
at the base of the lowest sandstone of the Paluxy, as is standard. The upper 
contact is also unmistakable in each well , occurring below the lowest shales of 
the Andrew and above an abrupt increase in sandstones belonging to the Paluxy. 
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Andrew and Dantzler Formations 
Within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin the Andrew and Dantzler 
Formations share a complicated history of nomenclature and will be discussed 
together. Often, the term Washita-Fredericksburg Groups undifferentiated is used 
to refer to the stratigraphic interval between the top of the Paluxy and the top of 
the Lower Cretaceous. Nunnally and Fowler (1954) separated the interval into 
two units, the lower Pre-Dantzler Washita and Fredericksburg Groups, and the 
upper Dantzler Formation. This distinction was only possible south of a line 
connecting central Greene County and north Claiborne County (plate 8 from 
Nunnally and Fowler). Nunnally and Fowler (1954) mentioned production from a 
sand of likely Fredericksburg age in the Gulf Oil Co. No. 25 J.M. Andrews well in 
sec. 6, T. 1 N., R. 16W., Baxterville oil field, Lamar County, Mississippi. A decade 
later Eargle (1964) identified this well as the type well for the Andrew Formation. 
Dinkins (1967) also divided the Washita-Fredericksburg of George County into 
two units, the upper being Dantzler, and a lower section referred to as the 
Limestone Unit. Based on the descriptions given of the lower units from Eargle 
(1964) and Dinkins (1967) there is no doubt they are the same unit. 
Andrew Formation 
The Andrew is recognized as the predominantly carbonate interval 
between the non-marine siliciclastics of the overlying Dantzler, and the sands of 
the underlying Paluxy Formation. The Andrew is only recognized in downdip 
wells where significant amounts of carbonates allow for a distinction from the 
overlying Dantzler (Mancini, et al., 1999). Nunnally and Fowler (1954) note that 
both the upper and lower contacts are recognized on the basis of carbonate 
content. 
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Dinkins (1967) studied the Andrew Formation (Limestone Unit) and 
Dantzler Formation in George County. The Andrew was recognized to be 
approximately 1,250 ft thick. The upper half of the unit consisted of shales, 
mudstones, sandstone, and limestones. A unit of ochre and/or buff colored, 
partially oxidized or selectively replaced fossils serves as a marker bed in the 
upper section. Both Nunnally and Fowler (1954) and Eargle (1964) mention beds 
with similar ochre coloring. Dinkins (1967) describes the lower half of the Andrew 
to be a shale-mudstone sequence with rare thin stringers of limestone in the 
upper part. The shales are dark-red, dull-red and maroon, silty, finely micaceous 
and dark-gray to black, flakey and rarely fossiliferous. Mudstones are light-gray 
to pale gray, and occasionally ochre or mottled red. Carbonaceous material is 
present in some traces of mudstones similar to that described by Eargle (1964) . 
Sandstones are white, very fine and fine-grained, generally calcareous and 
micaceous, and rarely glauconitic, conitic and chloritic. Limestones are pale 
grayish-white to light gray, chalky to dense, fossiliferous and/or pseudo-oolitic or 
spherulitic and occasionally glauconitic (Dinkins, 1967). 
The Andrew varies between 1,084 and 1,626 ft thick in Forrest County, 
with an average of 1,359 ft (Fig. 15). The thickest accumulations occur in the 
western half of central Forrest County, and along the east-central border with 
Perry County. The latter of these two locals correlates well with an area of low 
structure found in the Paluxy. Log correlations from the thicker deposits to the 
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Figure 15. Andrew Formation lsopach Map. Maximum thickness of Andrew 
sediments occur slightly west of the structural low observed in the underlying 
Paluxy. 
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west revealed structure related to the Bypass 98 and Ralston fields. It is notable 
that the overlying Dantzler is abnormally thin, likely in favor of the Andrew; lower 
Cretaceous picks in this area should be considered tentative. 
Structurally, the top of the Andrew is very similar to the top of the 
underlying Paluxy. Many of the features seen in the Paluxy have been muted 
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after -1,400 ft of sedimentation during Andrew time (Fig. 16). 
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Figure 16. Andrew Formation Structure Contour Map. As with the Paluxy, not 
enough wells have penetrated the top of the Andrew to allow for geologically 
meaningful contouring on the upthrown block of the MPF. A structural low still 
exists in north west Forrest County, and continues into northwest Perry County. 
The upper contact of the Andrew Formation is generally distinct within the 
study area, and is placed at the base of the lowermost limestone of the overlying 
Dantzler. This contact is often manifested on electrical logs as either one or two, 
-50 ft thick beds that appear as sands (likely to be limestones) above a 40 foot or 
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more thick shale unit. The contact is placed at the juncture of the two lithologies. 
The lower contact is placed at the top of the uppermost sand of the Paluxy. 
Although both contacts tend to be abrupt based on log data, they are both 
considered conformable. 
Andrew in Cross-Section 
The Andrew Formation was recognized in four of the five wells in section 
A-A'. Although undoubtedly present, the Andrew was not correlated in well 23-
035-00063. The interval in well 23-073-20238 was interpreted to be 1,522 ft thick, 
notably thicker than in any other well along the section. The Andrew shows a 
thinning trend towards the east as the section moves updip. Well 23-111-00031 , 
the easternmost well along A-A', shows only 1 , 165 ft of Andrew to .be present. 
Lithologically, the unit tends to be shaley in the basal -400 ft, becoming sandier 
in the middle, and is topped by a 150-ft layer of shale. 
The top of the Andrew Formation was logged in two of the seven wells 
along B-B'. Both of these wells, 23-109-00032 and 23-035-00206, terminate near 
the base of the Andrew. As discussed previously, the top of the Paluxy in well 23-
035-00206 is only tentative, but would indicate a thickness of 1,218 ft for the 
overlying Andrew Formation. Well 23-109-00032, the westernmost well along B-
B' located in northeastern Pearl River County, shows no less than 1,200 ft of the 
Andrew Formation to be present. The Andrew in both of these wells is a 
predominantly shaley interval with thin lenses of sands and limestones, and is 
easily distinguished from the more siliciclastic sediments of the overlying 
Dantzler Formation. 
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The top of the Andrew was logged in five of the seven wells along section 
c-C'. Three of the wells log the full interval and record an average thickness of 
1,386 ft . The basal contact in each well is distinct, being placed at the base of an 
80-120 ft thick shale above the regularly bedded sands of the Paluxy. The upper 
contact is not distinct in well 23-109-00046, the southernmost well along C-C', 
and is considered tentative. In the remaining wells the upper contact is distinct 
and placed at the base of the lowermost sand of the overlying Dantzler 
Formation. 
All five wells along 0-D' logged the full Andrew interval. The unit averages 
1,286 ft thick, and shows a strong attenuation in thickness moving northward. 
The wireline patterns indicate the Andrew is a predominantly shaley interval in all 
but the northernmost well, 23-067-00284. What sands that do occur in the basal 
section of the formation grade into shales moving north . Conversely, the shales 
of the upper Andrew in the southernmost well develop a sand unit approximately 
100 ft from the upper contact that thickens from D to D'. Two sidewall cores 
taken in well 23-131-00014 are identified as light gray to gray, very hard, and 
dense limestones. It is assumed that these limestones have undergone a facies 
change moving north by well 23-035-00168. In this latter well a sidewall core was 
taken within each SP deflection and each was described as sands. The upper 
contact with the Dantzler is distinct with no doubt of correlation. 
The Andrew was logged in four wells along E-E', including the three most 
northern wells, and the southernmost well located at point F. The unit averages 
1
,
256 ft thick, a number that likely better represents the true average thickness 
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along section E-E' than the reported average for the underlying Paluxy. At 1,550 
ft, well 23-111-00044 records the second greatest thickness for the Andrew 
across the entire study area. It is no coincidence that this well also has the third 
deepest top identified for the underlying Paluxy of any well, and the deepest west 
of R. 15 W. The upper contact with the Dantzler is easily identified in each well 
and is placed above the lowest sands of the Dantzler and above the thick shales 
of the Andrew. This uppermost shale that marks the top of the unit is 350 ft thick 
in well 23-131-00038, and gets progressively thinner to the north; only 70 ft of 
this shale is interpreted to be present in the northernmost well, 23-067-00412. On 
the whole, the Andrew is dominated by shales that are punctuated by sandstones 
10 to 50 ft thick, which become more numerous in the northern wells. The 
interval in well 23-131-00038 is almost entirely shale, containing only three sand 
bodies of note. 
Dantzler Formation 
The Dantzler is recognized as the predominantly siliciclastic, non-marine 
interval between the highest limestone of the Andrew and the conglomeratic 
sands of the Lower Tuscaloosa (Mancini et al., 1999). The upper contact 
between the Dantzler and Tuscaloosa is widely considered to be unconformable 
within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin. However, Chasteen (1983) considered 
the contact to be conformable within the Perry sub-basin, with the Dantzler-
Lower Tuscaloosa interval representing "a single diachronous unit which spans 
the Upper and Lower Cretaceous boundary." The similarity in the wireline log 
characteristics of the Dantzler-Lower Tuscaloosa interval in many of the wells 
used in this thesis certainly lends credence to Chasteen's (1983) findings. 
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The Dantzler of George County is described by Dinkins (1967) as a 925 to 
1,070 foot thick, predominantly elastic sequence of alternating shales, 
mudstones, sandstones, siltstones and nodular limestones. Variations in 
thickness are partly attributed to the erosional surface at the top of the formation. 
The shales tend to be red, dark-red, dark-maroon and maroon in color, being silty 
and finely micaceous. Throughout the formation are vari-colored mudstones in 
subordinate amounts to the shales, some of which are mottled. Sandstones 
appear to be white, generally fine- and medium-grained, usually slightly silty and 
micaceous and occasionally calcareous (Dinkins, 1967). The upper Dantzler also 
contains a few thin zones of medium- to coarse-grained sandstones. Dinkins 
(1967) placed the top of the unit below the conglomerates of the Tuscaloosa 
Group, noting its unconformable nature. It is also noted that electrical correlations 
often place the contact lower than the lithic top, and that sample work, 
supplemented with electrical log data is the only reliable way to accurately place 
the contact (Dinkins, 1967). The thickness of the Dantzler in Forrest County 
ranges between 793 and 1,244 ft thick, with an average across the county of 987 
ft (Fig. 17). The thickest sections of Dantzler occur in the northeast of Forrest 
County, along the Perry County border. This area is directly related to the 
location of a structural low found in the underlying Andrew. The Dantzler is the 
deepest unit to be penetrated by wells located in the Perry Sub-basin, and 
therefore the structure map (Fig. 18) is notably different than any unit found 
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Figure 17. Dantzler Formation lsopach Map. The thickest intervals occur along 
the eastern edge of the study area, and correlate well with the Chasteen's 
predicted area of primary sediment influx during this time. Numerous wells from 
that area appear to show a continuous period of deposition across the Mid-
Cretaceous Sequence Boundary. 
deeper in the stratigraphic column. Based on data from overlying strata, it is likely 
the Dantzler (and all units stratigraphically lower) predates the formation of this 
section of the basin . 
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Figure 18. Dantzler Formation Structure Contour Map. Better well control 
throughout the study area allows for improved resolution of structural features. 
Two anticlinal structures can now be resolved on either side of the MPF. In 
addition, the Perry Sub-basin is visible for the first time. The local structural low in 
northern Forrest and Perry Counties is still visible after Dantzler deposition. 
As well control around the MPF dramatically increases in the Dantzler, it is 
the first unit to allow for detailed imaging of the structure associated with Maxie 
and Pistol Ridge fields. Figure 18 shows the anticlinal limbs associated with both 
Maxi and Pistol Ridge. 
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As previously discussed, the upper contact between the Dantzler and the 
overlying Massive sand of the Tuscaloosa group is considered unconformable 
throughout most of the study area. The contact is suitable for regional correlation 
as it is generally distinct. On electric logs, the marker is placed at the base of the 
characteristically blocky SP and resistivity curves of the Massive sand. The lower 
contact is conformable and placed below the lowermost limestone of the 
Dantzler. 
Dantzler in Cross-Section 
The top of the Dantzler Formation was identified in each of the five wells 
along A-A'. As the top of the underlying Andrew Formation was not picked in well 
23-035-20063, a thickness for the Dantzler cannot be calculated in this well. The 
interval across the section is nearly uniform in thickness and averages 980 ft in 
the other four wells in the section. The basal contact is distinct in all but well 23-
035-20063, and is placed atop a 150 ft shale interval of the Andrew Formation. 
The upper contact is less distinct than in wells found downdip. The presence of 
blocky sands at the top of the interval leads to a wireline log pattern similar to 
that of the overlying Massive sand of the Tuscaloosa Group. Well 23-035-20052 
is especially problematic as the sands of the overlying Massive sand are poorly 
developed and the upper sands of the Dantzler are especially massive. Without 
additional data, the contact is considered questionable. 
Portions of the Dantzler Formation were logged in five of the seven wells 
along B-B'. As with the underlying Andrew Formation, only two wells, 23-109-
00032 and 23-035-00206, logged the full interval. From these two wells, an 
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average thickness of 973 ft is observed. Well 23-109-00130, found between the 
two previously mentioned wells along B-8', logged approximately 750 ft of the 
Dantzler. The formation in all three wells exhibits a similar pattern of sandstones 
of variable thicknesses punctuated by units of shale of equal or greater 
thickness. The interval becomes dominated by shale deposition from west to 
east, particularly in the lower half of the formation. Well 23-035-00062 penetrated 
450 ft of the Dantzler Formation and is once again dominated by sands as in well 
23-109-00032, the most western well along C-C'. 
The top of the Dantzler was logged in each of the wells along C-C'. Wells 
23-109-000130 and 23-031-00033 did not penetrate the underlying Andrew 
Formation, and thus thicknesses are not reported. An average thickness of 951 ft 
is interpreted in the other five wells. Between wells 23-109-00046 and 23-073-
00139 the top of the Dantzler steadily dips to the north, and then flattens as it 
roughly follows strike for the remainder of section C-C'. The upper contact is 
distinct in all but the two northernmost wells along the section, 23-035-00049 and 
23-031 -00033. In these two wells the upper contact is placed at the top of a 20 ft 
thick shale below the blocky sands of the overlying Massive sand. The contact in 
well 23-031-00033 is especially problematic as the upper sands of the Dantzler 
roughly mirror the wireline response of the Massive sand, and without additional 
data, is considered suspect. 
The Dantzler is logged in its entirety in each well along D-D' and averages 
1,030 ft thick. The unit reaches a maximum thickness of 1, 143 ft in the central 
Well , 23-035-00168, and thins north and south of that well. The basal contact is 
distinct along the section and placed at the base of the lowest sand of the 
Dantzler. The upper contact with the Massive sand is also distinct, thanks to a 
lack of thick sands in the upper Dantzler, in addition to how well developed the 
Massive sand is along D-D'. 
The top of the Dantzler is logged in five of the six wells of section E-E'. 
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The top of the Dantzler in well 23-111-20060 is placed at a depth of 9,920 ft 
according to estimates taken from scout tickets, and well 23-111-0004 7 does not 
penetrate the full thickness of the unit. Due to well 23-111-20060 being relatively 
shallow compared to surrounding wells, this is the first time the structure of the 
Perry sub-basin is expressed in maps and cross-section. The estimated depth of 
the top of the Dantzler in this well is significantly deeper than the next deepest 
along E-E', by more than 1,000 ft. The average thickness among the wells that 
logged the full interval is 1,017 ft. The Dantzler is characterized in the three 
northernmost wells along E-E' as a series of interbedded thick sandstones and 
shales. The sands in the upper 200 ft of well 23-131-00038, located in Stone 
County, are as massive as the overlying Massive sand, but are separated by a 
30-ft thick shale. The next 500 ft of sands of the Dantzler are comparable to 
those found in the northern wells, but are somewhat thinner, and more 
numerous. The basal 700 ft is dominated by shales with only one notable sand, 
measuring 70 ft thick. 
Tuscaloosa Group 
The subsurface Tuscaloosa Group within the Mississippi Interior Salt 
Basin is generally divided into three units, the Lower Tuscaloosa, the Middle or 
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Marine Shale, and the Upper Tuscaloosa (Monroe et al., 1946; Dickas, 1962; 
Dinkins, 1967, Mancini et al., 1999). The Lower Tuscaloosa is subdivided into 
two informal units within Mississippi, the lower of which is the Massive sand, and 
the upper unit is termed the Stringer or Marine sand (Mancini et al., 1999). The 
Massive sand is present throughout the study area but is known to be absent 
east of a line connecting northeastern Leake County to northern Walthall County 
(Dickas, 1962). Mancini et al. (1999) note that correlation of the subsurface 
Tuscaloosa to equivalent units in outcrop is not fully understood. A quick guide to 
the current correlation of these units is given by Mancini et al. (1999): 
Regional stratigraphic syntheses indicate that the Coker and Gordo 
Formations of the surface correlate to the Upper Tuscaloosa of the 
subsurface (Dockery, 1981; Raymond et al., 1988) and suggest 
that the Eoline Member correlates to the upper portion of the 
Marine Shale of the subsurface. Dickas (1962) considered both the 
Gordo and Coker Formations to be lithostratigraphically equivalent 
to the Upper Tuscaloosa, the Eoline "Formation" to be equivalent to 
the Marine Shale, and the "Cottondale Formation" to correlate to 
the Lower Tuscaloosa. 
Lower Tuscaloosa Formation 
Massive sand. Dinkins (1967) studied the Lower Tuscaloosa in George 
County and recognized both the "massive sandstone section" and the "stringer 
sandstone section," otherwise known as the Massive sand and Stringer sand, or 
marine sand. The massive sand is described as 140 to 370 ft of massive fine- to 
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coarse-grained sandstones with minor amounts of alternating shale and 
mudstone (Dinkins, 1967). These sands are typically 'clean.' The massive sand 
unit contains coarse sub-rounded sand grains, varicolored quartz and chert 
pebbles and chips, with the latter being more numerous in the lower sections. 
These coarse grains make the unit porous, even in the presence of interspersed 
shales and mudstones (Dinkins, 1967). The contact with the underlying Dantzler 
is believed to be unconformable, thus accounting for the variation in thickness 
due to the erosional surface it was deposited upon (Dinkins, 1967). 
The Massive sand averages 226 ft thick, and ranges between 108 and 
395 ft thick (Fig. 19). The thinnest intervals occur over a local structural high of 
the underlying Dantzler that occurs across T. 3 N., R. 13 W. and T. 4 N., R 13W 
(Fig. 18). East of this local high existed a structural low, in which the thickest 
accumulations of Massive sand are observed. As with the underlying Dantzler, 
there appears to be no influence of the Perry Sub-basin on accumulations of the 
Massive sand. Structurally, the top of the Massive sand (Fig. 20) appears to be 
very similar to that of the Dantzler. The two most striking features continue to be 
the well-defined anticlines of Maxie and Pistol Ridge, and the deep Perry Sub-
basin to the east. 
The upper contact with the Stringer sand is believed to be conformable, 
and is recognized on electric logs as the top of the blocky SP and resistivity 
curves beneath the sand and shales of the Stringer. This contact is regionally 
significant and suitable for basin-wide correlations. 
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Stringer sand. In George County, the upper unit of the Lower Tuscaloosa, the 
"stringer sandstone unit," is comprised of 320 to 480 ft of alternating sandstones, 
siltstone, shales and rare amounts of mudstone (Dinkins, 1967). The sands in 
this unit tend to be more lenticular in nature, and range in grain size from silt to 
medium-grained. The shales are dark-gray and black and are generally flakey 
and splintery and finely micaceous. Sandstones and siltstones are described as 
predominantly white generally glauconitic calcareous slightly silty and rarely 
fossiliferous (Dinkins, 1967). 
The Stringer of Forrest County varies between 161 and 394 ft thick, 
averaging 308 ft across the whole of the county (Fig. 21 ). Deposition of the 
Massive sand was generally uniform across the study area. Again, the Perry 
Sub-basin is the most obvious structural feature, while the outline of the east and 
west anticlines of Maxie and Pistol Ridge are a close second (Fig. 22). 
The upper contact with the Marine Shale is very well defined across the 
study area. On electric logs, the marker is placed below the homogenous shales 
of the Marine Shale and above the heterogeneous sands and shale of the 
Stringer. The contact is conformable. 
Tuscaloosa Marine Shale 
The Marine Shale, or Middle Shale as used by Dinkins (1967), is 
lithologically consistent in George County. The unit is described as predominantly 
dark-gray and black flakey and splintery finely micaceous and commonly finely 
carbonaceous or lignitic shales. Minor amounts of light-gray and light-green 
mudstone, as well as white to pale-gray very fine-grained calcareous sandstones 
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Figure 19. Massive sand lsopach Map. The Massive sand retains a rather 
uniform thickness throughout much of the study area. Thin intervals in central 
Forrest County sit over a structural high of the underlying Dantzler Formation. 
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also exist (Dinkins, 1967). The contact with the Upper Tuscaloosa is believed to 
be conformable due to its transitional nature. The Marine Tuscaloosa is quite 
thick in George County, ranging between 370 and 515 ft thick, and thickening to 
the southwest at the expense of the overlying Upper Tuscaloosa (Dinkins, 1967) . 
The Marine Shale of Forrest County ranges between 177 and 472 ft thick, with 
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Figure 20. Massive sand Structure Contour Map. The structure map of the 
Massive sand gives great resolution of the structures in the south of the study 
area. Along the MPF, limbs from both anticlines are easily identified. Definition of 
the Perry Sub-basin is also very good. 
an average of 400 ft. The unit is thickest in the southernmost portion of the study 
area, thins gently across central Forrest County, then quickly in the northern third 
of the study area (Fig. 23). The thinnest intervals deposited are found above a 
structural high of the Stringer in extreme northeast Forrest County. The thickest 
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Figure 21. Stringer sand lsopach Map. Little detail is provided by the isopach of 
the Stringer sand due to the uniformity of the unit across the study area. 
intervals are found in the southern extreme of the study area, indicating 
deposition was largely controlled by water depth. Structurally, the presence of the 
Perry Sub-basin is still the key feature, although it appeared to have no effect on 
the deposition of the unit, as the structure appears to be younger than the Marine 
Shale (Fig. 24). Numerous small bull's eyes appear on both the structure and 
isopach maps of the Marine Shale. These are attributed to the inclusion of wells 
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Figure 22. Stringer sand Structure Contour Map. Like the Massive sand below, 
the mapping the top of the Stringer sand allows for exceptional resolution of 
structural features in southern Forrest County. 
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intersected with third and fourth order faults; whose offsets although minor (-5-25 
ft), are enough to have a detrimental effect on contouring. 
Both the upper and lower Marine Shale contacts are easily identified on 
electric logs, and are suitable for regional correlations. The contact with the 
overlying Upper Tuscaloosa is conformable, and is identified from log data as the 
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base of the lowermost sands of the Upper Tuscaloosa. The Marine Shale tends 
to be a homogenous package of shales with the SP sticking closely to the shale 
line throughout the unit. 
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Figure 23. Marine Shale lsopach Map. The Marine Shale appears to have been 
affected by growth faulting the western edge of the MPF. Thicknesses appear to 
?e stable within the mid-section of the study area. Moving north or south 
introduces variability to measure thicknesses. 
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Figure 24. Marine Shale Structure Contour Map. The Marine Shale structure map 
is not quite as helpful for resolving structure along the MPF as the preceding 
Tuscaloosa units. The Pistol Ridge anticline is much better defined than its 
counterpart in Maxie field . The prominent feature remains the Perry Sub-basin. 
Upper Tuscaloosa 
The Upper Tuscaloosa of George County is described as a sequence of 
alternating shales, mudstones ad lenticular sandstones (Dinkins, 1967). The unit 
varies between 275 and 515 ft thick, being generally thicker in the northern half 
of the county, but exhibiting a thickening trend to the west and southwest. The 
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shales of the Upper Tuscaloosa re dark-gray and gray, generally flakey and 
splintery, with some red and purple shales present (Dinkins, 1967). The red and 
purple shales tend to be restricted to the upper half of the section. Mudstones 
tend to be light-gray, gray, or greenish-gray, and contain spherical siderite 
concretions. The sandstones very from very fine- to medium-grained and, are 
generally porous and at times contain interspersed chert grains (Dinkins, 1967). 
In some wells in George County, the presence of red shales can serve as a lithic 
top marker for the contact between the Upper Tuscaloosa and the overlying 
Eutaw Formation (Dinkins, 1967). Dinkins (1967) notes that determining the 
contact using electrical logs is not considered reliable. 
Within Forrest County, the Upper Tuscaloosa varies between 424 and 910 
feet thick, and averages 534 ft. The thickest intervals occur to the north (Fig. 25), 
and unlike other units discussed thus far, are not structurally dependent. The 
thickness of the Upper Tuscaloosa is inversely related to the thickness of the 
underlying Marine Shale. The thickest accumulation occurs in extreme 
northeastern Forrest County, directly over the thinnest accumulations of Marine 
Shale deposits (Fig. 23). As the Marine Shale thickens to the south, the same 
deposition pattern is seen in the Upper Tuscaloosa, only reversed. The top of the 
Upper Tuscaloosa (Fig. 26) is also structurally similar to the underlying Marine 
Shale. The western edge of the Perry Sub-basin is again the prominent feature, 
and is once again younger than the strata being discussed. The anticlinal 
structure of Maxie and Pistol Ridge fields is well defined by the top of the Upper 
Tuscaloosa. 
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While the lower contact with the underlying Marine Shale is easily 
identified using electrical logs, the upper contact is notoriously difficult to 
accurately place. Numerous authors (McGlothlin, 1944; Winter, 1954; Dickas, 
1962; Dinkins, 1967; Mancini et al., 1999) mention that identifying the upper 
contact with the overlying Eutaw Formation is problematic, and is best done by 
analyzing samples. With no reliable contact defined in the literature, and no 
cuttings or cores available, a consistent marker for the study area needed to be 
identified. Within the study area, the top of the Tuscaloosa is placed at the base 
of a basal sand package from the Eutaw. This sand, termed the Christmas sand, 
provides the basis for all Upper Tuscaloosa calculations. Doubt arises when the 
Christmas is poorly developed, or when the Upper Tuscaloosa becomes 
increasingly sandy near the contact. It is likely that when defined by these terms, 
the placement of the contact is stratigraphically higher than the actually lithic top. 
For this reason, and those noted by previous workers, the upper contact of the 
Upper Tuscaloosa is considered to be tentative. 
Tuscaloosa Group in Cross-Section 
In each of the five wells in section A-A' the Tuscaloosa Group was 
recognized. The characteristic blocky wireline log pattern of the Massive sand is 
poorly developed in each of the wells in the section. The average thickness of 
153 ft is the thinnest measured for any of the cross-sections for the Massive 
sand. Well 23-111-00031, located in northeastern Perry County, has an 
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Figure 25. Upper Tuscaloosa lsopach Map. The Upper Tuscaloosa is generally 
th icker in the northern half of the study area, likely a result of the area's proximity 
to the paleocoastline and sediment sources. The isopach becomes bumpy near 
the MPF, probably due to minor fault cuts from 3rd, and 4 th order faults . Picking 
such faults in a highly variable unit like the Upper Tuscaloosa is extremely 
difficult. 
interpreted Massive sand section measuring 191 ft, and buoys the average 
thickness for A-A'. The upper and lower contacts of the Massive sand in well 23-
035-20052 are indistinct, the latter being nearly unrecognizable using subsurface 
data alone. The blocky nature of the sands in the underlying Dantzler Formation 
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Figure 26. Upper Tuscaloosa Structure Contour Map. The top of the Upper 
Tuscaloosa displays well defined structure along the MPF. The Upper 
Tuscaloosa is the first unit to show offsets associated with graben structures in 
southern Jones County. 
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make distinguishing the basal Massive sand contact difficult in many of the wells 
in the northern third of the study area. The Marine sand is nearly uniform across 
section A-A', and averages 307 ft thick. Structurally, the top of the unit moves 
downdip towards the west, nearly mirroring the structure contours of the 
underlying Massive sand. A series of four sidewall cores were taken in the 
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Marine sand in well 23-111-00031, and are described as sand, white to gray, 
fine-medium to medium grain, slightly to very calcareous, non- to very 
argillaceous, with fair porosity and permeability. The upper and lower contacts of 
the Marine Shale are distinct in each well in section A-A'. The Marine Shale in 
these wells is much thinner than seen along B-B', and averages only 212 ft thick. 
At 829 ft, the Upper Tuscaloosa of section A-A' is much thicker than along B-B' 
and accounts for the thinning seen in the underlying Marine Shale. The wireline 
log pattern for the Upper Tuscaloosa is relatively uniform and the basal contact is 
well defined in each well. The upper contact for the Upper Tuscaloosa is not 
easily recognizable in well 23-035-20063, so the thickness is unknown for this 
well. However, the unit averages 829 ft thick in the other wells, thickening updip 
to the east. 
The Tuscaloosa Group was recognized in all seven wells along B-B', and 
the entirety of the interval was logged in four of the wells. The Massive sand was 
recognized in each of the wells and averages 277 ft thick. With the exception of 
well 23-035-00206, each of the wells that penetrated the top of the Dantzler 
Formation show similar lithologic characteristics between the Massive sand and 
the upper Dantzler. In these wells an oscillating resistivity pattern is evident and 
allows for the correlation of the base of the Massive sand between them. The 
Marine sand in each of the wells is distinct and averages 307 ft thick. The 
wireline log pattern for the base of the Marine Shale is identical in each of the 
wells along B-B' and serves as an excellent marker for correlation. While the 
upper Marine Shale contact is generally distinct, in wells 23-109-00032, 23-109-
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00130, and 23-035-00154 there exists a sand body approximately 60 ft thick, the 
base of which can easily be mistaken as the top of the unit. It is only with 
correlation with surrounding wells that the top can be accurately picked. The 
Marine Shale averages 422 ft thick along B-B'. The entire Upper Tuscaloosa is 
present in six of the wells along B-B' and averages 477 ft thick. In well 23-035-
00206 the Upper Tuscaloosa is cut by the MPF and an estimated 360' is missing. 
The wireline log pattern for the top of the Tuscaloosa is less distinct in the two 
wells located in Pearl River County than those found further to the east due to an 
increase in the shale content of the overlying Christmas sand. 
The complete Tuscaloosa interval was logged in each well across C-C'. 
The group as a whole is relatively uniform in thickness and averages 1 ,514 ft. 
The Massive sand averages 230 ft thick and obtains a maximum thickness along 
the section of 31 Oft in well 23-07-00139. The characteristic wireline response of 
the Massive sand is present in all but the northernmost well, 23-031-00033. In 
this well the Massive sand contains numerous fine-grained lenses, likely shales, 
which break up the blocky pattern that is typical of the unit. The overlying Marine 
sand averages 280 ft thick, changing little over the length of the section. Again, 
the poorly developed wireline pattern observed in well 23-031-00033 makes the 
lower contact with the Massive sand suspect. The actual contact in this well may 
be placed as much as 100 ft lower in the unit without much argument. The 
Marine Shale in section C-C' averages 351 ft thick. The unit thickens north-to-
south and reaches a maximum thickness of 446 ft in well 23-109-00046. The 
basal Marine Shale contact is distinct in each well and is suitable for regional 
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correlation. The upper contact can be confused due to the presence of a few thin 
sand beds roughly 60 ft from the top of the unit. However, the contact as placed 
along C-C' is not thought to be questionable. The Upper Tuscaloosa averages 
652 ft thick in this section, becoming progressively thicker in downdip wells. 
Although the thickness of the unit varies by almost 400 ft across the cross-
section, the character of the unit changes very little, and retains a pattern of 
interbedded sands and shales. The upper section of the unit does become more 
shaley in the two southernmost wells (along with the overlying Christmas sand), 
making it more difficult to distinguish the Upper Tuscaloosa from the Eagle Ford. 
As this contact is already considered tentative throughout the study area, its 
placement in wells 23-109-00046 and 23-109-00130 is not worrisome. 
Each well along D-D' logged the complete Tuscaloosa. The average 
thickness for the interval is 1,533, nearly identical to that measured for C-C' and 
E-E'. The group shows a very slight reduction (79 ft) in thickness from the 
southernmost to the northernmost well. The Massive sand averages 273 ft thick 
and is thinnest in the middle well, 23-035-00168. As previously mentioned, the 
lower contact with the Dantzler is distinct in each well. The upper contact is also 
typical along the section. Well 23-035-00168 recovered a core that spans the 
contact between the Massive sand and the overlying Marine sand. The core 
grades from the interbedded shales and very fine to fine-grained sands of limited 
porosity, associated with the Marine sand, and into sands of increasing grain size 
and porosity of the Massive sand. The Marine sand interval averages 285 ft thick, 
being generally thicker in the southern wells. The contact with the Marine Shale 
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is very distinct. The Marine Shale more than doubles in thickness moving 
southward from well 23-067-00284 (206 ft), located in southern Jones County, to 
well 23-131-00014 (449 ft), located in northern Stone County. The average 
thickness across the five wells of D-D' is 358 ft. The upper and lower contacts of 
the Marine Shale are distinct and are excellent stratigraphic markers. The 
average thickness of the Upper Tuscaloosa along the section is 616 ft. The 
interval thickens from south-to-north, ranging between 500-to-838 ft thick. 
Correlation of the upper contact along the section is made difficult in the three 
northern wells due to no clear shale break between the Christmas sand and the 
Upper Tuscaloosa. The unit is characteristically heterogeneous and comprised of 
sands and shales of subequal thickness. 
The entire Tuscaloosa interval is logged in each well along E-E' and 
averages 1,505 ft thick. In well 23-111-20060, located in the Perry sub-basin, the 
top of each unit within the group is 1,000 ft or deeper, than any other along E-E'. 
Interestingly, this does not correlate to increased thicknesses for any of the 
Tuscaloosa units, and the total thickness for the group in this well is fifteen feet 
less than the average for E-E'. The Massive sand averages 267 ft thick, and 
reaches a maximum thickness of 383 ft in well 23-111-00047. It is possible that 
this thickness is overestimated. The blocky wireline response of the sands below 
the Massive sand, and in the upper unit itself, leave the contacts open to 
interpretation. The Massive sand in well 23-067-00412, the northernmost well, is 
a legitimate 300 ft interval with distinct lower and upper contacts. Forty feet of the 
Massive sand was cored in this well, recovering twenty-five. The sediments were 
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described as white, soft to firm, medium-grained micaceous sand, slightly porous 
to porous, and speckled with carbonaceous matter, and no hydrocarbon show, 
odor or taste was observed. The basal fifty-eight feet were also cored in the 
overlying Marine sand and forty-seven feet were recovered. The cores were 
described as a series of green, micaceous, glauconitic, fossiliferous sandy 
shales, gray to dark-gray, micaceous, slightly sandy fissile shales, and dull to 
dark-gray, hard, fossiliferous and slightly sandy fissile shales. The Marine sand 
averages 282 ft thick along E-E' and reaches a maximum thickness of 350 ft in 
well 23-111-00044. The unit is relatively uniform across the section, likely 
consisting of mainly shales like those described in well 23-067-00412, and 
containing a few beds of sands near the middle of the interval. Sidewall cores 
from well 23-111-00031 describes these sands as white, fine to medium-grained, 
slightly to very calcareous, with fair porosity and permeability. The Marine Shale 
is recognized in each well in section E-E' and averages 333 ft thick, being thicker 
in the southern wells and thinning towards the north. The upper and lower 
contacts of the Marine Shale are distinct each well. The Upper Tuscaloosa 
averages 623 ft thick along the section, being thicker in the north. In well 23-111-
00031, 893 ft are interpreted to be present, while in the southernmost well, 23-
131-00038, only 487 ft are observed. The Upper Tuscaloosa is lithologically 
consistent from one well to another, and is characterized as a sequence of 
interbedded sands and shales. Near the top of the Upper Tuscaloosa in well 23-
111-20060 is an unusual sand unit, roughly 150 ft thick. It is not clear if it is a 
result of being located in the Perry sub-basin. The upper contact for the Upper 
Tuscaloosa in each well is distinct and placed at the base of the lowest sand of 
the Eagle Ford. 
Eutaw Group 
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The Eutaw Group at depth varies in both nomenclature and lithology from 
its counterpart in outcrop. Within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the 
subsurface Eutaw is typically divided into two units, the lower Eagle Ford 
Formation, and the upper Austin Chalk. The McShan Formation of Alabama is 
recognized as the surface equivalent of the subsurface Eagle Ford (Mississippi 
Geological Society, 1945; Braunstein, 1950; Murray, 1961 ), while the Tombigbee 
Sand that crops out in Alabama and northern Mississippi, is the updip surface 
equivalent of the Austin Chalk (Murray, 1961, Mancini et al. , 1999). The Eagle 
Ford is recognized in the subsurface of Forrest County as the predominantly 
shaley interval above the sands of the Tuscaloosa Group and beneath the Austin 
Chalk of the Eutaw Group. Due to similarities in lithology and wireline log 
response, the Austin Chalk is often included in the Selma Group as distinction of 
these units using only subsurface data can be extremely difficult (Dickas, 1962, 
Mancini et al., 1999). For the purpose of this study, further discussions of the 
Eutaw Group will be restricted to the Eagle Ford Formation. 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Eutaw Formation of George County, and like 
this thesis, included the upper Austin Chalk with the Selma Group and referred to 
the lower siliciclastic faces as the Eagle Ford Formation. Dinkins described the 
Eagle Ford as a sequence of interbedded shales, sandstones and siltstones 
ranging from 165 to 275 feet thick. The shales are dark gray and black, flaky, 
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splintery, silty and finely micaceous, with some shales being slightly calcareous 
and fossiliferous and others being carbonaceous or lignitic. The sandstones are 
usually white, sometimes, pale gray, very fine to fine-grained, calcareous, 
glauconitic, micaceous and occasionally sparingly fossiliferous. The siltstones 
are white to light gray and typically glauconitic and calcareous. 
The base of the Eagle Ford is placed at the base of the lowermost sand, 
generally 70 ft thick, termed the Christmas sand. The upper contact with the 
Selma Group (Austin Chalk) is generally easy to identify on electric logs, but its 
nature does vary as one moves across the study area. South of a line extending 
from sec. 32, T. 1 N., R. 14 W. to sec. 13, T. 1 N., R. 12 W., the contact between 
the Eagle Ford and the Selma Group is placed between the lowest high-
resistivity chalk and the uppermost shale. This placement generally creates a 
characteristic pinch in the wireline response, no more than 5 ft thick, as the SP 
moves towards the shale line and the resistivity value drops sharply. North of this 
line, a second, generally thicker, pinch develops approximately 30 ft below the 
upper pinch, and should not be used for correlation with wells to the south. Also 
north of this line, the upper pinch eventually becomes offset moving north 
towards the limit of the study area. In these wells, the SP deflects towards the 
shale line as much as 50 ft above the decrease in resistivity, and the pick is 
made at the pinch in the resistance curve. 
The upper contact of the Eagle Ford as defined herein varies from that of 
Luo (1993), who followed picks left on wireline logs by the late Tom McGlothlin . 
McGlothlin placed the upper contact of the Eutaw Formation within the chalks of 
the Selma Group, likely representing the upper contact of the Austin Chalk, 
although it is never indicated on the logs. Many of his logs also contain a pick 
labeled Lower Eutaw, and is presumably the Eagle Ford. This contact was 
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placed above the lowermost shales of the Eutaw, which generally measure 80 to 
100 ft in thickness. On the log for 23-031-00033, the northernmost well along C-
C', McGlothlin places the base of chalk within the same characteristic feature that 
marks the top of the Eagle Ford in this thesis; the top of the Lower Eutaw is 
placed 170 ft below. The late Dale Myers also picked the upper contact of the 
Eagle Ford in many of the wells from his collection. In boreholes located in the 
southern portion of the study area, Myers placed the top of the Eagle Ford in the 
same manner as McGlothlin. However, in many of the wells located in the 
northern half of the study area, Myers considered this interval the Stanley sand 
equivalent and preferred to place the top of the Eagle Ford in the same location 
as defined herein. Most often, Myers' picks coincide with the base of chalk as 
indicated by the well operator; this sometimes results in an arbitrary jump in 
thickness of 100 ft or more between closely spaced wells with identical wireline 
signatures. Unfortunately, placing the top of the Eagle Ford above of the 
lowermost shales of the Eutaw becomes increasingly difficult, and inaccurate, in 
wells with evermore northwestern locations. Complicating correlations further are 
the variations in the base of chalk as indicated in scout tickets, which would 
otherwise serve as a capable upper contact for the Eagle Ford. 
It became clear early on in preparations for this thesis that a consistent 
marker for the top of the Eagle Ford needed to be identified that could account 
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for the changes in lithology and wireline patterns in all wells within the study area. 
The lack of firsthand examination of cores or cuttings, the variation in reported 
depths for the base of chalk in scout tickets, and changes in wireline response 
across the study area lead to an assumption that the upper Eagle Ford and basal 
Austin Chalk undergo a facies change within the study area. Therefore, the 
contact is considered herein to be time-stratigraphic, rather than litho-
stratigraphic, but cannot be confirmed without the addition of biostratigraphic 
data. 
The unit ranges from 125 to 365 ft thick in Forrest County, being generally 
thicker in the north (Fig. 27). Wireline patterns suggest the thinner intervals to the 
south are likely a result of the shales of the Eagle Ford grading into the chalks of 
the Austin. It's not clear if the change in lithology is related to the structural high 
of the Wiggins Arch; however the thinning observed does suggest a correlation 
(Fig. 28). Within Forrest County, the Eagle Ford typically contains a basal sand 
unit 30 to 90 ft thick (Fig. 29) and is likely correlatable to the Christmas sand 
found in Jones and Jasper Counties (Mancini et al., 1999). This sand is more 
porous and less calcareous than typical, and is a well-known oil producer in 
updip areas (Mancini et al., 1999). As the Christmas sand is nearly 
homogeneous in thickness across the study area, the associated structure (Fig. 
30) is nearly identical to that of the underlying Upper Tuscaloosa (Fig. 26). It 
must be stated that due to the nature of the Eagle Ford-Tuscaloosa contact, any 
thickness measurements for the Eagle Ford, or its basal sand, are tentative, and 
must be treated as so. 
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Figure 27. Eagle Ford Formation lsopach Map. The Eagle Ford becomes 
progressively thicker south-to-north, obtaining thicknesses greater than 300 ft in 
some areas. Thinner sections in the south (200' contour line) follow the structural 
highs of the underlying Christmas sand. 
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Figure 28. Eagle Ford Formation Structure Contour Map. The Eagle Ford 
structure map shows well defined anticlinal lobes along both sides of the MPF. 
The area around southern Forrest County accounts for the shallowest Eagle Ford 
structure of the study area. 
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Figure 29. Christmas sand lsopach Map. The Christmas sand is relatively 
uniform in thickness across Forrest and surrounding counties. However, the unit 
does thin considerably along the southern extent of the study area. A possible 
cause being the Wiggins Arch shielding the southern flank from receiving elastic 
sediments from coastal sediment sources to the north. 
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Figure 30. Christmas sand Structure Contour Map. As Christmas sand sediments 
rarely exceed 80 ft in thickness, the structure map is nearly identical to the 
underlying Upper Tuscaloosa. 
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Eagle Ford in Cross-Section 
The Eagle Ford Formation was logged in each of the five wells across A-
A'. Based on the wireline log patterns, the interval in these wells is likely 
comprised almost entirely of shale, and has lost many of the defining 
characteristics seen in the south of the study area. The increase in shale content 
makes correlation of the lower contact with the Tuscaloosa Group extremely 
difficult in well 23-073-20238, and impossible in well 23-035-20063, both found 
on the western end of section A-A'. The average thickness of the Eagle Ford in 
the section is 373 ft, including the Christmas sand, which averages 65 ft thick. 
The Christmas thins from 88 ft to 45 ft from A to A'. The upper contact of the 
Eagle Ford is distinct in each well and is placed at the first sharp drop in 
resistivity below the chalks of the Selma Group. 
The Eagle Ford Formation was recognized in each of the wells along B-B' 
and averages 230 ft thick. The Christmas sand, on average, accounts for 63 ft of 
the total thickness of the Eagle Ford. In well 23-035-00206, the base of the 
Christmas sand has been cut by the MPF and is not present in the well; an 
estimated 20' or less is likely missing. The Christmas sand in the two 
westernmost wells along B-B', 23-109-00032 and 23-109-00130 is much shalier 
than is typical , making distinction from the underlying Tuscaloosa Group difficult. 
The wireline log pattern for the Christmas sand is much better defined in the 
other wells, generally occurring as a basal 70 ft thick sand unit beneath a 70 ft 
thick shale interval within the Eagle Ford. The upper contact for the Eagle Ford is 
distinct in all seven of the wells along B-B'. 
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The Eagle Ford is recognized in each of the wells along C-C'. The full 
interval measures 293 ft thick on average, including 64 ft of Christmas sand. The 
Christmas is much thinner in the two southernmost wells, averaging 36 ft, but 
thickens to the north where it averages 75 ft thick in the other five wells. As 
mentioned previously in the discussion of the Upper Tuscaloosa, the interval 
becomes shalier in wells 23-109-00046 and 23-109-00130, and likely is cause for 
the interpreted thinning. The shale interval of the Eagle Ford thickens 
considerably from south-to-north, reaching a maximum thickness of 280 ft in well 
23-035-00049, the common well for A-A' and C-C'. 
Each of the five wells along D-D' logged the Eagle Ford, averaging 27 4 ft 
thick. The basal Christmas sand is relatively uniform in thickness and accounts 
for 63 ft on average of the Eagle Ford. As stated previously, there is some issue 
in discerning the lower contact of the Christmas in the three northern wells of D-
D'. The upper contact of the Christmas is placed below the lowest shales of the 
Eagle Ford, and is easily correlated between wells. The upper contact between 
the Eagle Ford and the chalks of the Selma Group is distinct across the section. 
The Eagle Ford was recognized in each well along E-E' and averages 
318 ft thick. The unit thickens from 234 ft in the southernmost well, 23-131-
00038, to 408 ft in well 23-111-00044, and then thins slightly to 354 ft in the 
northernmost well, 23-067-00412. The Christmas accounts for 60, 70 and 63 ft 
respectively. The upper and lower contacts of the Christmas are well defined on 
the wireline logs in each well. A core taken from well 23-067-00412 describes the 
Christmas as a series of light gray, gray, and green, slightly micaceous to 
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micaceous, sometimes glauconitic and fossiliferous, shales and sandy shales 
interbedded with white, soft, clean, medium-grained, ankeritic, porous sands. The 
contact between the Eagle Ford and the Selma Group is easily distinguished and 
there are no questions regarding correlation between wells. 
Selma Group 
The Selma Group is recognized within the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin 
as a predominantly chalky interval (Mancini et al., 1999). Within the study area 
the Selma serves as the interval between the top of the Eagle Ford Formation 
and the base of the Midway Group. In outcrop in eastern Mississippi and south-
central Alabama, the Selma is composed of the Mooreville Chalk, Arcola 
Limestone Member, Demopolis Chalk, Marl Member, the Ripley Formation and 
the Prairie Bluff Chalk (Mancini et al., 1999). However, due to the homogenous 
nature of the unit in the subsurface of the study area, these subdivisions are not 
recognized. As previously mentioned, the Austin Chalk is to be included in the 
discussion of the Selma Group due to their similar lithologies and difficulty 
locating a meaningful contact using geophysical logs. The lower contact with the 
Eutaw Group is older in downdip areas than in updip areas due to the inclusion of 
the Austin Chalk (Mancini et al., 1999). 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Selma Group in George County. As in Forrest 
County, he noted that the Selma is lithologically consistent, being predominantly 
chalk, and no subdivisions were recognized in the interval. Any divisions must be 
made using biostratigraphic markers (Dinkins, 1967). The chalks of George 
County are pale gray, light gray and white, with some being argillaceous and 
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others almost pure calcium carbonate. The basal Selma tends to be argillaceous 
and slightly sandy, with shales that tend to be silty to slightly sandy. 
The Selma of Forrest County averages 1,099 ft thick, ranging between 
945 to 1420 ft (Fig. 31), with generally thicker sections occurring in the northern 
part of the county. The Selma is the first unit discussed to show a depositional 
influence from the Perry Sub-basin . This constrains the formation of the basin to 
sometime during Selma time (84-65 my). The relief between the rim of the basin 
and the deepest measured point was lessened by the close of Selma deposition, 
and the contour profile has been softened (Fig. 32). Deposition of 1, 100+ ft of 
sediment across the study area had the effect of dampening much of the 
paleotopography of the underlying Eagle Ford. Many of the structural features 
recognizable in the Eagle Ford, are had been leveled off by the close of the 
Selma. 
The homogeneous nature of the Selma can make it especially difficult to 
recognize faulted sections with minor offsets, which are likely to be present in 
many of the wells in Maxie and Pistol Ridge Fields. An effort was made to 
exclude faulted wells from thickness calculations and isopach maps for all units. 
However, it is recognized that some wells with 10-50 ft of section missing within 
the Selma may have been included, and any small closed contours near the MPF 
are likely a result. 
The top of the unit is distinct in wireline logs and is suitable for regional 
correlation. The basal 50 to 150 feet of the overlying Midway is generally very 
low in resistivity and SP trends along the shale baseline. The Selma can be 
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differentiated from the Midway by a sharp increase in resistivity and a negative 
kick in_ SP. It is known that the Selma lies unconformably beneath the Midway 
Group and does not represent a synchronous horizon (Mancini, et al., 1999). 
However, biostratigraphic data suggest that the time missing between the Selma 
and Midway is minor in many areas (Mancini et al., 1999). The basal Selma 
grades into the Austin Chalk of the Eutaw Formation, and are grouped together. 
The contact between the chalk of the Selma and the predominately siliciclastic 
sediments of the Eagle Ford is believed to be gradational, however it does not 
represent a synchronous surface (Dinkins, 1967, Mancini et al., 1999). 
Selma Group in Cross-Section 
The Selma Group in the wells along A-A' is lithologically homogeneous 
and constant in thickness, ranging from 1 ,329 to 1 ,438 ft thick. The average 
thickness of 1,364 ft is greater than B-B', as the unit gradually thickens to the 
north. Both upper and lower contacts are distinct. 
The Selma Group was logged in each of the wells along B-B'. Those wells 
which are not clearly faulted average a thickness of 1, 141 ft for the Selma. The 
Selma in well 23-035-00154 is cut by the MPF and an estimated 210 ft are 
missing. Well 23-109-00032, the westernmost along B-B', is also shortened by 
faulting and an estimated 60 ft are missing near the base of the interval. The 
lower and upper contacts for the Selma Group in each of the wells along B-B' are 
distinct. 
The Selma of C-C' increases in thickness steadily from south-to-north. 
Well 23-109-00046, located at point D, records a thickness of 979 ft, while well 
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Figure 31. Selma Chalk lsopach Map. The Selma is the first unit discussed to 
show any increase in sedimentation within the Perry Sub-basin. This indicates 
subsidence was initiated sometime during the deposition of the Selma (84-65 
my) . More than 1,800' of sediment was deposited in the Perry Sub-basin during 
that time. 
23-031-00033, located at D', records 1,353 ft of sediment. The average thickness 
in each well along the section is 1,146 ft. Half of this increase in thickness can be 
accounted for at the top of the unit. In the southernmost well, 23-109-00046, 
there is a 30-ft thick unit of chalk characterized by higher resistance than the 
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shale of the Midway above and the chalk below. The base of this marker is 
located 220 ft below the upper contact of the Selma in the northernmost well 
along C-C', accounting for 190 ft of the 374-ft increase in overall thickness of the 
Selma between the two wells. 
Chalks of the Selma Group are logged in each well along 0-0', and 
average 1,181 ft thick. The unit is homogeneous and thickens to the north over 
the distance of the transect. Both upper and lower contacts are regionally 
significant. 
The Selma Group is logged in each of the wells in section E-E'. The unit 
averages 1,416 ft thick. Well 23-111-20060, located in the Perry sub-basin, 
contains the thickest Selma interval of any well in the study area and measures 
1,820 ft thick. The interval is lithologically uniform from well-to-well; the upper and 
lower contacts are distinct and are excellent regional markers for correlation. 
Midway Group 
As is customary for geologists working in the Mississippi Interior Salt 
Basin, the Midway Group as discussed herein will refer only to the predominantly 
shale section of the Porters Creek Formation overlying the Clayton Formation or 
the Selma Chalk. In outcrop, the Midway includes the Clayton Formation and 
Porters Creek Clay in Mississippi (Dockery, 1981) and the Clayton Formation, 
Selma Chalk and Naheola Formation in Alabama (Raymond et al., 1988; Mancini 
and Tew, 1989; Mancini et al. , 1999). Within Forrest County, the Clayton 
Formation is relatively thin, approximately 15 feet or less in most wells, and is 
included in the Selma Group. The base of the overlying shale of the 
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Figure 32. Selma Chalk Structure Contour Map. Excessive sedimentation during 
Selma time had the same effect on the expressed structure of the underlying 
Eagle Ford as the Paluxy did on the underlying Mooringsport. The structure 
expressed at the top of the Selma no longer resembles that of the underlying 
Eagle Ford. The Perry Sub-basin has experienced substantial infilling, expressed 
as further spaced contours surrounding the basin. 
Porters Creek is easily identified on wireline logs and is of good use for regional 
correlation. 
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Mancini et al. (1999) note that a strict identification of the upper contact for 
the Midway Group can be difficult when overlain by the sandy Naheola 
Formation, which is commonly included with the sands of the Wilcox Group. Of 
specific importance in this area is the Oak Hill Member of the Naheola Formation 
as outlined by Dockery (2001 ). In southern Mississippi the lithology of the Oak 
Hill is variable, containing two sandy deltaic lobes that shale out to the southwest 
(Dockery, 2001 ). These sand lobes are not continuous throughout Forrest 
County and in some wells seem to be absent altogether; however, they still 
represent the best correlation marker available. Therefore, the upper contact of 
the Midway Formation as defined by this study is to be considered tentative at 
best. 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Midway of George County and described it as 
gray to black, silty, occasionally fossiliferous, finely micaceous and lignitic or 
carbonaceous shale. Thin sandstones (generally less than 10 feet thick) in the 
Midway are white to gray, very-fine- to fine-grained, argillaceous and sometimes 
calcareous and glauconitic. Also described are some erratically distributed 
thicker sandstone units that occur in the lower half of the interval in the west and 
southwestern portions of George County. Electric logs of Forrest County also 
seem to indicate the presence of erratically distributed sand units in the northern 
portions of the county. 
The Midway Group of Forrest County ranges between 635 and 982 feet 
thick (Fig. 33), with an average of 808 feet. Thickness of the Midway appears to 
be loosely controlled by structure of the underlying Selma. The thinnest intervals 
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occur in the northeast of Forrest County, which match favorably with the 
shallowest tops being found in the same area (Fig. 34) . Mancini et al. (1999) 
mention that the Midway tends to become thinner further updip due to the 
uppermost shales of the Midway grading into sand, and there for being placed in 
the Wilcox - this effect is observed in the study area. Some of the thickest 
intervals occur within the Perry Sub-basin. However, unlike the Selma below, and 
the Wilcox above, the Midway does not exhibit an extreme accumulation of 
sediments in this area. It is not immediately clear why this is. Although initial 
investigation points to the short period of time, 2.4 million years (Mancini et al., 
1999), over which the unit was deposited and the relatively small amount of 
subsidence that would have occurred over that span. 
Due to the homogeneous nature of the Midway within the study area, the 
picking of faults with less than -100 feet of offset is difficult. The presence of 
faults was generally inferred by thinner than expect intervals compared to 
surrounding wells, even if the precise location of the fault was indiscernible. The 
difficulty with picking faults in the midway, and the variable nature of the upper 
contact with the Wilcox, create an undulating surface when mapped and account 
for the numerous bulls' eyes around the MPF. As with other units, those wells 
which contained picked faults were not used in thickness calculations. 
The lower Midway contact is easily identified in wireline logs. It is typically 
seen as a basal 100-200 foot thick shale package with very low resistivity and 
constant SP values along the shale line. However, some wells in the north of the 
county exhibit sandier basal intervals than in the south and therefore show more 
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SP deflection. As the lower contact is unconformable (Dinkins, 1967), the contact 
is always easily identified thanks to the abrupt change to the underlying Selma 
Chalk. The upper contact is transitional, and is generally picked beneath the 
lowest sand of the Wilcox Group (Dinkins, 1967). 
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Figure 33. Midway (Porters Creek) Group lsopach Map. Unfortunately, the 
isopach of the Midway suffers due to the difficulty associated with picking the top 
of the unit in southern Mississippi. This accounts for the abundance of bull's eye 
structures in the southern third of the mapped area. 
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Midway Group in Cross-Section 
The Midway Group is recognized in each well in section A-A'. The basal 
contact with the Selma Group is very distinct, while the upper contact with the 
overlying Wilcox Group can be difficult to discern. The upper contact in well 23-
035-20052 was not recognized, and thus a thickness for this well cannot be 
reported. An average of 800 ft is interpreted for the other wells along A-A'. Shale 
dominates the Midway in each well, and nearly all of the sand observed in wells 
to the south is absent. The upper contact is placed at the base of the first sands 
of the Wilcox Group. 
The Midway Group was logged in each of the wells along B-B'. Well 23-
109-00130, the common well for B-B' and C-C', is cut by the MPF within the 
Midway and an estimated 300 ft are missing. The Midway Group in the six 
remaining wells averages 830 ft thick. The interval is predominantly shale across 
the entire cross-section. However, from west-to-east the Midway becomes 
sandier, with intermittent sand lenses, as much as 40 ft thick, present within the 
unit. The sands tend to occur near the middle of the unit, although none are 
especially correlatable from well-to-well. A sidewall core was taken within one of 
the sand layers in well 23-035-0062; the layer is approximately 30 ft thick and is 
described as "sand, very fine, silty, sl ightly porous, with some dark grains." The 
lower contact with the Selma Group is well defined. The upper contact is once 
again difficult to define based solely on the wireline logs; however, the three 
western wells along B-B' tend to be more characteristic than the four eastern 
wells. 
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Figure 34. Midway (Porters Creek) Group Structure Contour Map. Deposition 
during Midway time was not sufficient to infill the remaining accommodation 
space in the Perry Sub-basin. The basin is the only feature on the map that is 
easily identifiable, likely owing to the fact that picking the top of the Midway is 
often quite interpretive. 
The Midway was recognized in all but well 23-073-20169 along C-C', and 
as mentioned above, the unit is faulted in well 23-109-00130, and thus the 
average thickness was computed from the remaining five wells. The unit is 
lithologically homogenous throughout the section and also exhibits a uniform 
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thickness, not deviating more than 34 ft from the average thickness of 843 ft in 
any well. As to be expected, the lower contact with the Selma is very distinct. 
More surprisingly, picking the upper contact with the Wilcox Group is 
straightforward along C-C', as an abrupt change in lithology is unmistakable from 
the logs. 
All but the northernmost well along 0-D' logged the Midway Group. The 
interval is uniform in thickness, varying no more than 90 ft between any well, and 
averages 805 ft across the section. The lower contact is distinct and placed 
above the chalks of the Selma. The upper contact is evident in all but well 23-
035-20048, the northernmost well to log the interval. Here, the sands of the basal 
Wilcox have become less distinct, and presumably consist of greater amounts of 
shale than in wells drilled to the south. Even so, the contact is believed to be 
accurate. Shales dominate the interval, save for a few sporadic sands. Two 
sidewall cores taken in one of these sand packages from well 23-035-00168 are 
described as gray, fine to medium-grained, glauconitic and lignitic sands. 
The Midway was logged in each well along section E-E'. The unit 
averages 811 ft thick. This measurement excludes well 23-067-00412 as the 
interval is faulted in this well. As with the underlying Selma, well 23-111-20062 in 
the Perry sub-basin contains the thickest interval along E-E' , but not the thickest 
in the study area. The Midway is predominantly shale in each well , with all but 
the two northernmost wells containing notable sand bodies approximately 400 ft 
above the base of the unit and approximately 200 ft below the top. 
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Wilcox Group 
The Wilcox Group in this thesis will refer to the predominantly sandy 
interval between the shales of the Midway Group (Porters Creek Formation) and 
the lower, sandy portion of the Tallahatta Formation referred to as the Meridian 
Sand. This definition differs slightly from that used by Mancini et al. (1999), as it 
includes the predominantly siliciclastic units usually included in the upper Midway 
Group, but not the sands of the Meridian. Moore (1965) identified the top of the 
Wilcox in Hinds County as the top of the first sand below the clays and shales of 
the Tallahatta, and understood this upper sand was correlatable to the Meridian 
Sand Member of the Tallahatta, but that this sand unit could not be differentiated 
from the sands of the Wilcox in the subsurface. The Wilcox Group in the 
subsurface of southern Mississippi is undifferentiated with the exception of the 
Salt Mountain Limestone (Moore, 1965, Dinkins, 1967, 1969, 1971; Dockery, 
1981, 1996; Mancini et al. , 1999). 
In outcrops of Alabama, the Wilcox consists, in ascending order, of the 
Gravel Creek Sand, Ostrea thirsae beds, and Grampian Hills members of the 
Nanafalia Formation, Greggs Landing Marl and Bells Landing members of the 
Tuscahoma Sand Formation, and the Bashi Marl, and an unnamed upper 
member of the Hatchetigbee Formation. In southern Mississippi, these units are 
not recognized in the subsurface. 
Dinkins (1967) measured the Wilcox of George County to range between 
1,875 to 2,260 feet thick, being generally thicker in the northern half of the 
county. Dinkins (1967) acknowledges that the Wilcox includes the time 
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equivalent strata of the upper Midway group (Mancini, et al., 1999), while if based 
on the planktonic foraminifera work by Loeblich and Tappan (1957), the Wilcox 
would be restricted to the interval between the top of the Salt Mountain 
Limestone and the Tallahatta Formation. Dinkins (1967) noted that the Wilcox 
was described as a heterogeneous mass of interbedded, interlensing and 
interfingering shales, sandstones and siltstones with associated thin beds of 
lignite and clay ironstone. Dinkins (1967) reported the shales and clay shales to 
be gray, dark-gray and black, usually silty, occasionally slightly sandy and 
fossiliferous and lignitic or carbonaceous. The sandstones as generally 
argillaceous, micaceous, glauconitic, and occasionally fossiliferous, with grain 
sizes ranging from fine to medium and the rare occurrence of coarse-grained 
sands. The siltstones as various shades of gray, argillaceous, micaceous, 
carbonaceous or lignitic and occasionally calcareous to limy. The Wilcox in 
George County also contains the Salt Mountain Limestone in most of the county, 
which is noted as an excellent marker bed in an otherwise undifferentiated 
Wilcox. The Salt Mountain is described as a fossiliferous, glauconitic, limestone 
that varies in color from white to shades of tan, brown and ochre. A distinctive 
red or buff mottling is characteristic and is likely a result of partial oxidation. 
Dinkins (1967) placed the top of the Wilcox of George County as the first 
appearance, in cuttings, " ... of pale-gray or light-gray usually glauconitic and 
calcareous or limy and occasionally fossiliferous sandstones or limy argillaceous 
siltstone with associated light-gray and gray silty shales and clay shales 
stratigraphically below the pale-gray to white limy siltstone and claystones of the 
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Tallahatta formation." Dinkins (1967) regards the Wilcox-Tallahatta contact to be 
transitional in George County, and notes that for this reason, the contact may 
often be placed lower on electric logs than the actual lithic top. 
The Wilcox Group in Forrest County ranges between 2,020 and 2,759 ft 
thick, with an average of 2,387 (Fig. 35) The thickest accumulations occur over 
the Perry Sub-basin, reaching a maximum thickness of 2,940 ft. Structurally, the 
Wilcox is interesting in that it is the first unit whose top is not significantly 
influenced by the Perry Sub-basin - indicating that by the end of Wilcox 
deposition, subsidence in this area was no longer occurring (Fig. 36). 
Using Dockery (2001) as a guide, a distinction was made between the 
sands of the Meridian, and the sands of the underlying Wilcox Group. The top of 
the Wilcox Group is generally easily identifiable on wireline logs and is placed at 
the base of the first sands beneath the shales and clays of the Tallahatta 
Formation. The base of the Wilcox is assigned to the bottom of the last sand 
before the clays and shales of the Midway Group (Porters Creek Formation). As 
discussed earlier, this likely includes the sands of the Naheola Formation of the 
Midway Group in outcrop. 
Wilcox Group in Cross-Section 
The Wilcox Group as defined by this report was logged in 229 of 289 wells 
used for this study. The top of the Wilcox was logged in a further 34 wells, most 
of which were shallow gas wells drilled in the Maxie-Pistol Ridge structure, but 
did not penetrate the underlying Midway Group. 
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Figure 35. Wilcox Group lsopach Map. The Wilcox can be characterized by the 
massive volume of sediments that were deposited during this time. Across most 
of the study area, intervals of 2,500' or more are the average. In the Perry Sub-
basin, upwards of 2,800' of sediment was deposited. This was enough to nearly 
infill the rest of the accommodation space remaining after deposition of the 
Midway. 
The Wilcox within the study area increases in thickness from 2,020 to 2,940 ft 
from south to north. Within Forrest County, the measured thickness of the Wilcox 
increases from 2,020 to 2,767 ft, again thickening to the north. Due to the 
thickness of the unit, it is likely that a majority of the wells located within the 
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Figure 36. Wilcox Group Structure Contour Map. The Wilcox is interesting in that 
it is the first unit stratigraphically above the Dantzler not to show any influence 
from the Perry Sub-basin; indicating that deposition managed to exceed 
subsidence. Based on units that sit stratigraphically higher than the Wilcox, it 
appears as though subsidence in the basin ended sometime during Wilcox 
deposition (59.1-52.3 my). 
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Maxie-Pistol Ridge structure are faulted to some degree within the Wilcox 
interval, and those wells with thicknesses < 2,200 ft are undoubtedly cut by the 
Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault. 
The Wilcox was not logged in the two westernmost wells along A-A'. 
Thicknesses can be estimated using the Wilcox isopach map, and are thought to 
be approximately 2,725 ft in well 23-073-20238, and 2,670 ft in well 23-035-
20063. The Wilcox interval thickens to a maximum of 2,767 ft in well 23-035-
20052, which is the thickest measured in Forrest County. This well also exhibits 
the shallowest Wilcox top of any well within the county. Both the structure 
contour and isopach map indicate that this was an area of increased deposition 
during Wilcox time. The upper contact for the Wilcox in these wells can be more 
difficult to identify than in those wells located in the southern portion of the study 
area. In the northern wells, the sands of the Meridian tend to be less distinct from 
overlying Tallahatta and underlying Wilcox. Furthermore, the lower Wilcox, as 
defined by this report, is variable and can be difficult to identify throughout the 
study area. Therefore, it is acknowledged that this increased thickness may be 
slightly overestimated, likely at the expense of the underlying Midway Group. 
All seven wells along 8-8' logged the full Wilcox interval, averaging 2,387 
ft thick. While the Wilcox is not cut by the MPF in these wells, it is likely that 
some of them are cut by secondary or tertiary faults associated with the MPF. 
Well 23-109-00032 lies on the western edge of the mapped area in northern 
Pearl River County and at 2,322 ft has the thinnest section of Wilcox along 8-8'. 
However, due to the distance from the mapped MPF and relative isolation from 
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other wells, it is not possible to accurately account for this thinning. However, it is 
possible that it may simply be a result of the inclusion of a portion of the lower 
Wilcox in with the upper Midway Group due to the difficulty of consistently picking 
this contact. In the same vein, the thickness of 2,468 ft observed in well 23-111-
00043 may be accounted for by the inclusion of a portion of the upper Midway 
Group with the lower Wilcox. 
Six of the seven wells along C-C' logged the full interval of the Wilcox. The 
average thickness along the cross section is 2,482 ft with the interval increasing 
in thickness updip. The upper contact is well defined in the southern wells along 
C-C' as the sands of the Meridian are quite prominent on the wireline logs. In the 
two northern wells that logged the Wilcox - wells 23-035-00049 and 
23-031-00033 - the contact is somewhat less evident as the lithologies of the 
lower Tallahatta Formation, Meridian Sand, and upper Wilcox all tend to be 
shalier than their southern counterparts. 
The Wilcox was logged in all but the northernmost well of D-D'. Among the 
four wells logged, the Wilcox had an average thickness of 2,418 ft. The thickest 
interval along the cross-section, 2,540 ft, occurs in well 23-035-20048. It is 
estimated that had the northernmost well along D-D', 23-067-00284, located in 
southern Jones County, been logged the Wilcox interval would be approximately 
2,600 ft thick. The upper contact in all of these wells was clearly defined based 
on the wireline logs. 
The Wilcox was recognized in each of the six wells along E-E'. The 
thickest interval is 2,940 ft and occurs in well 23-111-20060, located in the Perry 
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Basin. Excluding this well, the unit thickens updip towards the north, obtaining a 
thickness of 2,759 ft in well 23-067-00412 located in southern Jones County. The 
top of the unit is easily identified in each of the wells along E-E'. 
Claiborne Group 
Tallahatta-Winona Formations 
As with Dinkins (1971) and Dockery (2001 ), the Tallahatta and Winona 
Formations will be treated as a single interval. The sequence serves as the 
predominantly calcareous to limy shales, marls and chalks between the sands of 
the Wilcox and the clays of the Zilpha formation. Cores taken from well 23-073-
00092, drilled in southeastern Lamar County, describe the Winona interval as a 
series of green to grey-green glauconitic, fossiliferous, often flakey, sandy, limy 
shales, with green to grey-green micaceous, fossiliferous, limy, and glauconitic 
marls comprising the Tallahatta. The Zilpha is often grouped together with the 
Tallahatta and Winona and termed the Cane River Formation (Spooner, 1926; 
Moore, 1965, Dockery, 1981 ; Mancini et al. , 1999). Mancini et al. , (1999) choose 
this method of grouping, however, as the term is not formally recognized in 
Mississippi (Dockery, 1981 ), it is not used herein. It should be mentioned though , 
that on logs donated by D. Myers and T. McGlothlin, and used for this study, the 
Cane River is often a picked top. 
Work done by Dockery (2001) allowed for the Meridian Sand to be 
differentiated from the underlying sands of the Wilcox. Although the Meridian is 
formally recognized as a member of the Tallahatta, it is often too difficult to 
distinguish from the sands of the Wilcox using wireline logs (Moore, 1965; 
Dinkins, 1971 ; Mancini et al. , 1999), and therefore is usually included in the 
Wilcox. 
Dinkins (1967) describes the Tallahatta to be a sequence of white and 
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pale grayish-white very finely micaceous and glauconitic sparingly fossiliferous 
and calcareous to limy siliceous claystone and siltstone with interbedded green, 
light-green and light greenish-gray clay shales and glauconitic sparingly 
fossiliferous clay shales. The presence of pyrites in the shales and siltstones is 
not uncommon. The Tallahatta in George County rages between 45 and 100 
feet thick, and is thicker in the northeast half of the county (Dinkins, 1967), it is 
clear however, that Dinkins (1967) considered the Meridian Sand as part of the 
Wilcox, and therefore was not included in thickness, or lithological discussions. 
Dinkins (1967) considered the contact with the overlying Winona to be 
transitional, and placed it at the first occurrence, in cuttings, of white and pale 
grayish-white finely glauconitic claystone sans siltstones. 
The Winona Formation within George County is described as 
predominantly light-green and light greenish-gray shales and glauconitic and 
sparingly fossiliferous clay shales (Dinkins, 1967). Within the lower half of most 
wells, occur thin beds of grayish-white impure slightly fossiliferous marls or chalk 
(Dinkins, 1967). The upper contact of the Winona was placed at an increase of 
glauconitic clay shales beneath the chalks and marls of the Zilpha (Dinkins, 
1967). 
In Forrest County, the Tallahatta-Winona interval varies between 132 and 
292 ft thick (Fig. 37) , with an average of 182 ft. Thickest sections are found in the 
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northern areas of the study area. Dockery (2001) attributed this thickening to a 
shift in the subsidence of the Mississippi Embayment from the lower to mid-
region. The Meridian Sand achieves a maximum thickness of 90 ft the southwest 
of the county, and thins to the north, averaging 47 ft thick for the entire county 
(Fig. 38). The thinnest interval of Meridian Sand observed was 5 ft, occurring 
near the southeastern border with Perry County. Both the Tallahatta - Winona 
(Fig. 39) and Meridian Sand (Fig. 40) structure maps show the units to have a 
consistent northwest-southeast strike. The contact between the Meridian Sand 
and the overlying fine-grained Tallahatta is easily identified on wireline logs, and 
is the reason it is often used (albeit incorrectly) to separate the Tallahatta from 
the Wilcox. It is characterized by a shift in the SP curve away from the shale line, 
as would be expected for a sand body. The upper contact between the Winona 
and the overlying Zilpha is also quite diagnostic. It can be recognized as a -20 ft 
spike in resistivity. If the typical spike is subdued, or if there exists more than one 
spike, the contact can also be identified as sitting atop a characteristic 'U' shape 
in the SP curve - which often mirrors a similar shape in the resistivity curve. This 
'U' shape is generally broad, with the slope of the sides dependent on the 
thickness of the unit. Both the lower an upper contacts are believed to be 
conformable (Dinkins, 1967). 
Tallahatta-Winona in Cross-Section 
The top of the Tallahatta-Winona Formation was logged in two wells along 
A-A', 23-035-00049 and 23-035-20052. Additionally, the base of the unit, the 
Meridian Sand, was logged in well 23-1110003. 
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Figure 37. Tallahatta-Winona Formations lsopach Map. The Tallahatta-Winona 
interval is thickest along the northern extent of the study area, and gradually thins 
toward the south. Irregular contours are present along the eastern edge of 
central Forrest County and are the result of some as yet defined structure. 
The Meridian averages 49 ft thick in those wells. Only 17 ft of the Meridian was 
interpreted to occur in well 23-035-20052, which is likely underestimated. The 
wireline log response of the Tallahatta-Winona interval is less distinct than what 
is seen in wells to the south, likely due to an increase of fine grain sediments in 
the unit. This greatly affects the ability to recognize the Meridian Sand based 
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Figure 38. Meridian Sand lsopach Map. The Meridian Sand is quite consistent in 
thickness across Forrest County. The average thickness is 47' with only small 
variations across most of the study area. 
on subsurface data, and therefore the contacts should be regarded as suspect. 
The upper contact of the Winona is similar to what is seen in wells to the south; 
however, the sharp increase in resistivity that usually distinguishes the unit has 
been replaced with a much more broad and muted response on the wireline log. 
The Tallahatta-Winona interval averages 254 ft thick. 
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Figure 39. Tallahatta-Winona Formations Structure Contour Map. The top of the 
Tallahatta-Winona interval closely follows the structure of the underlying Meridian 
Sand. What variation exists in the structural top of the Meridian has been nearly 
smoothed over by deposition of the Tallahatta-Winona interval. 
The Tallahatta-Winona occurs in each of the seven wells along B-B' and 
averages 161 ft th ick. The interval thickens steadily west-to-east from 135 ft to a 
maximum thickness of 183 ft. The base of the Tallahatta is distinct from the 
sands of the underlying Meridian Sand and the upper Winona contact is also 
characteristic. The wireline log pattern for the interval is very typical for the 
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Figure 40. Meridian Sand Structure Contour Map. The top of the Meridian 
remains largely unchanged from the structure observed along the top of the 
Wilcox. This is expected as Meridian deposition rarely exceeds 60 ft within the 
study area. 
Tallahatta-Winona throughout the study area. The Meridian Sand is recognized 
in each of the seven wells along B-B' and is 54 ft thick on average. The lower 
contact with the Wilcox is distinct in each of the wells but becomes more 
transitional as one moves east-to-west. The overlying clays and shales of the 
Tallahatta-Winona Formation make the sands of the Meridian unmistakable on 
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wireline logs. 
Along C-C' the Tallahatta-Winona interval was logged in each well with the 
exception of 23-073-20169, located in southeastern Lamar County. The Meridian 
Sand averages 55 ft thick along the section and is easily identified in each well. 
There is a noticeable trend of the sands of the Meridian becoming finer grained 
south-to-north, but the unit is still identifiable. The Tallahatta-Winona interval is 
easily recognized along the cross-section and averages 222 ft thick. The lower 
contact with the Meridian is distinct and relatively unchanged across the section. 
The contact between the Winona and the overlying Zilpha Formation is marked 
by the characteristic slight deflection in SP and thin band of increased resistivity. 
The SP in well 23-031-00033, located in southeastern Covington County, follows 
the shale line from the Winona up through the beginning of the log in the 
Vicksburg, and thus the contact is recognized solely by its resistivity pattern. 
The Meridian is suspiciously thin along 0-0', averaging 28 ft thick, and 
ranging between 15 ft and 45 ft thick. The unit is easily distinguished from the 
sands of the underlying Wilcox. The overlying clays of the Tallahatta-Winona 
average 182 ft thick and increase in thickness threefold south-to-north. The 
interval is characteristic and the contacts are not in question. 
The Meridian Sand was logged in each well along E-E' and averages 51 ft 
thick across the section. The unit is clearly defined in each well and there are no 
questions as to the positioning of either contact. The Tallahatta-Winona was 
logged in all but well 23-111-00031 and averages 237 ft thick. The interval is 
thickest, 293 ft , in the vicinity of the Perry sub-basin , although well 23-111-00031 
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located near the middle of E-E' records a nearly identical thickness, 290 ft . The 
upper contact between the Winona and Zilpha Shale is easily correlated along 
the cross-section. The characteristic coarse-grained interval usually seen near 
the middle of the Tallahatta is present in the two southernmost wells, disappears 
in well 23-111-200062, and reappears in 23-111-00044 before disappearing 
again in the northernmost well , 23-067-00412. The basal contact is easily 
distinguished and placed between the clays of the Tallahatta and the underlying 
sands of the Meridian. 
Zilpha-Kosciusko Formations 
The Zilpha and Kosciusko Formations will be grouped together, once 
again following the lead of Dockery .(2001 ). The Zilpha is predominantly a shale-
clay interval in updip areas, but further south, as in Forrest County, the unit 
grades into chalks and limestones downdip (Dinkins, 1967; Mancini et al., 1999). 
The Zilpha and Kosciusko represent the upper units of the lower Lisbon of 
Alabama. Within the study area, the Zilpha is recognized easily using wireline 
logs; however, the sands of the Kosciusko are only observed in wells to the west, 
becoming more pronounced to the northwest. As Dinkins (1967) recognizes the 
Kosciusko in George County, it is likely the unit undergoes a facies change within 
the study area, likely increasing in shale and lime content, rendering it impossible 
to discern from the underlying Zilpha using only wireline logs. 
Dinkins (1967) studied the Zilpha and Kosciusko of George County. The 
Zilpha is described as interbedded light-gray, brownish-gray and light-green 
sparingly fossiliferous glauconitic clay shales and white and pale grayish-white 
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fossiliferous glauconitic chalks and chalky limestones (Dinkins, 1967). The 
contact between the Zilpha we recognized by Dinkins (1967) using cuttings, and 
is considered to be transitional, at least in part. The Kosciusko is described as 
white, variably sandy, generally glauconitic chalky limestones and calcarenitic 
limestones with interbedded light-green and light greenish-gray glauconitic clay 
shales. Dinkins (1967) mentions the thickest intervals of Kosciusko occur in the 
northeast half of the county, reaching a maximum of 22 ft thick. This helps 
explain some of the difficulty in identifying the unit in Forrest County, as 
separating 20-30 feet of sediments from similar bounding units, using only SP 
and resistivity logs, is extremely difficult. Only once the unit becomes sandier to 
the west, can it be readily identified without the help of cores and cuttings. 
The Zilpha-Kosciusko interval averages 177 ft thick in Forrest County, 
ranging 90 and 415 ft in thickness. The thicker intervals are found in the 
northwestern corner of the county, and steadily thin to the south (Fig. 41 ). This 
change in thickness is attributed to the environments the unit was deposited in. In 
the northern part of the study area, the unit was deposited in a fluvial-deltaic 
paleoenvironment, whereas the downdip sections are typical of more marine 
depositional environments (Salvador, 1991 b). As the structural top of the 
underlying Winona is quite smooth and regular (Fig. 37), deposition of the Zilpha-
Kosciusko appears to be dependent on proximity to the paleo-coast line. 
Structurally, the top of the Kosciusko is nearly uniform, with the only deviations 
occurring near the MPF zone (Fig. 42). 
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The contact between the Zilpha and the overlying Kosciusko tends to be 
poorly defined in Forrest County, and further east. However, in wells drilled in R. 
14W along the western edge of the study area, an assumed sand body 
measuring 70 ft thick directly overlies the clays of the Zilpha; allowing 
identification of the contact without the need for hand samples. The upper 
contact between the Kosciusko and the limes and marls of the Cook Mountain 
Formation is diagnostic throughout the study area and is placed at the abrupt 
deflection in SP from the shale line accompanied by a sharp increase in 
resistivity. In wells where the SP shows little movement, or does not directly 
coincide with the change in resistivity, the resistivity curve should be used for 
correlations as it is more sensitive to the presence of carbonates. Both upper and 
lower contacts of the Zilpha-Kosciusko interval are suitable for regional 
correlation. 
Zilpha-Kosciusko in Cross-Section 
The Zilpha-Kosciusko Formation was logged in wells 23-035-00049 and 
23-035-20052 along A-A'. The interval is well defined in well 23-035-00049 and is 
400 ft thick. Near the middle of the unit is a 55-ft thick sand body, the base of 
which likely marks the top of the Zilpha Formation. The interval in well 23-035-
20052 appears nearly homogeneous, but this is likely a result of the scale used 
for logging. Even so, the upper contact with the Cook Mountain Formation is 
distinct in each well and is not disputed. 
The Zilpha-Kosciusko Formation is logged in its entirety in six of the seven 
wells along B-B' and averages 152 ft. The interval loses nearly half of its 
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Figure 41. Zilpha-Kosciusko Formations lsopach Map. The Zilpha-Kosciusko 
interval is interesting in that it is the only unit to have a preferred direction of 
deposition towards the northwest. It is inferred that during sedimentation the 
primary source of elastics must have shifted to the west. 
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thickness from the westernmost well, 23-109-00032, to the easternmost well , 23-
111-00047, as it thins from 200 ft to 110 ft. The MPF has cut all but the basal 15 
ft of the Zilpha-Kosciusko from well 23-035-00062, and removed approximately 
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140 ft of strata total. Lithologically, there is little to no change in the interval even 
as it thins by half. 
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Figure 42. Zilpha-Kosciusko Formations Structure Contour Map. Structure along 
the top of the Zilpha-Kosciusko is rather unremarkable. The unit gently dips to 
the southwest until it is cut by the MPF. 
All but well 23-073-20169 logged the full Zilpha-Kosciusko interval along 
C-C'. The unit averages 291 ft thick, but is anything but homogeneous in 
thickness. The unit increases roughly threefold moving updip, from 153 ft (23-
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109-00046) to 447 ft thick (23-031-00033). In the two northernmost wells along 
the section, a sand unit, approximately 70 ft thick, can be used to differentiate the 
Zilpha from the Kosciusko. In well 23-073-00139 there is a 30 ft-th ick sand body 
directly below the upper contact with the Cook Mountain, but it is not clear what 
this sand represents. In each well along the section the upper contact between 
the Kosciusko and the Cook Mountain is distinct. 
The Zilpha-Kosciusko is logged in all but well 23-067-00284 along D-D'. 
The unit averages 188 ft thick, being thicker towards the north. The interval 
logged in well 23-131-00014 is relatively thin at 97 ft, and is predominantly a 
series of shales and clays. The unit thickens to 307 ft in well 23-035-20048 and is 
lithologically similar to the intervals logged in wells to the south. The upper 
contact with the Cook Mountain is distinct along the transect. 
The Zilpha-Kosciusko interval was logged in all but 23-111-00031 in 
section E-E'. In well 23-131-00038, located in northern Stone County, the unit 
measures 87 ft thick, and thickens northward, reaching a thickness of 328 ft in 
well 23-067-00412, located in southern Jones County. The unit seems to be to 
be lithologically similar across the section, but appears to be slightly more 
siliciclastic in well 23-111-00044. The upper contact with the Cook Mountain is 
uncharacteristic in wells 23-111-20060 and 23-111-00044, the middle wells of E-
E'. In well 23-111-20060 the SP curve gradually moves away from the shale line 
(becoming more negative) beginning at the base of the Tallahatta, and continues 
this trend up until the contact with the overlying Cook Mountain. As a result, the 
abrupt, and typical, shift in SP away from the shale line at this contact is not 
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observed, perhaps suggesting that these units are more lithologically similar in 
this well than in any other. And while the SP curve is not typical, the resistivity 
pattern is characteristic of the Kosciusko-Cook Mountain contact. The unusual 
contact observed in well 23-111-00044 also lacks a clear break along the SP 
curve, but once again displays a characteristic increase in resistivity in the Cook 
Mountain. 
Cook Mountain Formation 
Throughout most of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the Cook Mountain 
Formation serves as the predominantly clay and marl interval laying between the 
sands of the Kosciusko and the clays of the Cockfield (Mancini et al., 1999). 
However, within the study area, the .unit is characterized as a mainly carbonate 
deposit (Dinkins, 1967; Dinkins, 1971; Coleman, 1983; Mancini et al., 1999). The 
Cook Mountain is often referred to as the Camerina limestone due to the 
abundance of the distinct marker fossil Camerina barkeri (Dinkins, 1967; 
Coleman, 1983; Mancini et al. , 1999). When samples are available, the top of the 
unit is placed at the highest occurrence of C. barkeri (Dinkins, 1967). The 
carbonaceous sands and calcareous sand and clays of the "middle" and "upper 
Lisbon" of Alabama (Raymond et al., 1988) are thought to be equivalent to the 
Cook Mountain (Mancini and Tew, 1989; 1991 ). 
The Cook Mountain in George County is composed of shallow water 
carbonates with subordinate amounts of alternating light-gray, light-green and 
light-greenish gray usually glauconitic and fossiliferous clay shales (Dinkins, 
1967). The limestones of the Cook Mountain are a mix of current-washed 
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carbonate sands with varying amounts of fine grained carbonate matrix material. 
The porosity is usually quite high, as the sediments tend to be current 
transported, well sorted, and mechanically deposited, and thus is similar to 
detrital sediment (Dinkins, 1967). 
The Cook Mountain of Forrest County is between 99 and 190 ft thick, with 
an average of 164 ft. The thickest sections occur in the southern end of the study 
area, overlying the Wiggins Arch (Fig. 43) . For much of the northern half of the 
county, measured thicknesses remain rather uniform. However, in the southern 
half of the study area, the thickness of Cook Mountain sediments increases 
dramatically. The shape of the contours suggests an outline of the carbonate 
(nummulitic) bank deposit as described by Coleman (1983). It appears the crest 
of the bank deposit occurs along a line connecting southeast Lamar, northeast 
Pearl River and northern Stone counties. Unfortunately, without further data from 
south of the study area, this cannot be confirmed. Structurally, the top of the unit 
(Fig. 44) differs very little from the surface of the underlying Kosciusko (Fig. 42) ; 
implying deposition of thicker intervals downdip was likely aided by creation of 
accommodation space as a result of subsidence. 
Upper and lower contacts for the Cook Mountain are distinct on wireline 
logs. The unit is characterized by an electrical response that often appears as a 
solid block of low SP and high resistivity values in southern wells. As one moves 
north, the log response tends to become 'spiky' in appearance, likely due an 
increasing abundance of shales between carbonate sequences. Even though the 
character, and likely lithology, change north-to-south, the unit remains distinct. 
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The upper contact is similar in nature to the lower, and appears as an abrupt 
change in both the SP and resistivity curves. Dinkins (1967) mentions that 
although some unconformable contacts with the overlying Cockfield may exist, 
the unit appears conformable within George County. 
Cook Mountain Formation in Cross-Section 
The Cook Mountain Formation is logged in wells 23-035-00049 and 23-
035-20052 in section A-A'. The unit averages 102 ft thick, thinner than along B-B' 
by a third. The unit is recognized by the blocky resistance pattern in each well 
and is distinct from the lower resistance sediments above and below. 
Six of the seven wells along B-B' logged the full Cook Mountain 
Formation. The base of the interval -is missing in well 23-035-00062 as it is cut by 
the MPF. The wireline log pattern is nearly identical across the full cross-section , 
and the unit averages 168 ft in thickness. The Cook Mountain thins to 147 ft in 
well 23-111-00047, the common well for B-B' and E-E'. Both lower and upper 
contacts are well defined and serve as excellent points for correlation. 
The Cook Mountain is logged in six of the seven wells along C-C', and averages 
138 ft thick. Well 23-073-20169 did not log the interval. The unit decreases in 
thickness in updip wells. The unit is easily distinguished from the underlying 
Kosciusko and the overlying Cockfield, although the nature of the upper contact 
is transitional. In the two southernmost wells along C-C', the Cook Mountain 
appears massive and has little variation on the electrical log. Traveling north the 
unit becomes more variable and the contact with the Cockfield is placed at a 
depth of 1,946 ft in well 23-073-00139. That placement is easily correlatable and 
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Figure 43. Cook Mountain Formation lsopach Map. The Cook Mountain isopach 
highlights carbonate accumulation over the Wiggins Arch in the form of 
nummulitic bank deposits. While initial carbonate production may have begun 
over the local high of the arch, it managed to extend to the northwest and 
southeast. 
becomes better defined in wells 23-035-00049 and 23-031-00033. 
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Figure 44. Cook Mountain Formation Structure Contour Map. Much like the top 
underlying Zilpha-Kosciusko, the Cook Mountain exhibits little in the way of 
structure. 
The interval is logged in all but well 23-067-00248 and averages 148 ft 
thick along 0-D'. The Cook Mountain thins from 190 ft in well 23-131-00014 
located in northern Stone County to 100 ft in well 23-035-20048, located in 
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central Forrest County. As the unit thins, the wireline log pattern becomes less 
uniform; however, both upper and lower contacts remain distinct along D-D'. 
The Cook Mountain interval is logged in all but well 23-111-00031 in 
section E-E' and averages 128 ft thick. The unit is easily identified using 
subsurface data and correlation is not in question. Although they do not affect 
correlation, the unusual contacts with the underlying Kosciusko in wells 23-23-
111-20060 and 23-111-00044 were previously described in the Zilpha-Kosciusko 
interval along E-E', and will not be repeated here. The contact between the Cook 
Mountain and the overlying Cockfield is distinct and placed above the highest 
high-resistivity limes of the Cook Mountain. 
Cockfield Formation 
The Cockfield Formation serves as the uppermost unit within the 
Claiborne Group. Throughout most of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the 
interval is predominantly a mix of carbonaceous clays and fine-grained silty 
sands (Moore, 1965) that serve as the interval between the limes and marls of 
the Cook Mountain and Moodys Branch Formation. However, in the southern half 
of the study area the unit likely becomes more calcareous, as in George County 
(Dinkins, 1967; Mancini et al., 1999), and is bounded by the overlying Ocala 
facies when the Moodys Branch is undifferentiated. The unit is represented in 
Texas by the Yegua Formation (Galloway et al., 1991) and by the Gosport Sand 
in Alabama (Mancini et al., 1999). 
The Cockfield of George County is described by Dinkins (1967) as 
interbedded grayish-white and white silty variously arenaceous very finely 
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glauconitic sparingly fossiliferous calcarenitic limestones, pale grayish-white very 
finely glauconitic sparingly fossiliferous limy very fine-grained sandstones and 
siltstones and pale gray and light-gray and light-green variously glauconitic and 
silty clay shales. In contrast to the underlying Cook Mountain, the Cockfield is 
noted to be only slightly porous to nonporous, and usually fairly well cemented 
(Dinkins, 1967). The distinct faunal and lithologic character of the Cockfield's 
bounding units in George County allow for correlations based on a lithic basis 
(Dinkins, 1967). One of the best methods to identify the Cockfield from the Cook 
Mountain and the overlying Moodys Branch is by the smaller glauconite grain 
size found in the Cockfield (Dinkins, 1967). Dinkins (1967) regards the contact 
between the Cockfield and the Moodys Branch to be transitional due to the 
overall gross lithology remaining that of shallow marine across the contact. 
The Cockfield of Forrest County varies between 35 and 245 ft in 
thickness, with an average of 83 ft . Thicker intervals are located in the northern 
half of the study area, and gently thin to the south (Fig. 45). Measured 
thicknesses of Cockfield sediments are inversely related to thicknesses of both 
the underlying Cook Mountain and the overlying Moodys Branch. Carbonate 
deposition was preferential over the Wiggins Arch, thus Cockfield sediments are 
especially thin in this area as deposition likely was late to begin and early to end. 
The structure of the top of the unit (Fig. 46) is uniform, roughly mirroring the 
underlying Cook Mountain in both strike and slope (Fig. 44). 
The Cockfield is easily recognized on electrical logs within the study area, 
although it becomes slightly more difficult in northern wells due to facies changes 
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in the Cockfield and both bounding units. In southern wells, both upper and lower 
contacts are distinct as the clays and sands contrast with the blocky wireline 
signatures of the limestones above and below. In northern wells, the lower 
contact with the Cook Mountain remains diagnostic, and is placed at the top of 
the uppermost high-resistivity lime of the Cook Mountain. The upper contact is 
placed at the base of the first lime unit beneath the shales of the Yazoo 
Formation. In these wells, the SP curve shows little deviation from the shale line 
for most of the units above the Wilcox; therefore identification is solely dependent 
on the response of the resistivity curve. Although Mancini et al. (1999) believe an 
unconformity exists between the Cockfield and the overlying Moodys Branch, the 
contact appears transitional, at least in southern Forrest County, and is 
supported by work done by Dinkins (1967) in George County. 
Cockfield in Cross-Section 
The Cockfield was logged in two of the five wells along A-A', 23-035-
00049 and 23-035-20052. The unit is easily recognized on the wireline logs and 
averages 208 ft thick. This is three times thicker than observed in the wells along 
B-B'. The basal contact is distinct and placed at the base of a 15-ft low-resistivity 
shale and above the blocky, high-resistivity sediments of the Cook Mountain. The 
upper contact is well defined and placed at the top of a 10-ft thick shale unit, and 
below the 30 ft of higher resistance sediments of the Moodys Branch. 
The Cockfield Formation was recognized in each of the wells across B-B'. 
The unit has an average thickness of 69 ft and obtains a maximum thickness of 
91 ft in well 23-111-00047 located in southwest Perry County. The basal contact 
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Figure 45. Cockfield Formation lsopach Map. Moving from north-to-south, the 
Cockfield appears to be thinning at a steady pace, as shown by the evenly 
spaced, horizontal contour lines. However, the 100' contour line roughly follows 
the 145' contour from the underlying Cook Mountain isopach (Fig. 42). This 
indicates the carbonate bank of the Cook Mountain significantly influenced 
subsequent deposition of the Cockfield. 
in each well is distinct and is marked by an abrupt positive shift in SP and a 
coinciding decrease in resistivity. The upper contact is also easily identifiable and 
is placed at the base of the homogeneous limes of the overlying Ocala 
Limestone. 
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Figure 46. Cockfield Formation Structure Contour Map. The Cockfield exhibits 
roughly the same strike and dip of the underlying Cook Mountain Formation. 
The Cockfield was logged in all but well 23-073-20169 along C-C'. From 
wells 23-109-00046 to 23-031-00033, the thickness increases fourfold from 56 ft 
to 240 ft, respectfully. The base of the unit is placed above the blocky resistivity 
pattern of the underlying Cook Mountain Formation. In the two southernmost 
wells of C-C', the upper contact is placed at the base of the Ocala facies, 
whereas in the wells further north, the contact is placed at the base of the 
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Moodys Branch. In the previously-mentioned southern wells the Ocala is 
homogenous and displays a constant SP reading; the contact is placed at the 
first change in SP towards the center line. In the wells to the north the upper 
contact is placed at the base of the first bump ( of usually two) in resistivity below 
the Yazoo Clay. 
The Cockfield is logged in all but the northernmost well along D-D', 23-
067-00248. The interval averages 94 ft thick, and is tour times as thick in the 
north as it is in the most southern well. Based on the wireline response from the 
tour wells, the Cockfield appears to be lithologically uniform throughout, being 
predominated by shales and thin, likely calcareous, sands. The unit contacts the 
overlying Ocala in wells 23-131-000.14 and 23-035-00129, and the Moodys 
Branch in well 23-035-20048. The Cockfield in well 23-035-00168 is overlain by 
transitional sediments of the Moodys Branch/Ocala. While the nature of the 
contact more closely resembles that of the Cockfield-Ocala, the overlying 
sediments are themselves overlain by a thick body of Yazoo Clay. For the 
purpose of this thesis, the sediments are classified as belonging to the Moodys 
Branch, but this classification is arbitrary. 
In the wells along E-E', the Cockfield is recognized as the interval of 
interbedded sands and shales between the carbonates of the Cook Mountain 
and the Moodys Branch-Ocala. The wells in this section record an average 
interval of 146 ft, becoming as much as 222 ft thick in well 23-067-00412, located 
in southern Jones County. Well 23-111-00031 did not log the interval. 
Jackson Group 
Moodys Branch Formation 
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The Moodys Branch is generally recognized as the predominantly 
calcareous interval between the clays and sands of the underlying Cockfield and 
the clays of the Yazoo Formation. As in Mississippi, the unit retains the Moodys 
Branch name in Alabama, while in Louisiana and Texas the unit is most often 
referred to as the Jackson Group (Mancini et al. , 1999). 
The Moodys Branch of George County is a sequence of limestones, 
sandstones and marls. Dinkins (1967) describes the limestones as pale-grayish 
white chalky to dense glauconitic fossiliferous and generally quite sandy. The 
sandstones are generally pale-gray and pale greenish-gray calcareous to limy 
glauconitic fossiliferous and the grains are usually sub-rounded to well rounded. 
The sandstones do contain scattered coarse- and very coarse-grained rounded 
to well-rounded sand grains (Dinkins, 1967). The marls are light-gray and pale 
greenish-gray clayey calcareous highly glauconitic fossiliferous and variably 
sandy. Dinkins (1967) defined the contacts of the Moodys Branch lithologically, 
and therefore claims the contacts are distinct and easily identifiable - unlike 
using wireline logs alone. The presence of Camerina jacksonensis and 
Operculina vaughani in both the Moodys Branch and the overlying Yazoo 
Formation (Ocala facies) has led some investigators to place the top higher than 
the lithic top, as defined by Dinkins (1967) and herein. The Moodys Branch 
varies between 15-30 feet thick, with an average of 24 ft thick in George County. 
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Dinkins (1967) considers the contact between the Moodys Branch and the Yazoo 
Formation to be transitional, and conformable. 
The Moodys Branch within Forrest County ranges between 24 and 128 ft 
thick, with an average of 51 ft (Fig. 47) . It should be noted that true maximum 
and average thicknesses are tentative for thicknesses above - 40 ft. In the north, 
the Moodys Branch remains rather constant in thickness, and wireline logs are 
sufficient to identify the top and bottom of the unit. In the southern half of the 
study area however, the Moodys Branch begins to thicken significantly as it 
undergoes a facies change. In the most southern quarter, the Moodys Branch is 
undifferentiated from the Ocala facies, and therefore thickness cannot be 
measured without the aid of cuttings. or cores. For the sake of naming and 
convenience, an arbitrary thickness of 130 ft was used to delineate between units 
termed Ocala and those identified as Moodys Branch. This distinction results in 
irregular extents for both isopach and structure contour (Fig. 48) maps of the 
interval. It is recognized that thicknesses along the southern extent of Figure 47 
are not indicative of the Moodys Branch proper. Structurally, the top of the unit is 
quite uniform within the mapped area, and has similar strike and dip as the 
Cockfield. 
As previously discussed, the top of the Moodys Branch cannot be 
confidently identified in southern wells, and is arbitrarily placed at the top of the 
lime section below the clays of the Yazoo. Using this criteria, if the measured 
thickness was greater than 130 ft, it was considered to be the Ocala, and was not 
used for calculations or mapping. The basal contact in these wells is placed at 
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Figure 47. Moodys Branch Formation lsopach Map. Although the Moodys Branch 
is undoubtedly present in all wells that logged the units of the Claiborne Group, it 
cannot be differentiated when the Ocala facies is also present. An arbitrary cut-
off of 130' thick was used to distinguish the Moodys Branch from the Ocala, and 
accounts for the strange cutouts along the southern extent of the contours. 
the base of the lowermost high-resistivity lime of the Moodys Branch/Ocala. In 
northern wells, the contacts are easily recognized, and placed above and below 
the first bump in the resistivity curve beneath the homogenous shales of the 
Yazoo. Although abrupt, the upper contact with the Yazoo is conformable 
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Figure 48. Moodys Branch Formation Structure Contour Map. The top of the 
Moodys Branch follows the same pattern of strike and dip as many of the 
underlying units above the Wilcox. 
(Dinkins, 1967). 
Yazoo Clay-Ocala facies 
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Throughout most of the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin, the upper portion of 
the Jackson Group is represented by the Yazoo Formation. However, in southern 
Forrest County the clays of the Yazoo gradually give way to Ocala facies 
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carbonates. When the Yazoo is present, it allows for the differentiation of the 
Ocala from the carbonates of the overlying Vicksburg Lime. In southern wells, 
differentiation is not possible using electric logs, thus the top of the Ocala cannot 
be identified. The Yazoo in western Mississippi is undifferentiated, while in 
eastern Mississippi and western Alabama, four members are typically 
recognized. These are, in ascending stratigraphic order, the North Twistwood 
Creek Clay Member, the Cocoa Sand Member, the Pachuta Marl Member and 
the Shubuta Clay Member (Dockery, 1981; Raymond et al. , 1988; Mancini and 
Tew, 1989; 1991; Mancini et al. , 1999). Members of the Yazoo were not 
recognized herein as the unit appears homogenous on wireline logs within the 
study area. As previously mentioned, in southern wells the Yazoo thins and is 
eventually replaced by carbonate bank deposits belonging to the Ocala. 
However, it is not immediately clear what proportion of thinning is directly related 
to facies change, and how much is due to a stratigraphic pinch out. 
As with southern Forrest County, the Yazoo Formation of George County 
grades into a carbonate sequence, termed the Ocala facies (Dinkins, 1967). The 
Ocala is described by Dinkins (1967) as almost entirely carbonate strata 
consisting of white and pale grayish-white fossiliferous calcarenitic limestone, 
calcarenite and chalk. Only a thin basal section of calcareous fossiliferous clay is 
present. The Ocala of George County is of complex lithology, and therefore ' ... no 
single zonation based on faunal zones or marker fossils is practical' (Dinkins, 
1967). Dinkins (1967) recognized the difficulty in distinguishing the Yazoo-Ocala 
from the Moodys Branch and overlying Vicksburg Group, noting that in the 
southwestern third of the county, neither lithology nor electrical characteristics 
were sufficient. This is similar to what is observed in southern Forrest County. 
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The Yazoo in Forrest County ranges between 2 and 212 ft thick. The unit 
averages 53 ft thick. South of a line connecting sec. 19, T. 1 S., R. 13 W. and 
sec. 24, T. 1 N., R. 12 W. (Fig. 49) the Yazoo pinches out and is no longer 
recognized. An abrupt rate of thickening north and west of this line is observed, 
becoming less extreme in the northern half of the county. The thickest intervals 
are seen along the western edge of the study area in central Lamar County. The 
top of the Yazoo is structurally uniform and dips gently to the southwest (Fig. 50). 
The southernmost portion of the mapped Yazoo intersects the MPF, although no 
fault cuts were observed. 
The Ocala averages 237 ft thick in Forrest County, with a range between 
152 and 287 ft. Figure 51 shows combined thickness for the Ocala and the 
underlying Moodys Branch. As the units remain undifferentiated for most of 
southern Forrest County, and the cut-off between the two units was placed 
arbitrarily, the maps were combined to give better context to the depositional 
environment of these carbonates. The combined isopach is more indicative of the 
depositional features of the bank deposit than the Moodys Branch isopach map 
alone. Calculations of bed thickness were only possible in wells containing Yazoo 
sediments, thereby limiting the southern mappable extent of the Ocala to the 
Yazoo pinch out. Thicknesses of more than 300 ft of Ocala sediments are likely 
south of the mapped area. 
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Figure 49. Yazoo Clay lsopach Map. The Yazoo pinches out south of a line 
connecting sec. 19, T. 1 S., R. 13 W. and sec. 24, T. 1 N., R. 12 W. The Yazoo 
quickly thickens north of this line as it moves further from the carbonate bank 
deposits of the Moodys Branch and Ocala. The thickest intervals are found in 
central Lamar County. 
The upper and lower contacts of the Yazoo Clay are distinct in wells found 
in the northern half of the study area. As described in the previous section the 
lower contact with the Moodys Branch is well defined and serves as an excellent 
marker for regional correlations in the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin. The upper 
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contact with the Vicksburg is placed at the base of the high-resistivity limes of 
that unit. Often, the contact is sheer and easily identified. Some wells do show a 
more gradual change in resistivity vales when moving up section , in this case the 
contact can be placed at the base of the shift in the resistivity curve. 
Southern wells pose more of a challenge to identifying the Yazoo. In wells 
located in T. 1 N. and further north, the Yazoo can be seen as a -25 ft thick 
(continually thickening to the north) shale package sandwiched between 
carbonate units with blocky electrical responses. Thicker clay packages facilitate 
easy identification, while thinner units can make recognition of the unit 
challenging. In the thinnest Yazoo intervals(< 25 ft} , the contacts are placed 
above and below a thin bed with lower resistivity, and higher SP values than the 
bounding limes. It can be quite difficult to pick thin Yazoo beds using a single 
well; therefore the use of numerous wells is recommended. 
The Ocala's lower contact with the Cockfield is shared with the Moodys 
Branch, and has been previously described. The upper contact has also been 
formerly discussed, as it is a shared contact with the Yazoo. By definition, the 
upper Ocala contact is only recognized when the Yazoo can be identified. 
Jackson Group in Cross Section 
The Jackson Group is recognized in wells 23-035-00049 and 23-035-
20052 in section A-A'. The Moodys Branch is consistent in thickness between the 
two wells, measuring 38 ft in well 23-035-00049 and 40 ft in 23-035-20052. The 
Yazoo Clay is a homogeneous unit and averages 185 ft thick. There is no 
question as to the placement of either top or bottom contact. 
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Figure 50. Yazoo Clay Structure Contour Map. The top of the Yazoo is mapped 
as far south as the unit can be recognized. Near the southernmost edge of the 
map the Yazoo intersects the MPF. No fault cuts were observed within the 
Yazoo, but offset between the up and down thrown blocks is inferred well log 
data. 
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Figure 51. Ocala facies and Moodys Branch Formation lsopach Map. A 
composite isopach map was created to better illustrate the structure along the 
northern flank of the Moodys Branch-Ocala bank deposit. 
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The Moodys Branch Formation was not recognized in any of the wells 
along 8-8'. Sediments that would otherwise be attributed to the Moodys Branch 
have been included with the Ocala Limestone due to the inability to make a 
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distinction between them without paleontological data. The Ocala facies 
represents a bulk of the Jackson Group sediments in section B-B'. The Ocala 
was not differentiated from the overlying Vicksburg Group in the four eastern 
wells of the section. The Yazoo Clay is present in wells 23-109-00032, 23-109-
00130, and 23-035-00206, which are located in eastern Pearl River and western 
Forrest Counties, respectively. Presence of the Yazoo allows for differentiation 
between Ocala limestones and the overlying Vicksburg limes. The Yazoo Clay 
thins to the east from 50 to 10 ft until it is no longer recognized in well 23-035-
00154. In those wells where the Yazoo is recognized, the Ocala has an average 
thickness of 223 ft, becoming thicker from west-to-east. 
Along section C-C', the Jackson Group was logged in all but well 23-073-
00139. The Ocala comprises all but the upper 15 ft of the Jackson Group in well 
23-109-00046, and 30 ft in well 23-109-00130, the common well for A-A' and C-
C'. In the above wells the Yazoo Clay overlies the Ocala, and is thin and barely 
recognizable when compared to wells to the north. The Ocala is of uniform 
lithology and thickness, averaging 240 ft thick, including sediments normally 
recognized as the Moodys Branch. The Moodys Branch is recognized in the 
remaining wells, averages 35 ft thick, and thins updip as a facies change occurs. 
The Yazoo is recognized in each well that logged the interval, and averages 140 
ft thick. The unit reaches a maximum thickness of 253 ft in the northernmost well 
(23-031-00033). The clays of the Yazoo contrast well with the limes of the 
bounding Moodys Branch and Vicksburg, providing excellent regional markers for 
correlation. 
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All but the northernmost well , 23-067-00284, in section D-D' logged the 
Jackson Group. The group is comprised entirely of Ocala facies in the two 
southernmost wells, 23-131-00014 and 23-035-00129. The latter of these two 
wells falls on the line south of which the Yazoo Clay is not recognized. The 
undifferentiated Vicksburg-Ocala-Moodys Branch interval in these southern wells 
averages 325 ft thick. The Yazoo Clay in wells 23-035-00168 and 23-035-20048 
averages 99 ft thick. As discussed previously, the Moodys Branch interval in well 
23-035-00168 is transitional between Moodys Branch and Ocala. Much like the 
situation above in well 23-035-00129 regarding the Yazoo Clay, well 23-035-
00168 marks the line north of which the limes overlying the Cockfield are termed 
the Moodys Branch. The average thickness for the Moodys in the two northern 
wells is 84 ft, an unrealistic number due to reasons already discussed. 
The Jackson Group along E-E' was differentiated from the overlying limes 
of the Vicksburg in two wells, 23-111-00044 and 23-23-067-00412. The Yazoo 
Clay measured 117 and 178 ft thick, respectively. The Moodys Branch was also 
recognized, and intervals of 50 ft and 41 ft were observed. The three 
southernmost wells along the transect did not contain any Yazoo Clay, and 
therefore the Jackson Group was not distinct from the overlying limes of the 
Vicksburg. Additionally, the Moodys Branch equivalent sediments are included 
within the Ocala facies. In these three wells the Ocala averages 347 ft thick, with 
both 23-111-0004 7 and 23-111-20060 recording 370 ft. 
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Vicksburg Group 
The Vicksburg Group is generally recognized as the predominantly marine 
interval above the clays of the Yazoo or the carbonates of the Ocala. Usually, 
both the Forest Hill Formation and Red Bluff Formation are included in the 
Vicksburg, although most authors in Mississippi do not recognize this 
classification (Mancini et al., 1999). In Mississippi the Forest Hill is mainly a non-
marine interval, and thus differs greatly from the overall lithology of the rest of the 
Vicksburg, hence the exclusion (Moore, 1965; Dockery, 1981 ). Dockery (1981) 
includes the Mint Spring Formation, the Marianna Limestone, the Glendon 
Limestone, the Byram Formation and the Bucatunna Formation. As with Mancini 
el al. (1999), the Vicksburg as used ·herein refers only to the interval between the 
Yazoo Clay and the overlying Bucatunna Formation. 
Dinkins (1967) groups the Marianna Formation and Glendon Formation 
together and terms it the Vicksburg 'limestone'. The unit is described as white to 
pale grayish-white fossiliferous slightly sandy and glauconitic dense and chalky 
to calcarenitic limestone. Minor beds of slightly calcareous clays or clay shales 
are also present. The upper contact with the dark-gray clays of the Bucatunna 
Formation is sharp, but believed to be conformable (Dinkins, 1967). The 
Vicksburg "limestone" of George County is between 25 and 45 ft thick, averaging 
38 ft in thickness across the county. 
The Vicksburg of Forrest County ranges between 52 and 220 ft thick, with 
an average of 106 ft. The unit generally thickens to the north as the underlying 
Yazoo contact moves stratigraphically lower updip. Deposition of the Vicksburg 
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Figure 52. Moodys Branch-Ocala-Yazoo-Vicksburg lsopach Map. Irregularly 
shaped contours to the south outline carbonate bank deposits of the Moodys 
Branch, Ocala, and Vicksburg; smooth contours to the north and west denote the 
main areas of Yazoo clay deposition. 
and Jackson Groups is entwined within the study area, thus an isopach mapping 
the top of the Vicksburg to the top of the Cockfield was created as to measure 
the entire period of deposition during this time (Fig. 52). Although thicknesses are 
quite similar across the map, two distinct facies can be identified. To the south , 
the carbonate bank structure is outlined by irregularly shaped and spaced 
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contour lines. While to the north and west, smooth, widely spaced contours 
denote the main areas of Yazoo clay deposition. Structurally, the top of the 
Vicksburg is very similar to the Yazoo (Fig. 53). Throw of -80 ft is obseNed along 
much of the MPF. 
The upper contact with the Bucatunna is distinct and useful for regional 
correlation. It is generally placed above the uppermost high-resistivity limes, and 
below the low resistivity clays of the Bucatunna. As previously discussed, the 
lower contact is easily identified in northern wells, but becomes increasingly 
difficult to recognize in the southern most wells of the study area. 
Vicksburg in Cross-Section 
The Vicksburg Group is logged in two wells along A-A', 23-035-00049 and 
23-035-20052. The unit is easily distinguished from the underlying Yazoo Clay by 
the marked increase in resistivity. The inteNal steadily increases in resistance 
toward the top of the unit, where it falls sharply at the contact. Between the two 
wells, the Vicksburg averages 129 ft thick. 
The Vicksburg Group is recognized in the three western wells for section 
B-B', 23-109-00032, 23-109-00130, and 23-035-00206. The unit averages 87 ft 
in thickness and is only identifiable based on elevated resistivity values, although 
this characteristic becomes indistinguishable from the bounding units in the four 
eastern wells for section B-B'. In those wells, the Vicksburg is undifferentiated 
from the underlying Jackson Group limes. Based on the wireline log patterns, the 
Vicksburg Group in the wells along B-B' is likely very similar lithologically to the 
underlying Ocala limestones. 
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The Vicksburg was logged in all but well 23-037-20169 in section C-C'. 
The unit averages 127 ft thick. The basal contact with the Yazoo Clay is easily 
recognizable and leaves little doubt of correlation between wells. The interval as 
a whole is recognized by its high resistivity, upwards of 50 ohm-m, likely due to 
formation water in the interval. This is helpful in determining the upper contact, 
which is generally placed at a drop in resistivity below approximately 15 ohm-m. 
The Vicksburg is not differentiated in the two southernmost wells along D-
D'. In the other two wells that logged the interval, 23-035-00168 and 23-035-
20048, the Vicksburg averages 195 ft thick. The Vicksburg in 23-035-00168 
retains much of the wireline signature characteristic of the upper Ocala in wells to 
the south. This is to be expected due to the transitional nature of the sediments 
in the well, as previously mentioned in the discussion of the Cockfield Formation 
and Jackson Group. The Vicksburg sediments logged in well 23-035-20048 are 
characteristic of the unit. The upper contact in both wells is distinct. 
In section E-E', the top of the Vicksburg Lime is logged in all but well 23-
111-00031. Wells 23-111-00044 and 23-067-00412 both contained Vicksburg 
sediments that were distinguishable from those of the Jackson Group. The 
thicknesses measured in the wells were recorded as 183 ft and 121 ft. As 
previously mentioned in the description of the Jackson Group along E-E' the 
three southernmost wells do not contain any Yazoo sediments, and therefore the 
Vicksburg and Jackson are undifferentiated. Thicknesses for the interval in these 
wells were also reported in the previous section. 
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Figure 53. Vicksburg Lime Structure Contour Map. The Vicksburg Lime appears 
to share a similar strike and dip as the underlying Yazoo Clay. The interval 
shows upwards of 125' of throw along the MPF. 
CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION 
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Facies Change within the Jackson Group as Influenced by the Wiggins Arch 
The carbonates of the Jackson Group undergo a distinct facies change 
within the study area. Typically, the Jackson group is comprised of a basal 
package of limestones, sandstones, and marls, known as the Moodys Branch 
(Dinkins, 1967). The clays of the Yazoo overlie the Moodys Branch in much of 
the study area, and this trend is continued across most of the Mississippi Interior 
Salt Basin (Mancini et al., 1999). However, across southern Mississippi, and east 
into Florida, the Jackson group is represented by the limestones of the Ocala 
facies (McGlothlin, 1944; Eargle, 1964; Dinkins, 1967; Coleman, 1983; Mancini 
et al., 1999). 
DEPOSmONAL ENVIRONMENTS 
OF THE VICKSBURG GROUP CARBONATES 
Figure 54. Depositional Environments of the Vicksburg Group Carbonates. An 
outline of Forrest County has overlaid onto a diagram of depositional facies 
during Vicksburg time. From Coleman, J. L. , 1983, The Vicksbu rg Group 
Carbonates - A Look at Gulf Coast Paleogene Carbonate Banks: Transactions of 
the Gulf Coast Association of Geological Societies, v. 33, p. 257-268 
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Figure 55. Electric Log Correlation of .Facies Change in Paleogene Carbonates: 
Forrest, Lamar and Perry Counties. South to north correlation of carbonate 
inteNals using SP and resistivity logs. Logs were chosen to give a good 
representation of the possible contacts encountered in the study area. Cross-
section is hung from the top of the Cockfield Formation. 
Ocala carbonates were deposited atop the Wiggins Arch in a high-energy 
(Dinkins, 1967), shallow water environment (Coleman, 1983). Coleman (1983) 
terms this depositional environment a nummulitic bank due to an abundance of 
the foraminifera Nummulites. Units deposited in this environment are classified 
by Coleman (1983) as skeletal grainstones (nummulitic grainstone) and coarse 
sands, and are typified by their near absence of mud-size particles, a result of 
the high energy environment. Interestingly, McGlothlin (1944) mentions the 
Plains Production Company- Daly et al. Fort No. 1, sec. 2, T. 6 S., R. 4 W., and 
McClanahan and Rose's Stafford No. 1, sec. 24, T. 7 S., R. 3 W., Mobile County, 
Alabama wells encountered the Yazoo facies of the Jackson. As both of the wells 
are found to the southeast of the Wiggins anticline, it is likely that deposition of 
the Ocala was locally constrained, and therefore may not correlate, at least 
lithologically, to similarly aged units to the east. 
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Coleman (1983) constructed a block diagram to illustrate the depositional 
environments of the Gulf Coast Paleogene carbonate complexes (Fig. 54). An 
outline of Forrest County has been overlaid to show the approximate location of 
each depositional environment with context to the study area. This model can be 
replicated using well logs from Forrest and surrounding counties (Fig. 55). 
Coleman (1978) demonstrates the same facies change along a cross-section 
connecting Smith and Hancock Counties (Fig. 56) . The Yazoo Clay lsopach Map 
and the Ocala facies and Moodys Branch Formation lsopach Map show a distinct 
outline of the northern flank of the carbonate bank depositional environment (Fig. 
49 & 51). Figures 57 & 58 illustrate the facies change moving north-to-south and 
east-to-west across the Wiggins Arch using cross-sections created in PETRA®. 
Deposition of the Ocala, Moodys Branch, Yazoo and Vicksburg would 
have occurred as follows. An initial nummulitic bank deposit (Ocala) began to 
build up over the Wiggins Arch as deposition only barely exceeded subsidence. 
The reef complex was distal enough from the coastal deltaic environment that 
carbonate production continued unabated even as pulses of terrigenous 
sediments were pumped into coastal estuaries, lagoons, and back-bank areas 
(Yazoo Clay) . Near the close of Ocala deposition, a drop in eustatic sea level, or 
an increase in sediment discharge, allowed for Yazoo elastics to reach the 
northern flank of the Ocala bank deposit, as seen in the USA #1 well of Figure 
55. Eventually, the Vicksburg Sea transgressed and carbonate production was 
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Figure 56. Electric Log Correlation of Facies Change in Paleogene Carbonates: 
Smith to Hancock Counties. North to south correlation of carbonate intervals 
using SP and resistivity logs. Logs 5-7 are a good analog to the facies change 
seen in Forrest and adjacent counties. 
reestablished over the Wiggins Arch. Carbonate deposition continued for some 
time (Vicksburg Lime) until a regression initiated a shoaling event near the close 
of Vicksburg sedimentation. Coleman (1983) credits the shoaling event with the 
creation of the kick seen in electric logs at the upper contact of the Vicksburg. 
During sub aerial exposure of the Vicksburg, interstitial sparry calcite filled voids 
along the top of the unit, essentially hardening the upper section, creating the 
characteristic log response in the process. The kick can be seen at the top of the 
wells in Figure 55. 
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Figure 57. Stratigraphic Cross-section Along B-8'. Cross-section from the top of the Salt Mountain to the top of 
the Vicksburg . To the west, the Yazoo Clay is present, allowing for differentiation of the Ocala from the Vicksburg . 
The Yazoo pinches out near the UNIT SW-51 1-Twell , located in T1S R13W S12. East of this point, the 
carbonates of the Jackson Group and Vicksburg Group are undifferentiated. Fault cut is from the MPF. 
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Figure 58. Stratigraphic Cross-Section Along D-D'. Cross-section from the top of the Salt Mountain to the 
top of the Vicksburg. North of the UNIT SE-11 2-E well located in T1S R12W S6, the Yazoo Clay is present 
and allows for differentiation of the Ocala from the Vicksburg . North of Chancellor LBR 1 located in T1 N 
R12W S8 the Ocala would now be interpreted as the Moodys Branch. The fault cut to the south is the MPF. 
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Activation of the Maxie Pistol Ridge Fault 
Luo and Meylan (1993) studied the structure of Maxie and Pistol Ridge 
fields and considered the MPF to represent a first-order fault in the area. They 
note the MPF is "downthrown to the north, and changes direction along strike; it 
is east-west-trending from West Pistol Ridge to the western part of the Maxie 
area and north-east-trending in the eastern part of Maxie Field." (Fig. 59) It is not 
the belief of this author, or others (Fig. 3) (Thompson, 2009), that the MPF 
displays a northeast trend east of Maxie Field . A lack of wells surveyed by Luo 
and Meylan (1993) to the east of Maxie Field is likely the cause of the 
misinterpretation. The fault plane map prepared in this thesis does show a 
northeastern trend for the MPF moving eastward (Fig. 5). However, east of the 
contoured area, well data becomes sparse, and wells with fault gaps are 
nonexistent. Without additional well data from eastern Forrest and western Perry 
County, it is easy to see how the fault's trajectory could be inferred to continue 
northeast. 
Luo and Meylan (1993) reported throw along the MPF to increase moving 
west-to-east, and decrease stratigraphically upward. Their throw measurements 
along the MPF were calculated by analyses of structure contour maps, and they 
express the values should be considered approximations as they are dependent 
on contouring style. For comparison , the maximum throw values below were 
calculated by estimating fault gaps in wells intersected by the MPF. Non-faulted 
neighboring wells were used for correlation and to accurately estimate the 
amount of section missing (Table 2). 
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Figure 59. Generalized Map of Maxie and Pistol Ridge Fields by Luo and Meylan 
(1993). Map created by Luo and Meylan showing the approximate locations of 
the Maxie, Pistol Ridge, and Wiggins anticlines. The MPF (F-1) is shown to trend 
to the northeast after passing between Maxie and East Wiggins anticlines. 
According to Luo and Meylan (1993), initiation or reactivation of the fault 
occurred in the Late Cretaceous, as a result of differential subsidence rates 
between the MISS and the Wiggins Arch. They note that the MPF appeared to 
have been an active growth fault during Lower Tuscaloosa time (96-94 my). 
lsopach maps of the Mooringsport through Dantzler (Fig. 11, 13 , 15 , 17) indicate 
a gradual shift to the south of the principle depocenter along the East Mississippi 
Syncline (109-99 my). As maximum rates of regional subsidence and deposition 
moved closer to the MPF, increasing differential rates of subsidence between the 
basin and the Wiggins Arch would have intensified tensional forces on the 
sediments that lay between the respective structures. The result would have 
been initiation or reactivation of the fault as proposed by Luo and Meylan (1993). 
Therefore, the age of the MPF may be as old as 109 million years old, and 
possibly older. Without seismic data, the true age and extent of the MPF may 
never be fully understood. 
Table 2 
Estimated Maximum MPF Throw for Selected Stratigraphic Intervals 
Stratigraphic Interval 
Ocala 
Zilpha - Kosciusko Formations 
Winona - Tallahatta Formations 
Meridian Sand 
Wilcox Group 
Midway Group 
Selma Group 
Eagle Ford Formation 
Christmas sand 
Upper Tuscaloosa 
Marine Shale (Tuscaloosa) 
Massive sand (Tuscaloosa) 
14W 
200 
225* 
Range 
13W 
140 
150* 
250* 
100 
300 
310* 
350* 
360* 
360* 
250* 
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12W 
160* 
250* 
280 
200* 
235 
300* 
240 
Note. All thicknesses measured in feet. *Indicates the fault cuts the top of the unit. Blank values indicate that unit was not 
intersected by the MPF in that range. Only units cut by the MPF are included. 
Although no well in this study intersected the MPF stratigraphically lower 
than the top of the Dantzler, movement along the fault is inferred in units as deep 
as the Paluxy Formation. This represents the limit to which movement along the 
MPF could be interpreted, due to a lack of deep well control beneath the Paluxy. 
Throw along the fault is observed up through the Vicksburg, and is estimated to 
be as much as 125 ft (Fig. 53). Although units stratigraphically above the 
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Vicksburg were not analyzed in this thesis, Eargle (1968) recognized the MPF in 
sediments as shallow as the Catahoula Formation. 
Infilling of the East Mississippi Syncline and Perry Sub-basin 
The two important basinal features that occur within the study area are the 
East Mississippi Syncline, and the associated Perry Sub-basin. The majority of 
subsidence along the East Mississippi Syncline is believed to have occurred 
between Rodessa and Paluxy time (114-103 my). The lack of well control when 
mapping the Rodessa and the underlying Hosston means isopach values for the 
Rodessa may not be reliable. A more reliable estimate for the age of the syncline 
is 109-103 million years, coinciding with deposition of the Mooringsport and 
Paluxy formations. 
Maximum structural relief for units underlying the Mooringsport is a 
consistent -1 ,200 ft ; implying those units predate basin subsidence as no infilling 
had occurred. The Mooringsport is the oldest unit to show a definitive increase in 
sedimentation within the syncline (Fig. 11 ). The top of the unit also shows a 
dramatic reduction in overall relief, measured at -575 ft . Therefore, subsidence 
must have initiated in this area roughly 109 million years ago. By the end of 
Paluxy deposition (103 my) the syncline had nearly been infilled (Fig. 14), with 
only a minor remnant of the structural low remaining along the north-central 
border with Perry County. Figure 13 shows increased accumulations of Paluxy 
sediments overlying the structural low of the underlying Mooringsport. 
Stratigraphic horizons created in PETRA® were used to construct a 3D model of 
the subsurface (Fig, 60-62). The model clearly shows the depression in the 
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Figure 60. 30 Basin Model -A. Created using PETRA®, the model shows the 
calculated horizons for the following units in ascending stratigraphic order: 
Hosston, Rodessa, Mooringsport, Paluxy, Andrew, Dantzler, Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale, Eagle Ford, Selma, Midway, Salt Mountain, and Wilcox. The vertical 
horizon is the mapped fault plane for the MPF. Depth measured in feet. View 
looking west. 
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Figure 61. 30 Basin Model -8. Created using PETRA®, the model shows the 
calculated horizons for the following units in ascending stratigraphic order: 
Hosston, Rodessa, Mooringsport, Paluxy, Andrew, Dantzler, Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale, Eagle Ford, Selma, Midway, Salt Mountain, and Wilcox. The vertical 
horizon is the mapped fault plane for the MPF. Depth measured in feet. View 
looking south. 
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Figure 62. 30 Basin Model -C. Created using PETRA®, the model shows the 
calculated horizons for the following units in ascending stratigraphic order: 
Hosston, Rodessa, Mooringsport, Paluxy, Andrew, Dantzler, Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale, Eagle Ford, Selma, Midway, Salt Mountain, and Wilcox. The vertical 
horizon is the mapped fault plane for the MPF. Depth measured in feet. View 
looking northwest. 
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Hosston and Rodessa Created by the syncline, and the subsequent infilling by 
Mooringsport and Paluxy sediments. 
The Perry Sub-basin is also prominently displayed in the 30 model (Fig. 
60-62) . While the structure only appears on maps of units Dantzler age and 
younger, the structure certainly extends much deeper into the subsurface. 
Infilling of the structure appears to have commenced during deposition of the 
Selma (84-65 my) as it is the oldest unit with anomalous accumulations in the 
area (Fig. 31 ). Sedimentation continued through Wilcox time (59.1-52.3 my) and 
by the end of deposition the basin had been nearly filled (Fig. 36). The thick 
deposits of the Wilcox erased most of the structural character seen in deeper 
units. Intervals deposited after the Wilcox all follow roughly the same strike and 
dip with little structure visible. 
Continuous Sedimentation across the Mid-Cretaceous Sequence Boundary 
The Lower Tuscaloosa (Massive sand and Stringer sand) has often been 
thought to constitute the basal unit of the Upper Cretaceous, sitting 
unconformably above the Dantzler Formation - representing the top of the Lower 
Cretaceous. This contact is known as the Mid-Cretaceous Sequence Boundary 
(MCSB). Chasteen (1983) presented a case for continuous deposition of Lower 
and Upper Cretaceous sediments in southern Mississippi. The interpretation is 
based on the separation of the Lower Tuscaloosa into marine (Stringer sand) and 
non-marine (Massive sand) litho-facies. The basal sediments of the Massive 
sand are interpreted" .. . as a braided channel complex. Sands in this portion of 
the Lower Tuscaloosa tend to be more massive in nature and have few well-
f'l&llff l l P<1leogtographic m/Jps iJIUS!T!Jfing the upproximate tc1,mt of 
Danulrr and Lower Tus,:a/OOSQ flwviu/-d,e/taic ~sttnu and 
their relationshi'p to major geomorphic fmtures which '1f/«ted 
dl:po,(11011. 
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Figure 63. Paleogeographic Maps Showing Locations of Fluvial-Deltaic Systems 
During Dantzler-Lower Tuscaloosa Time. Adapted from Chasteen, 1983. 
Chasteen, H. R., 1983, Re-evaluation of the lower Tuscaloosa and Dantzler 
Formations (Mid-Cretaceous) with emphasis on depositional environments and 
time-stratigraphic relationships: Transactions of the Gulf Coast Association of 
Geological Societies, v . 33, p. 31-40. 
defined shale breaks between the sands. Core and sample descriptions often 
show that a massive (sic) sand section is actually a series of stacked channel 
sands, each with a characteristic basal chert conglomerate. This stacking of 
channels is typical of a braided-stream depositional environment (Chasteen, 
1983)." As the Dantzler is also interpreted as a series of non-marine stacked 
braided stream channels, it is assumed that the designation of the Dantzler was 
based on facies changes rather than significant formational differences. 
Chasteen (1983) theorizes that a basin formed near the close of 
Comanchean time due to salt withdrawal and tectonic adjustment to uplift in the 
north. This basin appears to be a result of continued subsidence along the East 
Mississippi Syncline. Figure 63 shows the proposed location of basin infilling 
during Dantzler and Lower Tuscaloosa time. The striped area represents fluvial-
de!taic systems that encompass all of Forrest and surrounding counties during 
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Figure 64. Shaded Dantzler Formation lsopach Map. Map shows areas of 
greatest sediment influx during deposition of the Dantzler. Dark gray= x > 1,100', 
light gray = 1,000' > x < 1,100'. These areas have a large number of wells that 
exhibit like sections of Dantzler and Massive sand sediments. 
Dantzler deposition, and just the northern flank of Forrest County during the 
deposition of the Lower Tuscaloosa. A shaded isopach map of the Dantzler 
shows the areas of thickest Dantzler sedimentation within the study area (Fig. 
64). Wells from this area exhibit a stronger than normal continuation of electric 
log responses across 
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Figure 65. Electrical Log Correlations of Possible Continuous Deposition During 
MCSB. Electrical logs from the eastern edge of the study area. In ascending 
stratigraphic order, the Dantzler, Tuscaloosa Massive sand, and Tuscaloosa 
Stringer sand. 
the MCSB (Fig. 65). It must be noted that wells from the western edge of the 
study area also exhibit th is patterning, albeit at a reduced frequency. 
Admittedly, Chasteen's (1983) work is plausible. However, until detailed 
biostratigraphic correlations can made, this author will err on the side of caution , 
and assume the MCSB is present throughout the study area. 
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Bypass 98 and Ralston Fields 
Several structural and isopach maps of the Paluxy through Winona -
Tallahatta intervals exhibit strange contouring behavior near the northern halves 
of T. 3N. R. 12W. and T. 3N., R. 13W. When these maps are overlaid with an oil 
& gas production map (Champlin, 2002) it becomes clear that structural 
anomalies in T. 3N., R. 13W. are related to local structure associated with 
Bypass 98 and Ralston fields. Unfortunately no information on the structure of 
these fields could be obtained, published or otherwise. As only a few wells were 
available from this area, it was not possible to define any structure for these 
fields. While it is clear that faulting is responsible for the unrealistic contours, the 
orientation of any faults in the area could not be determined. Rather than invent a 
placement for the fault(s) in order to 'fix' the contours, it was decided to leave the 
maps as they were. If nothing else, attention may be drawn to this area for further 
study. 
Undoubtedly, irregular contours in T. 3N. , R. 12W. are much harder to 
explain. It is unlikely that the behavior is related to Bypass 98 or Ralston due to 
the fields distance. Possible explanations include (1) faulting associated with the 
Mississippi Syncline, (2) faulting associated with graben structures in neighboring 
Perry County and (3) faulting associated with a yet unnamed fault that extends 
from northwest to central Forrest County. Unfortunately, no faults were recorded 
in the wells in this area. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
Basin Formation and Structure 
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1. Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault may have initiated faulting as early as 109 m.y.a. 
(Mooringsport). 
2. Post-Jurassic subsidence within the East-Mississippi Syncline appears to 
have been greatest in the Late Trinitian to Early Washitan-
Fredericksburgian, 109-103 m.y.a. (Mooringsport - Paluxy). 
3. Subsidence and infilling within the western flank of the Perry sub-basin 
was greatest during Tayloran-Sabinian , 84-52 m.y.a. (Selma - Wilcox) . 
4. Apparent structure in north-central Forrest County is related to Bypass 98 
and Ralston fields. 
Lithology 
1 . Dantzler-Tuscaloosa sequence in Forrest County is possibly continuous 
across the Mid-Cretaceous Sequence Boundary, as suggested by 
Chasteen (1983) 
2. The Jackson Group undergoes a facies change north-to-south within 
Forrest County 
a. The Moodys Branch-Yazoo Clay-Vicksburg Group sequence found 
in the north is represented by an undifferentiated carbonate bank 
deposit to the south 
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b. The Yazoo Clay is not continuous across the study area, but when 
present, allows for differentiation of Jackson and Vicksburg Group 
sediments 
APPENDIX A 
MEASURED WELL TOPS 
UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 WR INGRAM ETAL 1 4 Wildcat 
2303100033 JOE V JOHNSON 1 9 Wildcat 
7N-14W 
2303100005 CROSBY 1 33 Wildcat 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 FRST CO AGR HI SCHL 1 3 Wildcat 
2303500011 USA E 1 7 By Pass 98 
2303500168 CHANCELLOR LBR 1 8 Wildcat 
2303500044 R BATSON ETAL 1 19 Maxie 
2303500061 USDA2 24 Pistol Ridge 
2303500027 USA 1 27 Maxie 
2303500029 COLEMAN-POWE B 1 28 Maxie 
2303500030 FRANKS PETR-COLEMAN 1 29 Wildcat 
2303500282 COLEMAN-POWE UNIT 1 1 29 Pistol Ridge 
2303500457 COLEMAN-POWE 1 30 Pistol Ridge 
2303500028 COLEMAN-POWE 1-A 31 Pistol Ridge 
2303500126 UNITNE-111-T 31 Wildcat 
2303500125 COLEMAN-POWE A/C 2 1 32 Wildcat 
2303500127 UNIT NE-12 2-T 32 Maxie 
2303500128 UNIT NE-13 1-T 33 Maxie 
2303500010 US A 1 1 35 Maxie 
1N-13W 
2303500169 MRS ALXNDR CURRIE 1 1 Wildcat 
2303500002 USA1 14 Wildcat 
2303500019 CREOSOTE OIL 1 20 Maxie 
2303500081 L F BATSON 1 29 Maxie 
2303500021 CREOSOTE OIL 1 36 Maxie 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 31.51118 -89.41388 
2303100033 31.49412 -89.40157 762 859 1112 1132 
7N-14W 
2303100005 31.52681 -89.41458 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 31 .07365 -89.189959 1391 1531 1621 1741 
2303500011 31.06029 -89.24549 1433 1631 1593 1783 
2303500168 31.06763 -89.215805 1374 1554 1636 1764 
2303500044 31.03494 -89.233314 1461 1621 1571 1831 
2303500061 31.02779 -89.161854 1441 1536 1531 1821 
2303500027 31.0142 -89.194756 1485 1485 1847 
2303500029 31 .01111 -89.210487 1491 1581 1579 1855 
2303500030 31.01619 -89.226577 1510 1640 1625 1870 
2303500282 31 .01104 -89.22755 
2303500457 31.01061 -89.23154 1525 1655 1635 1885 
2303500028 31.00816 -89.231793 1533 1533 1888 
2303500126 31 .00353 -89.23492 1553 1553 1892 
2303500125 31 .00443 -89.227552 1533 1533 1891 
2303500127 31.00489 -89.218541 1529 1529 1881 
2303500128 31.00348 -89.211179 1511 1511 1874 
2303500010 31.00971 -89.171217 1471 1471 1833 
1N-13W 
2303500169 31 .08181 -89.262496 1405 1565 1675 1750 
2303500002 31.04627 -89.270011 1456 1656 1596 1826 
2303500019 31.038 -89.313821 1503 1695 1626 1863 
2303500081 31.01356 -89.327974 1607 1747 1697 1942 
2303500021 31.00186 -89.25008 1565 1680 1665 1915 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 
2303100033 1372 1469 1916 2220 2275 4892 
7N-14W 
2303100005 1946 2221 2279 4876 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 1861 1976 2176 2395 2431 3783 4721 
2303500011 1873 2033 2241 2454 2514 3896 4923 
2303500168 1869 2001 2194 2412 2432 3884 4822 
2303500044 1941 2091 2201 2351 2403 3891 4919 
2303500061 1906 2061 2231 2436 2441 3816 4941 
2303500027 1925 2092 2245 2437 2490 3873 4905 
2303500029 1948 2106 2261 2454 2491 3891 4956 
2303500030 1960 2120 2228 2382 2415 3910 4880 
2303500282 
2303500457 1975 2135 2302 2495 2540 3915 4885 
2303500028 1973 2138 2299 2491 2525 3913 4921 
2303500126 1975 2139 2303 2489 2528 3913 4922 
2303500125 1980 2138 2298 2488 2523 3903 4898 
2303500127 1967 2131 2287 2480 2521 4860 
2303500128 1957 2117 2267 2459 2502 3879 4871 
2303500010 1911 2076 2221 2411 2457 3856 4921 
1N-13W 
2303500169 1870 2005 2230 2450 2480 3895 4875 
2303500002 1921 2076 2288 2496 2536 3932 5026 
2303500019 1953 2128 2268 2433 2478 4011 5163 
2303500081 2017 2189 2406 2589 2632 4052 5127 
2303500021 1997 2160 2320 2514 2545 5025 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 5720 7094 7379 7442 8274 8474 8754 9001 
2303100033 5734 7087 7362 7430 8185 8455 8634 8868 
7N-14W 
2303100005 5779 7098 7386 7456 8298 8491 8655 8900 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 5646 6796 6986 7056 7621 8021 8371 8581 
2303500011 5686 6758 6955 7025 7553 7935 8225 8475 
2303500168 5662 6743 6926 6998 7564 7949 8304 8509 
2303500044 5769 6821 7001 7066 7641 8011 
2303500061 5826 7216 7409 7489 7971 8363 8739 8936 
2303500027 5760 6875 7055 7120 7683 8069 8368 8660 
2303500029 5709 6826 7003 7081 7631 7991 
2303500030 5728 6815 6990 7070 7630 8000 
2303500282 5751 6806 6984 7056 7546 7986 
2303500457 5745 6825 6995 7074 7605 7983 8285 
2303500028 5733 6809 6993 7064 7559 7966 
2303500126 5712 6812 6981 7051 7593 7962 
2303500125 5713 6795 6968 7033 7548 7956 8280 
2303500127 5706 6791 6951 7011 7591 7950 
2303500128 5719 6784 6969 7034 7547 7957 
2303500010 5771 6973 7151 7231 7751 8173 8494 
1N-13W 
2303500169 5768 6829 7025 7105 7685 8102 8430 8641 
2303500002 5742 6806 7004 7073 7606 7993 8276 
2303500019 5858 6941 7163 7218 7783 8173 8493 
2303500081 5896 6936 7127 7192 7766 8132 8462 
2303500021 5773 6806 6984 7055 7580 7980 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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2303120037 9714 10994 12609 13061 13232 14198 
2303100033 
7N-14W 
2303100005 9748 11010 12541 12891 13141 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 
2303500011 
2303500168 9652 10924 
2303500044 
2303500061 
2303500027 
2303500029 
2303500030 
2303500282 
2303500457 
2303500028 
2303500126 
2303500125 
2303500127 
2303500128 
2303500010 
1N-13W 
2303500169 
2303500002 
2303500019 
2303500081 
2303500021 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
2N-12W 
2303500016 NEWTONNAVALSTORES1 14 Wildcat 
2303500084 HUFF-SMITH 1 32 Pistol Ridge 
2N-13W 
2303500115 V A ANDERSON ETAL 1 30 Maxie 
2303520172 HOOD 31-9 1 31 Pistol Ridge 
2303500245 WA POWE 1 34 Pistol Ridge 
2303520043 PINE HILLS 1 34 Petal Salt Dome 
3N-12W 
2303500012 MYERS 1 3 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520081 MYERS MONIA 3-7' 1 3 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500065 CARTER 1 6 Maxie 
2303520048 SABINE 1 7 Wildcat 
2303500064 J M CARTER ETAL 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500093 J P CARTER UNIT 1 9 Wildcat 
2303500183 JP CARTER 1 9 Pistol Ridge 
2303520027 USA ES 2531 1 24 Pistol Ridge 
3N-13W 
2303500230 CASSIE BRADFORD 1 1 Maxie 
2303520101 BOTELER 10-7 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520121 ECHOLS 10-2 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520240 MOORE 10-9 1 10 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520107 TAYLOR HEIRS 1 11 Maxie 
2303500232 MRS. MARIAM. DRAUGHN 1 12 Wildcat 
2303520166 LEE 1 12 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520142 ALLAR 15-1 # 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303520109 HOLCOMB JR 1 30 Pistol Ridge 
4N-12W 
2303500069 AULTMAN-SIGLER 1 35 Petal Salt Dome 
4N-13W 
2303520020 TATUM ETAL 1 29 Wildcat 
5N-12W 
2303500023 CO HERCHENHAHN 1 13 Maxie 
2303520052 LEE 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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(.) <t 0 a: 0 > ::::i 0 > ~m (.) 
2N-12W 
2303500016 31.12902 -89.173187 1237 1419 1564 1608 
2303500084 31.08869 -89.223691 1379 1509 1657 1726 
2N-13W 
2303500115 31 .10321 -89.340122 
2303520172 31.09028 -89.33573 1368 1518 1678 1727 
2303500245 31 .09672 -89.283852 1314 1534 1674 1714 
2303520043 31.08482 -89.291678 1388 1525 1678 1742 
3N-12W 
2303500012 31.25691 -89.193289 
2303520081 31 .25333 -89.185108 
2303500065 31 .24547 -89.232148 
2303520048 31.2406 -89.239459 1076 1286 1401 1441 
2303500064 31.2385 -89.227993 1078 1278 1398 1442 
2303500093 31.23954 -89.211095 
2303500183 31.23956 -89.210503 
2303520027 31.20699 -89.155073 1103 1249 1412 1460 
3N-13W 
2303500230 31.24515 -89.246675 1075 1266 1392 1433 
2303520101 31.23835 -89.287013 1431 1491 
2303520121 31.2419 -89.2852 
2303520240 31 .23456 -89.28211 
2303520107 31 .24248 -89.273357 
2303500232 31.23987 -89.247 1092 1280 1408 1451 
2303520166 31.23283 -89.25982 
2303520142 31.22753 -89.282314 
2303520109 31.19561 -89.346088 1209 1374 1544 1598 
4N-12W 
2303500069 31.26033 -89.163584 
4N-13W 
2303520020 31.27915 -89.320073 1072 1222 1401 1442 
5N-12W 
2303500023 31 .39575 -89.160661 805 940 1091 1127 
2303520052 31.38491 -89.16693 827 940 1098 1138 
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UWI co 0 .J - <( w <( ::! cc <( O .~ 9 cc 0~ ~N 3: t: ~ Cl) 3: C, Cl) ~ :::i ~ C, 
2N-12W 
2303500016 1737 1847 2077 2289 2302 3787 4747 
2303500084 1862 1969 2195 2412 2437 4847 
2N-13W 
2303500115 1838 1988 2267 2488 2523 3998 5008 
2303520172 1849 2002 2262 2486 2523 3995 4918 
2303500245 1859 1994 2244 2484 2524 3994 4964 
2303520043 1860 2009 2249 2467 2510 3977 4976 
3N-12W 
2303500012 1989 2270 2314 3749 4869 
2303520081 3736 4755 
2303500065 1712 2010 2214 2240 3777 4692 
2303520048 1606 1706 2013 2261 2276 3774 4816 
2303500064 1603 1708 2002 2183 2215 3785 4753 
2303500093 1991 2236 2306 3786 4716 
2303500183 1992 2237 2307 3789 4722 
2303520027 1610 1715 2003 2243 2294 3740 4828 
3N-13W 
2303500230 1609 1721 2010 2254 2289 3783 4882 
2303520101 1628 1732 2038 2282 2335 3791 4902 
2303520121 1744 2026 2285 2328 3807 4954 
2303520240 2274 2318 3762 4912 
2303520107 2306 3768 4905 
2303500232 1613 1728 2011 2210 2238 3776 4837 
2303520166 2347 2416 3775 4855 
2303520142 2050 2297 2332 3797 4709 
2303520109 1736 1843 2129 2360 2406 3884 5010 
4N-12W 
2303500069 1980 2185 2200 3720 4880 
4N-13W 
2303520020 1622 1734 2042 2320 2332 4992 
5N-12W 
2303500023 1331 1437 1763 2013 2063 4743 
2303520052 1349 1448 1788 2006 2023 4782 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 5647 6912 7125 7196 7807 8006 8347 8570 
2303500084 5713 6853 7045 7119 7690 8088 8482 8667 
2N-13W 
2303500115 5830 6930 7200 7278 7818 8236 8558 
2303520172 5821 6884 7122 7205 7772 8175 8485 8761 
2303500245 5834 6939 7054 7134 7674 8076 8384 8594 
2303520043 5851 6960 7186 7264 7847 8147 8457 
3N-12W 
2303500012 5639 6959 7185 7229 7899 8273 8559 8954 
2303520081 5595 6911 7127 7177 7841 8225 8495 8815 
2303500065 5654 6884 7115 7182 7800 8175 8522 8731 
2303520048 5626 6856 7116 7186 7824 8186 8458 8706 
2303500064 5608 6864 7173 7236 7833 8205 8543 
2303500093 5596 6908 7216 7282 7836 8209 8526 8772 
2303500183 5602 6864 7207 7282 7833 8211 8521 8772 
2303520027 5534 6784 7030 7110 7721 8075 8386 8578 
3N-13W 
2303500230 5618 6925 7172 7242 7862 8248 8591 8702 
2303520101 5690 6996 7243 7320 7776 8155 8450 8598 
2303520121 5669 6872 7087 7165 7782 8161 8534 8641 
2303520240 5652 6919 7172 7252 7875 8242 8504 8629 
2303520107 5646 6885 7136 7205 7793 8165 8490 8659 
2303500232 5626 6858 7128 7196 7836 8201 8362 8694 
2303520166 5668 6954 7137 7227 7906 8275 8750 8871 
2303520142 5691 6929 7142 7213 7873 8247 8577 8827 
2303520109 5793 7005 7232 7311 7924 8312 8474 8630 
4N-12W 
2303500069 5602 6979 7212 7270 7930 8320 8610 8790 
4N-13W 
2303520020 5757 6994 7302 7390 8022 8338 8642 8762 
5N-12W 
2303500023 5378 6798 7063 7103 8013 8190 8553 8713 
2303520052 5365 6752 7050 7098 7983 8169 8488 8628 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 
2303500084 
2N-13W 
2303500115 
2303520172 
2303500245 
2303520043 
3N-12W 
2303500012 9881 11192 
2303520081 9813 11145 12675 13537 13811 15065 
2303500065 9730 11112 12652 
2303520048 9741 11076 12706 13696 13951 14998 
2303500064 
2303500093 9751 11101 
2303500183 9744 11092 
2303520027 9822 10906 12730 13529 13753 
3N-13W 
2303500230 9761 11203 12605 13630 13942 15132 
2303520101 
2303520121 
2303520240 9601 
2303520107 9560 11186 12539 
2303500232 9773 11260 
2303520166 9709 
2303520142 9620 11162 12573 
2303520109 9707 11115 12405 13137 13373 15016 
4N-12W 
2303500069 9900 11205 12583 
4N-13W 
2303520020 9742 11102 12344 13042 13302 14472 
5N-12W 
2303500023 
2303520052 9658 10897 12304 12730 12895 14078 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
5N-13W 
2303520072 D. 0 . E. #MH-7A 9 
2303520012 WATTS SWDW # 1 14 By Pass 98 
2303520054 LAMPTON-LOVE SWDW # 1 14 Maxie 
2303520055 LAMPTON-LOVE SWDW # 2 14 Maxie 
5N-14W 
2303500049 J S HARRISON ETAL 1 3 Wildcat 
2303520063 MASONITE CORP 7-10 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303520059 H BOYCE 1 12 Pistol Ridge 
2303520111 BRYANT GERALD 1 12 Maxie 
2303500231 R W LANGEAM 1 . 13 Wildcat 
2303500066 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
1S-12W 
2303500031 USA 1 3 Maxie 
2303500085 MAXIE UNIT SE33 2E 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500101 MAXIE UNIT SE-23 2-T 4 Maxie 
2303500131 UNIT SE 13 1-T 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500261 UNIT SE-23 1-T 4 Maxie 
2303500099 UNIT SE 12 2-T 5 Maxie 
2303500134 UNIT SE-32 2-T 5 Maxie 
2303500235 RM NEWTON ETAL 1 5 Pistol Ridge 
2303500262 UNIT SE-12 E-1 5 Maxie 
2303500129 UNIT SE-11 2-E 6 Maxie 
2303500130 UNIT SE 11 1-T 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500132 UNIT SE-31 1-E 6 Maxie 
2303500133 UNIT SE 31 2-T 6 Maxie 
2303500242 ROBERT M NEWTON 1 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500036 LAURA WALTERS#1 7 Wildcat 
2303500102 MAXIE UNIT SE-41 3-E 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500135 UNIT SE 41 1-T 7 Maxie 
2303500138 UNIT SE-51 1-T 7 Maxie 
2303500137 UNIT SE-42 1-T 8 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500140 MAXIE SWDW # 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500456 UNIT SE-42 2 8 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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UWI LATITUDE LONGTITUDE (.) < 0 a: 0 > :J 0 > ~ al (.) 
5N-13W 
2303520072 31.41448 -89.313456 840 972 1160 1184 
2303520012 31 .39488 -89.268604 889 1022 1198 1231 
2303520054 31.39088 -89.27633 1221 
2303520055 31.39119 -89.27737 904 1058 1218 1256 
5N-14W 
2303500049 31.42507 -89.384674 845 990 1202 1240 
2303520063 31.40968 -89.439341 
2303520059 31.41628 -89.363025 
2303520111 31 .39348 -89.25791 
2303500231 31.40318 -89.354395 1190 1216 
2303500066 31.40375 -89.400596 898 1028 1233 1268 
1S-12W 
2303500031 30.9907 -89.185676 1488 1488 1863 
2303500085 30.98586 -89.204649 1528 1528 1878 
2303500101 30.99271 -89.205447 1521 1521 1880 
2303500131 30.99749 -89.202537 1509 1509 1869 
2303500261 30.99021 -89.202599 1537 1537 1872 
2303500099 30.99644 -89.211994 1526 1526 1886 
2303500134 30.98551 -89.220169 1574 1574 1893 
2303500235 30.99032 -89.218035 1539 1539 1889 
2303500262 30.99563 -89.21804 1540 1540 1892 
2303500129 30.99564 -89.233171 1564 1564 1909 
2303500130 30.99683 -89.226461 1541 1541 1891 
2303500132 30.98296 -89.226474 1559 1559 1895 
2303500133 30.9833 -89.23537 1959 
2303500242 30.98602 -89.238624 1567 1567 1912 
2303500036 30.97254 -89.238581 1593 1593 1930 
2303500102 30.979 -89.238935 1586 1586 1924 
2303500135 30.97588 -89.23504 1922 
2303500138 30.96923 -89.235609 1598 1598 1938 
2303500137 30.97455 -89.219475 1550 1550 191 2 
2303500140 30.96864 -89.21949 1576 1576 1941 
2303500456 30.97212 -89.21835 1918 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 1400 1508 1922 2170 2220 
2303520012 1454 1564 1928 2202 2263 
2303520054 1443 1557 1913 2131 
2303520055 1465 1577 1941 2233 2275 
5N-14W 
2303500049 1445 1550 1950 2240 2300 3908 4880 
2303520063 4042 5004 
2303520059 
2303520111 
2303500231 1461 1561 1963 2247 2297 4906 
2303500066 1470 1573 1988 2248 2303 4940 
1S-12W 
2303500031 1953 2108 2240 2418 2474 3871 4888 
2303500085 1963 2121 2263 2445 2498 3868 4876 
2303500101 1960 2122 2270 2454 2500 3867 4908 
2303500131 1964 2119 2209 2457 2509 3889 4899 
2303500261 1957 2112 2259 2445 2492 3877 4927 
2303500099 1966 2128 2276 2466 2516 3872 4877 
2303500134 1961 2136 2262 2465 2525 3867 4876 
2303500235 1959 2132 2278 2469 2529 3864 4899 
2303500262 1972 2144 2293 2484 2530 3885 4978 
2303500129 1972 2142 2297 2477 2522 3896 4954 
2303500130 1976 2141 2296 2489 2531 3889 4891 
2303500132 1984 2147 2294 2479 2519 3884 4859 
2303500133 5017 
2303500242 1977 2157 2310 2477 2537 3893 
2303500036 1998 2168 2314 2478 2538 3878 4858 
2303500102 1991 2166 2316 2480 2546 3861 4891 
2303500135 1988 2158 2307 2470 2523 3897 4894 
2303500138 2007 2171 2313 2476 2548 3886 4913 
2303500137 1977 2152 2290 2472 2512 3872 4912 
2303500140 2016 2181 2321 2503 2551 3908 4891 
2303500456 1998 2160 2298 2478 2548 3878 4898 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 
2303520012 
2303520054 
2303520055 
5N-14W 
2303500049 5721 7050 7330 7409 8205 8446 8751 8898 
2303520063 5810 7137 8357 8546 8865 9018 
2303520059 7071 7317 7396 8121 8441 8721 8836 
2303520111 8414 
2303500231 5691 7006 7371 7438 8086 8398 8666 8860 
2303500066 5768 7049 7348 7424 8128 8438 8746 8968 
1S-12W 
2303500031 5715 6870 7048 7128 7698 8093 
2303500085 5695 6803 6958 7020 
2303500101 5685 6779 6940 7002 7590 7933 
2303500131 5679 6794 6969 7039 7599 7959 
2303500261 5657 6787 6957 7017 7607 7967 
2303500099 5660 6781 6956 7026 7926 
2303500134 5683 6756 6932 6991 7651 7932 
2303500235 5689 6749 6921 6989 7519 7911 
2303500262 5695 6762 6934 7002 7528 7922 8302 8502 
2303500129 5704 6762 6928 6994 7534 7924 8204 8548 
2303500130 5701 6756 6936 7001 7541 7921 8263 
2303500132 5676 6769 6938 7006 7557 7956 
2303500133 5691 7077 7528 7925 
2303500242 
2303500036 5728 6861 7048 7348 7748 8068 
2303500102 5739 6806 6956 7046 
2303500135 5715 6779 6952 7039 7570 7865 8040 
2303500138 5708 6623 6788 6862 7383 7768 
2303500137 5692 6607 6762 6827 7312 7750 
2303500140 5541 6593 6756 6841 7321 7750 
2303500456 5666 6618 6743 6810 7318 7748 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 
2303520012 
2303520054 
2303520055 
5N-14W 
2303500049 9868 11230 12498 12990 13244 
2303520063 13086 13322 14710 
2303520059 11176 12611 13069 13276 14251 
2303520111 13194 
2303500231 
2303500066 
1S-12W 
2303500031 
2303500085 
2303500101 
2303500131 
2303500261 
2303500099 
2303500134 
2303500235 
2303500262 
2303500129 9524 10910 12206 12474 12794 14153 
2303500130 
2303500132 
2303500133 
2303500242 
2303500036 7098 
2303500102 
2303500135 7840 
2303500138 5858 
2303500137 6392 
2303500140 5261 
2303500456 5823 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-12W 
2303500139 UNIT SE 43 1-T 9 Maxie 
2303500253 MAXIE G U SE-43 2 9 Maxie 
2303500025 BATSON HA TIEN LBR 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520008 SIMPSON-LEHMAN ETAL 1 15 Maxie 
2303500062 B.O.S. 1 16 Maxie 
2303500063 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 2 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303500170 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303500280 MAXIE GAS UN SE-63 1-T 16 Maxie 
2303500045 GAS UNIT SE-82 1 17 Pistol Ridge 
2303500165 MAXIE 17-6 1 17 Pistol Ridge 
2303500166 USA ETAL SE-72 2-E 17 Maxie 
2303500167 US A ETAL 3 17 By Pass 98 
2303500051 MAXIE GAS UNIT SE 61 #1 18 Pistol Ridge 
2303500053 MAXIE UNIT SE-61 2 18 Wildcat 
2303500054 MAXIE GAS UN SE-71 1 18 Maxie 
2303500056 MAXIE UNIT SE-81 1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303500008 MAXIE GAS UNIT SE85 1 20 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500106 BATSON-HA TIEN 1 20 Wildcat 
2303500269 EA LEHMAN 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500092 USA 1 28 Maxie 
2303500046 MAXIE UNIT SE 91 1 30 Maxie 
1S-13W 
2303500143 UNIT SW 31 2T 1 Wildcat 
2303500267 NTN NVL SRS U SW-21 4W 1 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500141 UNIT SW-22 1-T 2 Wildcat 
2303500144 UNIT SW-32 1-T 2 Pistol Ridge 
2303520133 Unit SW 12 1-ED & 1-T 2 Pistol Ridge 
2303500035 CREOSOTE OIL 1-W 3 Pistol Ridge 
2303500263 C.E.EDMONDSON 1 3 Maxie 
2303500074 CREOSOTE OIL CORP 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500076 GOODYEAR YELLOW PIN 1-W 4 Maxie 
2303500197 GOODYEAR-YELLOW PIN 2-E 4 Maxie 
2303500109 CREOSOTE OIL 2 5 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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15-12W 
2303500139 30.97514 -89.201493 1549 1549 1909 
2303500253 30.97266 -89.204569 1591 1591 1924 
2303500025 30.97362 -89.177399 
2303520008 30.95432 -89.176899 1501 1501 1857 
2303500062 30.96645 -89.204558 1606 1606 1956 
2303500063 30.96271 -89.204629 1497 1497 1837 
2303500170 30.95576 -89.220242 1517 1517 1852 
2303500280 30.95994 -89.19412 1488 1488 1848 
2303500045 30.96182 -89.210947 1497 1497 1839 
2303500165 30.96178 -89.217297 1618 1618 1983 
2303500166 30.96401 -89.221978 1611 1611 1971 
2303500167 30.96185 -89.217694 1592 1592 1982 
2303500051 30.96198 -89.23287 1621 1621 1938 
2303500053 30.96184 -89.225758 1628 1628 1988 
2303500054 30.95455 -89.22775 1504 1504 1856 
2303500056 30.94716 -89.227744 1530 1530 1873 
2303500008 30.94947 -89.221592 1522 1522 1880 
2303500106 30.94819 -89.220349 1525 1525 1874 
2303500269 30.94172 -89.159029 1480 1480 1875 
2303500092 30.93018 -89.193762 1564 1564 1896 
2303500046 30.93811 -89.231977 1538 1538 1893 
15-13W 
2303500143 30.98349 -89.246162 1596 1596 1931 
2303500267 30.98712 -89.2437 1587 1587 1925 
2303500141 30.98928 -89.259321 1611 1611 1951 
2303500144 30.98302 -89.259343 1613 1613 1903 
2303520133 30.99637 -89.259283 1586 1691 1681 1929 
2303500035 30.98518 -89.287581 1616 1721 1709 1961 
2303500263 30.99111 -89.278481 1587 1715 1699 1952 
2303500074 30.99036 -89.305895 1624 1729 1719 1959 
2303500076 30.98709 -89.290452 1634 1729 1714 1959 
2303500197 30.98459 -89.292285 1620 1740 1720 1970 
2303500109 30.99306 -89.320615 1606 1718 1700 1953 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 1989 2159 2301 2481 2529 3863 4909 
2303500253 2008 2171 2310 2501 2537 3908 
2303500025 2070 2193 2378 2403 3803 4773 
2303520008 1928 2099 2218 2379 2424 3797 4823 
2303500062 2031 2181 2347 2396 3766 4734 
2303500063 1907 2067 2199 2370 2417 3782 4757 
2303500170 1922 2092 2217 2387 2434 3792 4782 
2303500280 1918 2083 2211 2383 2423 3788 4758 
2303500045 1904 2070 220~ 2370 2414 3779 4818 
2303500165 2043 2201 2363 2413 3773 4743 
2303500166 2041 2221 2370 2561 2621 3743 4731 
2303500167 2052 2232 2370 3771 4767 
2303500051 2058 2241 2391 2573 2649 3746 
2303500053 2058 2240 2390 3775 4728 
2303500054 1924 2094 2225 2384 2444 3797 4772 
2303500056 1940 2120 2242 2410 2465 3802 4765 
2303500008 1942 2112 2242 2412 2462 3802 4677 
2303500106 1935 2110 2238 2408 2460 3800 4700 
2303500269 1945 2110 2218 2388 2434 3790 
2303500092 1960 2129 2235 2414 2442 3806 4694 
2303500046 1954 2126 2256 2412 2465 3782 4737 
1S-13W 
2303500143 2001 2161 2323 2501 2546 3876 4822 
2303500267 1997 2167 2320 2502 2549 3875 
2303500141 2026 2211 2369 2556 2606 3891 4891 
2303500144 2008 2198 2354 2538 2588 3938 4888 
2303520133 2004 2174 2336 2511 2546 3931 4956 
2303500035 2031 2191 2361 2539 2591 3961 
2303500263 2024 2197 2365 2547 2597 3960 4887 
2303500074 2034 2189 2384 2556 2594 3984 5014 
2303500076 2024 2199 2379 2559 2609 3956 
2303500197 2040 2210 2390 2575 2620 3948 4870 
2303500109 2016 2179 2375 2539 2591 4014 4976 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 5657 6644 6811 6879 7459 7802 8102 8389 
2303500253 5550 6642 6799 6869 7439 7798 
2303500025 5592 6703 6868 6945 7472 7856 8151 8468 
2303520008 5568 6672 6838 6906 7380 7807 
2303500062 5558 6646 6796 6861 7346 7778 8076 8301 
2303500063 5577 6638 6787 6855 7357 7777 
2303500170 5561 6637 6802 6872 7382 7780 8096 8292 
2303500280 5578 6650 6810 6888 7318 7783 
2303500045 5551 6614 6767 6834 7324 7760 
2303500165 5551 6611 6765 6843 7301 7757 8056 
2303500166 5536 6601 6761 6836 
2303500167 5536 6613 6774 6850 
2303500051 
2303500053 5558 6598 6758 6838 7308 7746 
2303500054 5543 6614 6774 6824 7309 7757 
2303500056 5577 6622 6775 6840 7330 7778 8072 
2303500008 5547 6620 6778 6847 7341 7764 
2303500106 5550 6625 6789 6860 7330 7772 8055 8308 
2303500269 
2303500092 5566 6636 6789 6868 7351 7796 8090 
2303500046 5557 6633 6771 6834 7342 7765 8064 
1S-13W 
2303500143 5721 6743 6919 7004 
2303500267 
2303500141 5744 6782 6958 7041 7551 7933 
2303500144 5746 6770 6941 7013 7550 7928 
2303520133 5777 6819 6986 7069 7593 7976 
2303500035 
2303500263 5781 6822 7002 7067 7597 7977 8297 8575 
2303500074 5811 6806 6984 7054 7599 7976 8284 
2303500076 
2303500197 5761 6755 6980 7055 7592 7968 8295 
2303500109 5846 6821 7001 7071 7521 7976 8281 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-13W 
2303500118 CREOSOTE UNIT 2 6 5 Wildcat 
2303500224 EM HOADLEY 3 5 Maxie 
2303500014 CITIZENS BANK 2 6 Maxie 
2303500015 CITIZENS BANK 3 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500214 CREOSOT-CITIZNS BNK 2 6 Maxie 
2303500017 REED 1 7 Wildcat 
2303500041 PISTOL RIDGE NO 4 1 7 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500082 CREOSOTE OIL A- 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500119 CREOSOTE OIL A-3 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500160 CREOSOTE OIL 2 · 7 Wildcat 
2303500163 SJ HOOPER 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500108 CRESOTE OIL CORP.UNIT#1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500110 CREOSOTE 3 8 Wildcat 
2303500116 CREOSOTE UNIT 1 4 8 Wildcat 
2303500218 FEDERAL-CREOSOTE 1 8 Wildcat 
2303500220 FEDERAL CREOSOTE 3 8 Wildcat 
2303500257 CROESOTE OIL CORP 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500275 L M COX 1 8 Maxie 
2303500281 FEDERAL CREOSOTE UNIT 1 8 Wildcat 
2303520221 DELPHI OIL 8-3 1 8 Maxie 
2303520222 DELPHI OIL 8-1 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500111 ND ENTREKIN 1 9 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500112 N O ENTREKIN 2 9 Wildcat 
2303500120 N D ENTREKIN 3 9 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500189 CREOSOTE GAS 4-W 9 Maxie 
2303500211 CREOSOTE GAS UNIT 1 9 Maxie 
2303500217 CREOSOTE GAS UNIT 3 9 Maxie 
2303500279 ENTREKIN UNIT 5 9 Wildcat 
2303500079 UNIT SW 53 3-W 10 Maxie 
2303500152 UNIT SW 43 2-W 10 Maxie 
2303500153 UNIT SW-43 3-W 10 Maxie 
2303500190 CREOSOTE OIL 2 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303500227 UNIT SW53 1 10 Maxie 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-13W 
2303500118 30.99069 -89.307997 1613 1728 1711 1958 
2303500224 30.98988 -89.322847 1626 1736 1706 1966 
2303500014 30.98825 -89.337583 1636 1756 1726 1986 
2303500015 30.98733 -89.339702 1647 1765 1737 1997 
2303500214 30.98504 -89.325885 1643 1755 1731 1997 
2303500017 30.98036 -89.335482 1649 1752 1732 1998 
2303500041 30.97826 -89.335514 1645 1749 1725 1995 
2303500082 30.96996 -89.330137 1663 1757 1725 2002 
2303500119 30.98009 -89.325878 1647 1748 1727 1987 
2303500160 30.97827 -89.337599 1649 1754 1729 1987 
2303500163 30.97361 -89.330121 1653 1753 1723 1993 
2303500108 30.98049 -89.310005 1659 1745 1729 1976 
2303500110 30.9709 -89.310124 1637 1738 1722 1973 
2303500116 30.98102 -89.313297 
2303500218 30.9801 -89.318473 1643 1746 1734 1971 
2303500220 30.981 -89.321669 1644 1755 1724 1983 
2303500257 30.98101 -89.309723 1644 1744 1730 1973 
2303500275 30.98125 -89.312511 1634 1742 1712 1972 
2303500281 30.981 -89.316409 1663 1744 1731 1978 
2303520221 30.98096 -89.32112 1642 1751 1733 1978 
2303520222 30.98192 -89.30962 1719 1705 1969 
2303500111 30.98014 -89.30371 1630 1734 1725 1980 
2303500112 30.9709 -89.303809 1639 1729 1719 1975 
2303500120 30.98072 -89.30489 1635 1738 1725 1973 
2303500189 30.97352 -89.296252 1723 1715 1962 
2303500211 30.97969 -89.396769 1615 1719 1709 1965 
2303500217 30.98057 -89.296431 1737 1720 1974 
2303500279 30.9801 -89.306491 
2303500079 30.97158 -89.289794 1646 1646 1973 
2303500152 30.97469 -89.286953 1644 1644 1967 
2303500153 30.97296 -89.289799 1629 1629 1967 
2303500190 30.98233 -89.286974 1959 
2303500227 30.96915 -89.286955 1631 1631 1966 
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1S-13W 
2303500118 2033 2198 2385 2553 2596 3988 4983 
2303500224 2036 2196 2391 2556 2596 4016 
2303500014 2056 2229 2424 2588 2626 4032 4976 
2303500015 2061 2235 2427 2593 2637 4007 5043 
2303500214 2057 2230 2422 2594 2636 4987 
2303500017 2045 2220 2402 2545 2600 3986 5042 
2303500041 2048 2222 2401 2544 2595 3975 4958 
2303500082 2057 2227 2407 2547 2620 3977 4967 
2303500119 2045 2216 2398 2557 2612 3989 4997 
2303500160 2059 2229 2408 2562 2600 3969 4949 
2303500163 2051 2223 2397 2558 2606 3981 4953 
2303500108 2039 2212 2385 2555 2599 3964 4955 
2303500110 2032 2211 2380 2543 2594 3962 
2303500116 
2303500218 2035 2210 2390 2550 2601 3986 5002 
2303500220 2041 2211 2391 2553 2601 3988 4951 
2303500257 2038 2202 2383 2548 2596 3959 5049 
2303500275 2032 2202 2387 2547 2597 3977 4942 
2303500281 2033 2213 2383 2548 2593 3975 4913 
2303520221 2040 2210 2386 2531 2580 3988 5013 
2303520222 2017 2187 2361 2528 2566 3938 5024 
2303500111 2040 2210 2388 2560 2600 3959 4880 
2303500112 2033 2203 2366 2529 2574 3940 
2303500120 2036 2213 2386 2554 2596 3958 4994 
2303500189 2024 2201 2364 2527 2569 3937 
2303500211 2023 2191 2359 2529 2564 3947 4889 
2303500217 2041 2216 2387 2547 2587 3951 5035 
2303500279 3963 
2303500079 2037 2212 2373 2539 2581 3936 
2303500152 2036 2205 2366 2536 2585 3934 
2303500153 2034 2203 2370 2527 2582 3932 
2303500190 2019 2184 2349 2519 2574 3939 4919 
2303500227 2033 2203 2358 2525 2577 3938 4985 
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1S-13W 
2303500118 5813 6805 7001 7053 7513 7961 8268 
2303500224 
2303500014 5814 6814 6996 7066 
2303500015 5817 6812 6982 7057 
2303500214 5793 6787 6967 7037 7482 7927 8182 
2303500017 5788 6796 6971 7032 
2303500041 5783 6806 6980 7065 7503 7950 
2303500082 5810 6817 6985 7058 7537 8009 8412 
2303500119 5767 6787 6947 7027 7477 7919 8217 
2303500160 5800 6807 6969 7044 7514 7960 
2303500163 5793 6811 6986 7053 7533 7990 
2303500108 5764 6779 6940 7005 7482 7936 8243 
2303500110 
2303500116 5795 7950 
2303500218 5747 6771 6952 7018 7476 7917 8224 
2303500220 5763 6776 6949 7012 7481 7931 8236 
2303500257 5775 
2303500275 5760 6764 6932 7002 7472 7929 8272 8514 
2303500281 5770 6774 6949 7019 7503 7933 8233 8524 
2303520221 5748 
2303520222 5749 
2303500111 5740 6780 6947 7011 7570 7946 8260 
2303500112 
2303500120 5733 6774 6943 7007 7501 7941 8249 
2303500189 
2303500211 5752 6788 6949 7019 7499 7949 8283 
2303500217 5776 6791 6955 7024 7506 7947 
2303500279 5752 6939 7009 7589 7947 8247 8516 
2303500079 
2303500152 
2303500153 
2303500190 5767 6794 6966 7029 7507 7959 8270 
2303500227 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-13W 
2303500254 PISTOL RIDGE SW-53 2-W 10 Wildcat 
2303500458 CREOSOTE OIL 1 10 Maxie 
2303520009 PISTOL RIDGE GAS UN W-1 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303520022 PISTOL RIDGE GU SW 53 2-W 10 Wildcat 
2303520215 WEYERHAEUSER 3 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303500097 MAXIE UNIT SW 42 3 11 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500145 UNIT SW-32 2W 11 Maxie 
2303500149 UNIT SW-42 2 11 Maxie 
2303500150 UNIT SW-42 1-E 11 Maxie 
2303500181 UNIT SW-52 1-W 11 Maxie 
2303520015 MAXIE GAS UN SW 52 1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2303500077 MAXIE UNIT SW-41 1-T 12 Maxie 
2303500142 UNIT SW-31 1-E 12 Wildcat 
2303500147 UNIT SW-41 1-T 12 Pistol Ridge 
2303500154 UNIT SW-51 1-T 12 Maxie 
2303500057 UNIT SW-61 1 13 Maxie 
2303500058 MAXIE UNIT SW-61 2 13 Wildcat 
2303500059 MAXIE UNIT SW-71 1 13 Pistol Ridge 
2303500070 MAXIE UNIT SW-71 1 13 Wildcat 
2303500098 MAXIE UNIT SW 71 1 13 Maxie 
2303500123 MAXIE GAS U SW-81 1 13 Maxie 
2303500090 MAXIE UNIT SW62 1 14 Pistol Ridge 
2303500204 UNIT SW-52 1-W 14 Maxie 
2303500022 SW-63 GAS UNIT #1 15 Maxie 
2303500043 A BROOK 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303500047 GAS UNIT SW-73 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303500091 UNIT SW-63 1 15 Maxie 
2303500114 U.S.A. 1 15 Maxie 
2303500459 PISTOL RIDGE GUSW63 1 15 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500462 PISTOL RIDGE SW-53 1-T 15 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520019 PISTOL RIDGE GAS UN 1 15 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500206 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 8-1 16 Maxie 
2303500258 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-13W 
2303500254 30.97003 -89.288 1623 1721 1711 1973 
2303500458 30.98185 -89.276303 1597 1677 1672 1957 
2303520009 30.9764 -89.277345 1636 1636 1960 
2303520022 30.97007 -89.27643 1974 
2303520215 30.98005 -89.28259 1607 1607 1955 
2303500097 30.97766 -89.25714 1599 1599 1950 
2303500145 30.98366 -89.259343 1615 1615 1955 
2303500149 30.97727 -89.257441 
2303500150 30.97636 -89.259316 1609 1609 1963 
2303500181 30.97096 -89.257205 1613 1613 1951 
2303520015 30.96918 -89.259303 1626 1626 1953 
2303500077 30.97225 -89.241292 1579 1674 1664 1931 
2303500142 30.98271 -89.243457 1599 1599 1934 
2303500147 30.97609 -89.251964 1620 1620 1955 
2303500154 30.96871 -89.243375 1599 1599 1934 
2303500057 30.96559 -89.242332 1986 
2303500058 30.96121 -89.2465 1645 1645 1982 
2303500059 30.95447 -89.242341 1525 1525 1850 
2303500070 30.95473 -89.251543 1553 1553 1873 
2303500098 30.95447 -89.251355 1546 1546 1876 
2303500123 30.95592 -89.247647 1859 
2303500090 30.95784 -89.265678 1660 1660 1980 
2303500204 30.96733 -89.259303 1631 1631 1956 
2303500022 30.96423 -89.28977 1630 1630 1972 
2303500043 0 0 1653 1978 
2303500047 30.95474 -89.277813 1680 1680 2011 
2303500091 30.96439 -89.289943 1634 1634 1974 
2303500114 30.9547 -89.2838 2024 
2303500459 30.95998 -89.277861 1633 1691 1685 1978 
2303500462 30.96644 -89.279459 1966 
2303520019 30.96707 -89.275245 1649 1649 1970 
2303500206 30.96455 -89.303823 1640 1730 1720 1980 
2303500258 30.95671 -89.293711 1688 1688 2009 
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1S-13W 
2303500254 2033 2198 2361 2541 2578 3933 
2303500458 2007 2197 2357 2535 2595 3944 4917 
2303520009 2032 2205 2358 2535 2570 3941 
2303520022 2043 2222 2378 2553 2595 3944 
2303520215 2025 2195 2358 2526 2560 3942 4969 
2303500097 2026 2205 2354 2534 2583 3945 
2303500145 2010 2200 2350 2543 2575 3940 
2303500149 2207 2360 2536 2584 3932 
2303500150 2029 2206 2359 2539 2579 3914 4909 
2303500181 2015 2198 2347 2523 2568 3913 
2303520015 2024 2204 2350 2521 2563 3923 
2303500077 1999 2164 2309 2469 2539 3879 4889 
2303500142 2001 2179 2334 2512 2569 3869 4879 
2303500147 2025 2211 2370 2555 2615 3865 4875 
2303500154 1999 2169 2317 2477 2539 3883 4959 
2303500057 2046 2227 2367 2523 2590 3987 4810 
2303500058 2053 2242 2388 2551 2611 
2303500059 1910 2088 2220 2363 2432 3759 4740 
2303500070 1928 2111 2238 2410 2463 3803 4778 
2303500098 1931 2116 2251 2408 2471 3808 4776 
2303500123 1921 2093 2213 2371 2421 3761 4711 
2303500090 2050 2233 2375 2545 2597 3950 4875 
2303500204 2026 2201 2351 2526 2571 3926 4906 
2303500022 2040 2212 2368 2533 2581 3938 
2303500043 2038 2217 2372 2536 2591 3944 
2303500047 2082 2270 2422 2592 2652 3949 4791 
2303500091 2044 2209 2369 2539 2584 3939 
2303500114 2094 2274 2434 2614 2664 3774 4684 
2303500459 2043 2223 2376 2543 2593 3948 4943 
2303500462 2031 2214 2366 2539 2586 3938 4987 
2303520019 2035 2216 2370 2542 2567 3945 
2303500206 2038 2210 2374 2540 2580 3940 4940 
2303500258 2069 2249 2414 2589 2639 3989 4889 
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1S-13W 
2303500254 
2303500458 5747 6796 6969 7037 7577 7960 8282 
2303520009 
2303520022 
2303520215 5777 6792 6971 7037 7518 7948 8291 
2303500097 
2303500145 
2303500149 
2303500150 5722 6800 6977 7059 7609 8005 8319 
2303500181 
2303520015 
2303500077 5717 6840 7019 7097 7777 
2303500142 5697 6754 6927 7009 7569 7923 8244 
2303500147 5733 6807 6985 7075 7625 8023 
2303500154 5758 6614 6789 6875 7299 7759 8064 
2303500057 5574 6623 6792 6863 7395 7764 8073 8308 
2303500058 
2303500059 5580 6622 6777 6847 7400 7780 
2303500070 5579 6613 6768 6845 7388 7778 8096 
2303500098 5589 6626 6776 
2303500123 5601 6624 6771 6841 
2303500090 5605 6637 6800 6875 7355 7800 
2303500204 5766 6786 6866 7316 7776 8089 
2303500022 
2303500043 
2303500047 5602 6632 6785 6861 7332 7777 8069 
2303500091 
2303500114 5602 6603 6771 6844 7322 7767 8054 8374 
2303500459 5663 6642 6808 6883 7348 7779 
2303500462 5768 
2303520019 
2303500206 5778 6925 7086 7250 7710 8028 8338 
2303500258 5584 6604 6770 6844 7309 7756 8059 8354 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-13W 
2303500254 
2303500458 
2303520009 
2303520022 
2303520215 
2303500097 
2303500145 
2303500149 
2303500150 
2303500181 
2303520015 
2303500077 7449 
2303500142 
2303500147 
2303500154 6259 
2303500057 9177 4220 
2303500058 3719 
2303500059 
2303500070 
2303500098 
2303500123 1551 
2303500090 5100 
2303500204 6646 
2303500022 
2303500043 
2303500047 3969 
2303500091 
2303500114 3354 
2303500459 
2303500462 
2303520019 
2303500206 9282 10500 7150 
2303500258 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-13W 
2303520002 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303520106 BO OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Maxie 
2303520243 BOARD OF EDUCATION 16-1 16 Maxie 
2303500033 CROSBY FORREST B-2 17 Maxie 
2303500161 CROSBY FOREST SWDW#1 17 Maxie 
2303500278 CROSBY FOREST PROD 1 17 Maxie 
2303500078 MCCARDLE ET AL 1 18 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500089 ST LOUIS UNON TRUST 1 18 Maxie 
2303500156 BOONE-CLARK 1 18 Wildcat 
2303500274 MCCARDLE 2 18 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500273 HOLSTON-CREOSOTE 1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520244 WEYERHAEUSER 19-1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520250 WEYERHAEUSER 19-2 2 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520259 YOUNGBLOOD 19-5 19 
2303500080 USA 1-F 20 1 20 Pistol Ridge 
2303500247 BATSON REFORESTTION 1 21 Wildcat 
2303500265 USA PISTOL RIDGE GU 21-1 21 Maxie 
2303500277 PISTOL ROG GU SW-84 1 21 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500073 UNIT SW 831 22 Maxie 
2303500199 E A JOHNSON ET AL 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500200 MAXIE GAS SW-82 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500060 MAXIE UNIT SW-81 1 24 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500072 USA HAGER ETAL 1 24 Maxie 
2303500271 MAXIE GAS UN SW-71 2-T 24 Wildcat 
2303500067 USA1 25 Maxie 
2303500050 HUMBLE-ANDERSON-USA 1 26 Pistol Ridge 
2303500259 U S A-BOUNDS 1 27 Maxie 
2303500172 USA1 29 Maxie 
2303500164 R BATSON ETAL 1 35 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-13W 
2303520002 30.96543 -89.304837 1639 1729 1718 1970 
2303520106 30.9617 -89.3017 1622 1709 1698 1953 
2303520243 30.96284 -89.30472 1650 1731 1722 1974 
2303500033 30.96378 -89.313276 1674 1739 1735 1984 
2303500161 30.96415 -89.318694 1684 1754 1744 1994 
2303500278 30.96515 -89.312712 1656 1736 1726 1981 
2303500078 30.95985 -89.330144 1713 1793 1783 2041 
2303500089 30.95787 -89.338758 1761 1845 1834 2091 
2303500156 30.96624 -89.338668 1686 1776 1746 2016 
2303500274 30.96636 -89.327807 1670 1760 1730 2000 
2303500273 30.94464 -89.334719 
2303520244 30.95268 -89.32807 1746 1809 1800 1910 
2303520250 30.95266 -89.33118 1563 1645 1634 1905 
2303520259 30.94785 -89.33939 
2303500080 30.95188 -89.321719 1751 1830 1823 2080 
2303500247 30.94914 -89.301636 
2303500265 30.94452 -89.292186 1582 1582 1908 
2303500277 30.94858 -89.292186 1548 1548 1868 
2303500073 30.94818 -89.281902 1542 1542 1882 
2303500199 30.94823 -89.266433 1553 1553 1878 
2303500200 30.9455 -89.264662 1565 1565 1897 
2303500060 30.94721 -89.24237 1545 1545 1873 
2303500072 0 0 1559 1894 
2303500271 30.94932 -89.251904 1541 1541 1888 
2303500067 30.92908 -89.253143 1597 1597 1917 
2303500050 30.93362 -89.271254 1598 1598 1923 
2303500259 30.93218 -89.276546 1613 1613 1933 
2303500172 30.92999 -89.308817 1643 1643 1943 
2303500164 30.91544 -89.270742 1640 1640 1950 
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1S-13W 
2303520002 2032 2208 2374 2533 2587 3936 5007 
2303520106 2016 2195 2356 2524 2563 3926 5029 
2303520243 2039 2215 2377 2522 2574 3948 5002 
2303500033 2044 2214 2380 2526 2584 3948 
2303500161 2059 2234 2404 2554 2614 3936 4958 
2303500278 2045 2214 2381 2526 2576 3948 4966 
2303500078 2093 2266 2443 2593 2655 4012 4763 
2303500089 2151 2331 2516 2680 2761 3791 4783 
2303500156 2078 2246 2424 2561 2631 3986 5051 
2303500274 2060 2230 2400 2548 2605 3980 4980 
2303500273 
2303520244 1944 2091 2254 2386 2476 3774 4853 
2303520250 1944 2108 2263 2398 2442 3792 4832 
2303520259 2146 2307 2446 2479 3841 4897 
2303500080 2144 2321 2483 3798 4849 
2303500247 2102 
2303500265 1967 2152 2287 2437 2472 3834 4802 
2303500277 1952 2118 2273 2418 2463 3828 4853 
2303500073 1936 2122 2262 2422 2457 3824 4782 
2303500199 1943 2121 2261 2414 2473 3821 4738 
2303500200 1957 2137 2270 2431 2487 3832 4765 
2303500060 1935 2105 2237 2389 2450 3765 4800 
2303500072 1955 2136 2264 2421 2480 3818 4801 
2303500271 1949 2130 2266 2424 2471 3838 4802 
2303500067 1982 2161 2287 2457 2507 3822 4752 
2303500050 1988 2168 2311 2453 2513 3848 4778 
2303500259 2000 2181 2308 2456 2523 3853 4803 
2303500172 2003 2183 2317 2465 2533 3843 4880 
2303500164 2018 2200 2315 2470 2500 4760 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-13W 
2303520002 5773 6888 7078 7154 7729 
2303520106 5755 
2303520243 5784 6575 6742 6803 7272 7703 8012 
2303500033 
2303500161 5804 6764 6830 7264 7702 
2303500278 5776 6856 7046 7129 7706 
2303500078 5583 6582 6745 6813 7268 7702 
2303500089 5612 6586 6751 6821 7276 7703 
2303500156 5795 6588 6756 6836 7266 7704 7999 
2303500274 5798 6885 7300 7695 7995 
2303500273 5621 7724 8009 8284 
2303520244 5618 6564 6733 6804 7266 7704 7981 
2303520250 5600 6587 7268 7680 7991 
2303520259 5645 6623 7293 7720 
2303500080 5602 6594 6756 6830 7278 7715 8057 
2303500247 5599 7401 7769 8074 
2303500265 5603 6626 6812 6867 7342 7777 8092 
2303500277 5637 6638 6780 6851 7338 7768 8058 
2303500073 5602 6640 6792 6872 7344 7772 8092 
2303500199 5608 6633 6795 6871 7333 7788 8099 
2303500200 5619 6647 6800 6879 7357 7802 
2303500060 5593 6605 6765 6830 7310 7775 8090 
2303500072 5582 6625 6787 6864 7364 7782 8089 
2303500271 5605 6614 6779 6852 7326 7775 
2303500067 5585 6633 6787 6857 7327 7782 8090 
2303500050 5618 6638 6818 6878 7338 7789 
2303500259 5638 6648 6808 6886 7343 7801 81 23 
2303500172 5633 6645 6811 6843 7353 7808 8093 8382 
2303500164 
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1S-13W 
2303520002 7374 
2303520106 
2303520243 6303 
2303500033 
2303500161 6709 
2303500278 7376 
2303500078 4723 
2303500089 3205 
2303500156 6025 
2303500274 7040 
2303500273 10535 
2303520244 1864 
2303520250 
2303520259 
2303500080 2539 
2303500247 2330 
2303500265 
2303500277 
2303500073 
2303500199 
2303500200 
2303500060 
2303500072 
2303500271 
2303500067 
2303500050 
2303500259 
2303500172 9313 10703 
2303500164 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 CREEL 19-3 1 19 Wildcat 
2306700098 L .L .MAJOR# 1 20 Ovett 
2306700204 J H MURPHY 1 27 Wildcat 
2306720172 HOLLIMAN 1 27 Wildcat 
2306700022 O.H.SHOWS#1-A 29 Ovett 
2306700301 A FWALTERS 1 29 Ovett 
2306700412 BL SCHOLAR 1 30 Wildcat 
2306700215 MCCLELLAN-VICKERS 1 33 Ovett 
2306700216 M. W . MCCLELLAN 1 33 Ovett 
2306700217 R W WALLEY 1 33 Ovett 
6N-12W 
2306700284 STRINGER ETAL UNIT 1 15 Wildcat 
6N-13W 
2306700273 MARY ARRINGTON 1 31 Wildcat 
6N-14W 
2306720083 FLONDA WHITE ETAL 1 22 Shelton Creek 
2306700077 WELL 1 27 Wildcat 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 FRANK SCHWIERJOHN 1 4 Wildcat 
2307300188 CREOSOTE OIL CORP 1 13 Wildcat 
2307300138 MRS DB STEVENSON 1 32 Wildcat 
1N-15W 
2307300135 WA MORTON 1 14 Wildcat 
2N-14W 
2307300139 THAD FOWLER 1 10 Wildcat 
2307300134 WC REES 1 15 Wildcat 
2307300092 J F FOWLER 1 27 Wildcat 
2307300166 BASS 1 36 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 31.47635 -89.14065 
2306700098 31.47262 -89.12292 
2306700204 31.46086 -89.08054 787 903 1084 1105 
2306720172 31.45736 -89.08497 768 885 1055 1085 
2306700022 31.46102 -89.11433 
2306700301 31.45014 -89.12406 
2306700412 31.4501 -89.13534 756 877 1055 1096 
2306700215 31.44306 -89.10762 754 887 1049 1082 
2306700216 31.44591 -89.11024 751 871 1046 1081 
2306700217 31.43934 -89.10219 745 884 1055 1085 
6N-12W 
2306700284 31.48291 -89.18751 
6N-13W 
2306700273 31.43939 -89.34601 
6N-14W 
2306720083 31.46859 -89.38852 
2306700077 31.45773 -89.39708 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 31.08234 -89.410709 1402 1573 1743 1793 
2307300188 31 .04521 -89.360556 1508 1768 1658 1768 1888 
2307300138 31 .0027 -89.431747 1733 1865 1935 2063 
1N-15W 
2307300135 31 .04863 -89.477877 1564 1689 1914 1969 
2N-14W 
2307300139 31.15522 -89.384028 1295 1505 1645 1675 
2307300134 31 .13599 -89.385473 1318 1508 1688 1728 
2307300092 31.11026 -89.389269 1332 1512 1700 1751 
2307300166 31 .09321 -89.36485 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 1276 1366 1746 2034 2094 4514 
2306700098 1726 1994 2044 
2306700204 1357 1453 1825 2133 2183 4712 
2306720172 1325 1420 1785 2065 2115 4685 
2306700022 1988 2041 4473 
2306700301 1733 2007 2062 4607 
2306700412 1318 1427 1755 1969 2010 4769 
2306700215 1309 1399 1740 2019 2069 3519 4614 
2306700216 1301 1399 1741 2011 2061 4591 
2306700217 1310 1405 1745 2018 2080 4595 
6N-12W 
2306700284 
6N-13W 
2306700273 1919 2226 2294 4881 
6N-14W 
2306720083 
2306700077 4841 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 1883 2053 2338 2546 2641 5043 
2307300188 1958 2138 2378 2587 2623 4038 5103 
2307300138 2135 2314 2543 2714 2755 4163 5195 
1N-15W 
2307300135 2046 2214 2524 2714 2769 4224 5254 
2N-14W 
2307300139 1823 1946 2241 2483 2520 5089 
2307300134 1848 1978 2268 2502 2550 4983 
2307300092 1852 2012 2282 2501 2552 3992 4994 
2307300166 2024 2302 2522 2572 4022 5012 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 5329 6704 7050 7103 7986 8159 8446 8731 
2306700098 5243 6768 7084 7142 8038 8234 8559 8739 
2306700204 5212 6633 6930 6993 7808 7999 
2306720172 5472 6555 6835 6925 7693 7895 
2306700022 5300 6779 7072 7148 7972 8235 8518 8716 
2306700301 5340 6841 7166 7235 8049 8201 8488 
2306700412 5267 6732 7023 7086 7898 8091 8227 8529 
2306700215 5314 6791 7079 7149 
2306700216 5281 6771 7071 7146 
2306700217 5300 6845 7148 7210 
6N-12W 
2306700284 5295 6718 7019 7079 7917 8123 8319 8580 
6N-13W 
2306700273 5726 7074 7551 7636 8276 8466 8776 8926 
6N-14W 
2306720083 5681 7067 7321 7391 8230 8437 8771 8881 
2306700077 5721 7076 8241 8441 8781 9031 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 5970 7012 7243 7333 7854 8251 8503 8733 
2307300188 5948 7008 7208 7278 7848 8238 8525 
2307300138 6034 7045 7235 7295 7837 8217 8530 
1N-15W 
2307300135 6119 7176 7384 7399 7994 8386 8674 
2N-14W 
2307300139 5901 6977 7207 7291 7932 8300 8605 8915 
2307300134 5888 6970 7195 7283 7788 8226 
2307300092 5881 6932 7152 7226 7812 8194 8496 8712 
2307300166 5902 7007 7202 7282 7902 8416 8552 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 9674 
2306700098 
2306700204 
2306720172 
2306700022 9688 10498 12093 12591 12728 
2306700301 11617 12022 12146 
2306700412 9549 10556 12055 12489 12639 
2306700215 
2306700216 
2306700217 
6N-12W 
2306700284 9619 10597 11899 12434 12589 13777 
6N-13W 
2306700273 9836 11186 
6N-14W 
2306720083 9832 11008 12601 13032 13183 14479 
2306700077 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 
2307300188 
2307300138 
1N-15W 
2307300135 
2N-14W 
2307300139 9853 
2307300134 
2307300092 9750 
2307300166 9582 11024 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
3N-14W 
2307320215 BO OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
2307320147 ND LIDIE 1 31 Wildcat 
4N-14W 
2307320169 KELLAR DOROTHY ETUX 1 2 Wildcat 
4N-15W 
2307300224 ANTON VESELY 1 7 Wildcat 
5N-15W 
2307320238 MASONITE 1 0-8 1 10 Wildcat 
5N-16W 
2307320271 Jewell Hatten 14-6 1 14 Bynum 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 HATTEN SWDW#1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900014 NORRIS PEARL RV UNT 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900064 MR M L HINSON 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900096 C. A. HATTEN 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900137 SOUTHERN MINERAL- 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900141 SOUTHERN MNRLS UNIT B-2 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900008 MABEL L HINSON ETAL 1 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900063 HINSON ETAL UNIT 1 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900109 CROSBY FORST PROD B 1-L 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900140 EASTMAN HEIRS 2 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900011 NELSON 1 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900057 SOUTHERN TUNG CORP 2 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900065 CORYELL MCKINNEY 3 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900196 A A PIGFORD 1 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900041 LADNER H L 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2310900042 H. LENNIS LADNER 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2310900032 SOUTHERN MINERALS ETAL 1 8 Pistol Ridge W. 
2310900035 RIDGEWAY UNIT #2 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900113 PISTOL RIDGE OIL UNIT #1 - 1 11 Pistol Ridge 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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3N-14W 
2307320215 31 .22169 -89.406156 
2307320147 31.18376 -89.434039 
4N-14W 
2307320169 31 .33994 -89.37122 
4N-15W 
2307300224 31 .32637 -89.542 1267 1478 1527 
5N-15W 
2307320238 31.41343 -89.487707 
5N-16W 
2307320271 31.40012 -89.581253 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
15-14W 
2310900002 30.98881 -89.342397 1636 1754 1732 1984 
2310900014 30.98364 -89.350222 1658 1770 1743 2000 
2310900064 30.98796 -89.34675 1639 1762 1742 1992 
2310900096 30.98458 -89.34296 1996 
2310900137 30.98447 -89.357289 1651 1771 1741 1996 
2310900141 30.98543 -89.352317 1649 1769 1746 1991 
2310900008 30.99463 -89.373386 1642 1804 1747 1987 
2310900063 31.00007 -89.373357 1621 1800 1746 1984 
2310900109 30.98533 -89.369192 1663 1783 1753 2005 
2310900140 30.98712 -89.373387 1673 1802 1770 2022 
2310900011 30.99053 -89.386187 1665 1832 1782 2015 
2310900057 30.98534 -89.377246 1682 1813 1773 2033 
2310900065 30.98514 -89.389395 1676 1832 1787 2022 
2310900196 30.99614 -89.386048 1678 1826 1765 1996 
2310900041 30.98695 -89.398889 1707 1855 1796 2027 
2310900042 30.98513 -89.398889 1698 1848 1788 2016 
2310900032 30.97264 -89.41364 1722 1882 1832 2066 
2310900035 30.98232 -89.373402 1668 1788 1758 2008 
2310900113 30.98174 -89.362844 1658 1778 1748 2008 
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3N-14W 
2307320215 5083 
2307320147 5104 
4N-14W 
2307320169 
4N-15W 
2307300224 1722 1824 2277 2537 2576 5402 
5N-15W 
2307320238 5114 
5N-16W 
2307320271 5357 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 2035 2224 2417 2578 2611 4025 5097 
2310900014 2063 2238 2428 2588 2630 4013 5018 
2310900064 2057 2229 2422 2580 2627 4002 
2310900096 2066 2241 2431 2604 2656 4011 5021 
2310900137 2061 2236 2371 2581 2613 4021 4965 
2310900141 2062 2234 2428 2588 2634 4034 5004 
2310900008 2060 2232 2434 2605 2652 4027 5062 
2310900063 2046 2226 2440 2625 2657 4043 5078 
2310900109 2068 2243 2433 2596 2633 4016 5053 
2310900140 2090 2270 2470 2650 2691 4012 5030 
2310900011 2082 2262 2462 2634 2670 4052 5102 
2310900057 2102 2282 2492 2625 2690 4022 5052 
2310900065 2082 2259 2462 2622 2672 4062 5092 
2310900196 2066 2244 2448 2618 2691 5096 
2310900041 2087 2268 2472 2632 2667 4067 5132 
2310900042 2088 2268 2468 2628 2658 4058 5118 
2310900032 2127 2302 2502 2637 2690 4072 5012 
2310900035 2068 2238 2428 2588 2628 4018 5078 
2310900113 2068 2242 2428 2588 2628 4018 5108 
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3N-14W 
2307320215 5938 7123 7309 7381 7980 8358 8629 8861 
2307320147 5925 7044 7205 7275 7882 8260 8554 8793 
4N-14W 
2307320169 5790 7031 7310 7380 8100 8408 8712 8894 
4N-15W 
2307300224 6167 7406 7757 7817 8409 8772 9067 9257 
5N-15W 
2307320238 5954 7294 7634 7722 8464 8704 8992 9124 
5N-16W 
2307320271 6207 7567 7817 7897 8695 8925 9225 9367 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 5799 6819 6987 7064 7534 7963 8256 
2310900014 5826 6808 6983 7055 
2310900064 5809 6813 6998 7062 7502 7968 8292 
2310900096 5813 6811 6983 7061 7501 7961 8262 8536 
2310900137 5831 6811 6981 7056 7511 7951 8221 
2310900141 5817 6809 6984 7064 7512 7962 8237 8514 
2310900008 5832 6837 7022 7085 7542 7984 8292 8521 
2310900063 5883 6896 7084 7146 7611 8046 8323 
2310900109 5833 6830 6993 7056 7553 7948 8218 8498 
2310900140 5850 6855 6985 7055 7565 7953 8230 8449 
2310900011 5856 6827 7010 7065 7534 7976 8277 8501 
2310900057 5867 6820 6997 7092 7497 7964 8262 8490 
2310900065 5896 6845 7020 7105 7642 7973 8252 8502 
2310900196 5881 6858 7036 7098 7576 8018 8289 8543 
2310900041 5887 6858 7047 7117 7577 7995 8352 8507 
2310900042 5838 6853 7033 7098 7583 7983 8345 8493 
2310900032 5912 6852 7032 7070 7542 7982 8314 8520 
2310900035 5815 6828 7001 7097 7566 7971 8238 8498 
2310900113 5826 6820 6998 7068 7513 7963 8236 8504 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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3N-14W 
2307320215 9846 11037 12705 13139 13348 14474 
2307320147 
4N-14W 
2307320169 9832 11207 12530 13103 13260 14330 
4N-15W 
2307300224 
5N-15W 
2307320238 10052 11574 12794 13584 13774 14964 
5N-16W 
2307320271 10319 11577 1317T 13837 14027 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 
2310900014 
2310900064 
2310900096 9414 
2310900137 
2310900141 9424 10846 
2310900008 
2310900063 
2310900109 9462 
2310900140 
2310900011 
2310900057 
2310900065 
2310900196 
2310900041 
2310900042 
2310900032 9522 
2310900035 9406 
2310900113 9429 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
2310900138 WILLIAM ETAL UNIT #1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900157 WILLIAMS GAS UNIT #1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900004 P. E. Norris 1- A 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900077 PE NORRIS 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900145 SOUTHERN MINERALS 1 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900146 SO MINERALS ETAL 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900168 NORRIS 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900130 US A UNIT 1 13 Pistol Ridge 
2310900125 USA1-14 14 Pistol Ridge 
2310900163 DVIS-FEDERL LND BNK 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2310900126 US A 1-24 24 Pistol Ridge 
2310900127 US A 1-24-A 1 24 Pistol Ridge 
2310900046 CROSBY SUTHRN MNR 1 35 Wildcat 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 USDA1 18 Wildcat 
2311120060 USA 27-5 1 27 Wildcat 
3N-11W 
2311100044 ALEX DRAUGHN 1 4 Wildcat 
2311100010 ROY MCKENZIE 1 6 Wildcat 
2311120032 COX LC 1 19 Wildcat 
4N-11W 
2311120051 TADLOCK H C 1 11 Wildcat 
. 
2311100075 CHANCELOR LBR 1 29 Wildcat 
5N-11W 
2311100039 G L REASOR 1 4 Wildcat 
2311100031 RUNNELSTOWN 16-9 1 16 Wildcat 
2311100009 MASONITE CORP 1 21 Wildcat 
2311100067 WILLIAM A POWE 1 24 Wildcat 
1S-11W 
2311100033 USA-A 1 6 Wildcat 
2311100028 BOND LBR 1 17 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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2310900138 30.97994 -89.360728 1643 1771 1747 2010 
2310900157 30.98175 -89.360734 1666 1781 1766 2016 
2310900004 30.98177 -89.34609 1658 1768 1738 1998 
2310900077 30.98073 -89.35542 1777 1756 2012 
2310900145 30.982 -89.3421 1651 1776 1741 2001 
2310900146 30.98005 -89.343664 1655 1765 1735 1995 
2310900168 30.96985 -89.354391 1672 1772 1742 2002 
2310900130 30.96419 -89.353609 1703 1803 1773 2038 
2310900125 30.96621 -89.359672 1697 1797 1767 2037 
2310900163 30.95186 -89.359754 1618 1706 1672 1934 
2310900126 30.95193 -89.342975 1577 1657 1627 1902 
2310900127 30.95342 -89.351413 1589 1589 1914 
2310900046 30.92244 -89.35927 1684 1759 1744 2004 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 31.04984 -89.140766 1386 1543 1503 1735 
2311120060 31.02024 -89.094799 1360 1360 1730 
3N-11W 
2311100044 31.24673 -89.101833 999 1182 1299 1349 
2311100010 31.25745 -89.13154 1210 1323 1370 
2311120032 31.20503 -89.1406 1086 1247 1394 1441 
4N-11W 
2311120051 31.32546 -89.06715 
2311100075 31.27943 -89.117872 893 1093 1238 1283 
5N-11W 
2311100039 31.42459 -89.105963 779 929 1089 1124 
2311100031 31.39566 -89.097271 
2311100009 31.37719 -89.096796 
2311100067 31.38392 -89.05434 
1S-11W 
2311100033 30.98555 -89.128575 1423 1423 1783 
2311100028 30.96331 -89.114886 1471 1471 1796 
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2310900138 2063 2237 2423 2583 2618 4011 5083 
2310900157 2076 2251 2436 2591 2631 4019 5076 
2310900004 2068 2238 2428 2591 2638 3980 4995 
2310900077 2077 2257 2447 2617 2646 4006 4987 
2310900145 2063 2241 2429 2606 2634 3971 5021 
2310900146 2060 2235 2413 2567 2610 3985 5110 
2310900168 2062 2237 2416 2552 2622 3982 5042 
2310900130 2098 2273 2451 2589 2663 4033 5063 
2310900125 2092 2265 2445 2602 2647 4007 5027 
2310900163 1989 2160 2334 2469 2524 3879 4884 
2310900126 1957 2127 2295 2440 2482 3847 4857 
2310900127 1969 2139 2309 2455 2479 3841 4819 
2310900046 2060 2230 2383 2520 2575 3896 4860 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 1823 1978 2153 2375 2411 3903 5213 
2311120060 1870 1980 2130 2423 2470 5410 
3N-11W 
2311100044 1514 1624 1919 2209 2249 3639 4799 
2311100010 1537 1645 1960 2215 2275 3705 4895 
2311120032 1581 1688 1976 2214 2266 3693 4826 
4N-11W 
2311120051 
2311100075 1458 1558 1878 2155 2233 3653 4733 
5N-11W 
2311100039 1343 1439 1767 2093 2135 4574 
2311100031 2036 2106 3588 4616 
2311100009 4620 
2311100067 3591 4681 
1S-11W 
2311100033 1923 2063 2203 2410 2463 3856 4933 
2311100028 1911 2076 2191 2386 2423 3806 4873 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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2310900138 5816 6822 7001 7063 7523 7981 8263 8513 
2310900157 5836 7006 7081 7526 7974 8244 8503 
2310900004 5808 6798 6973 7038 
2310900077 5817 6817 6992 7068 7518 7974 8248 8477 
2310900145 5799 6796 6971 7036 
2310900146 5785 6816 6975 7055 7525 7955 
2310900168 5822 6792 6857 7270 7755 7998 
2310900130 5612 6608 6766 6801 7263 7702 7976 8239 
2310900125 6637 6802 6834 7299 7724 7997 
2310900163 5700 6614 6779 6804 7304 7726 7994 8284 
2310900126 5657 6596 6752 6822 7307 7717 
2310900127 5646 6609 6769 6799 7351 7718 7989 
2310900046 5691 6670 6830 6867 7360 7806 8100 8360 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 5996 7478 7703 7764 8338 8742 9046 
2311120060 6310 8130 8355 8430 8960 9360 9682 9920 
3N-11W 
2311100044 5529 6891 7229 7299 7879 8269 8619 8899 
2311100010 5580 6921 7175 7265 7895 8280 8665 8905 
2311120032 5551 6806 7098 7168 7734 8080 8366 8599 
4N-11W 
2311120051 6785 7046 7091 7956 8155 8474 8636 
2311100075 5487 6861 7133 7183 7883 8240 8393 8693 
5N-11W 
2311100039 5357 6839 7174 7221 
2311100031 5328 6766 7076 7121 8014 8219 8523 8714 
2311100009 5362 7104 7988 8188 8499 8619 
2311100067 5264 6739 7015 7089 7937 8131 8441 8630 
1S-11W 
2311100033 5823 7133 7298 7373 7938 8321 8623 
2311100028 5729 6901 7076 7146 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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2310900138 
2310900157 9429 
2310900004 
2310900077 9448 
2310900145 
2310900146 
2310900168 6697 
2310900130 5148 
2310900125 5677 
2310900163 
2310900126 
2310900127 
2310900046 9232 10653 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 
2311120060 
3N-11W 
2311100044 9749 11299 
2311100010 9755 
2311120032 9822 10990 12726 13575 13800 15256 
4N-11W 
2311120051 9661 10891 12344 12828 12974 14171 
2311100075 
5N-11W 
2311100039 
2311100031 9706 10871 12366 12776 
2311100009 
2311100067 9641 10936 12271 12660 12823 13781 
1S-11W 
2311100033 
2311100028 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-11W 
2311100043 USA 1 18 Wildcat 
2311100047 MICH-MISS MINERAL 1 21 Wildcat 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 Fee 1 9 Wildcat 
2S-12W 
2313100016 J W COOK 1 13 Wildcat 
2313100014 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
2S-13W 
2313100033 CJ PECK 1 2 Wildcat 
2313100010 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-11W 
2311100043 30.95513 -89.136431 1462 1462 1846 
2311100047 30.9524 -89.08917 1466 1466 1836 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 30.88998 -89.093849 1604 1604 1907 
2S-12W 
2313100016 30.87632 -89.144513 1693 1693 2008 
2313100014 30.87177 -89.203621 1708 1708 2023 
2S-13W 
2313100033 30.90818 -89.271541 1659 1659 2000 
2313100010 30.87901 -89.304919 1754 1754 2064 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-11W 
2311100043 1919 2085 2197 2380 2419 3797 4887 
2311100047 1927 2074 2184 2364 2424 3824 4824 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 2019 2185 2272 2479 2529 3957 4657 
2S-12W 
2313100016 2055 2233 2328 2515 2563 4953 
2313100014 2065 2255 2352 2433 2463 3853 4773 
2S-13W 
2313100033 2030 2224 2347 2496 2561 3870 
2313100010 2104 2299 2404 2544 2629 3894 4824 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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1S-11W 
2311100043 5629 6807 6977 7048 7627 7999 8332 
2311100047 5703 7000 7174 7254 7692 8045 8334 8717 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 5493 6608 6782 6842 7329 7787 8077 8282 
2S-12W 
2313100016 5562 6673 6838 6866 7273 7837 8184 
2313100014 5593 6708 6854 6903 7403 7852 8176 8483 
2S-13W 
2313100033 5621 6686 6833 6866 7391 7847 8191 8461 
2313100010 5694 6739 6884 6925 7329 7894 8194 8519 
All depths in measured depth subsea (MDss) 
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STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 
2S-12W 
2313100016 
2313100014 
2S-13W 
2313100033 
2313100010 
9487 10787 12050 12492 12727 13372 
9439 10898 
9704 10884 
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APPENDIX B 
STRATIGRAPHIC THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS 
UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 W R INGRAM ETAL 1 4 Wildcat 
2303100033 JOE V JOHNSON 1 9 Wildcat 
7N-14W 
2303100005 CROSBY 1 33 Wildcat 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 FRST CO AGR HI SCHL 1 3 Wildcat 
2303500011 USAE1 7 By Pass 98 
2303500168 CHANCELLOR LBR 1 8 Wildcat 
2303500044 R BATSON ETAL 1 19 Maxie 
2303500061 USDA2 24 Pistol Ridge 
2303500027 USA 1 27 Maxie 
2303500029 COLEMAN-POWE B 1 28 Maxie 
2303500030 FRANKS PETR-COLEMAN 1 29 Wildcat 
2303500282 COLEMAN-POWE UNIT 1 1 29 Pistol Ridge 
2303500457 COLEMAN-POWE 1 30 Pistol Ridge 
2303500028 COLEMAN-POWE 1-A 31 Pistol Ridge 
2303500126 UNIT NE-11 1-T 31 Wildcat 
2303500125 COLEMAN-POWE A/C 2 1 32 Wildcat 
2303500127 UNIT NE-12 2-T 32 Maxie 
2303500128 UNIT NE-13 1-T 33 Maxie 
2303500010 US A 1 1 35 Maxie 
1N-13W 
2303500169 MRS ALXNDR CURRIE 1 1 Wildcat 
2303500002 USA1 14 Wildcat 
2303500019 CREOSOTE OIL 1 20 Maxie 
2303500081 L F BATSON 1 29 Maxie 
2303500021 CREOSOTE OIL 1 36 Maxie 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 31.51118 -89.41388 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303100033 31.49412 -89.40157 97 UNK 253 20 240 
7N-14W 
2303100005 31.52681 -89.41458 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 31 .07365 -89.189959 140 UNK 90 120 120 
2303500011 31.06029 -89.24549 160 152 38 UNK 90 
2303500168 31.06763 -89.215805 180 UNK 82 128 105 
2303500044 31.03494 -89.233314 110 210 50 UNK 110 
2303500061 31.02779 -89.161854 90 285 5 UNK 85 
2303500027 31.0142 -89.194756 UNO UNO PO UNK 78 
2303500029 31 .01111 -89.210487 88 274 2 UNK 93 
2303500030 31.01619 -89.226577 115 230 15 UNK 90 
2303500282 31.01104 -89.22755 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500457 31.01061 -89.23154 110 230 20 UNK 90 
2303500028 31.00816 -89.231793 UNO UNO PO UNK 85 
2303500126 31.00353 -89.23492 UNO UNO PO UNK 83 
2303500125 31 .00443 -89.227552 UNO UNO PO UNK 89 
2303500127 31 .00489 -89.218541 UNO UNO PO UNK 86 
2303500128 31 .00348 -89.211179 UNO UNO PO UNK 83 
2303500010 31 .00971 -89.171217 UNO UNO PO UNK 78 
1N-13W 
2303500169 31.08181 -89.262496 160 UNK 110 75 120 
2303500002 31.04627 -89.270011 140 170 60 UNK 95 
2303500019 31.038 -89.313821 123 168 69 UNK 90 
2303500081 31.01356 -89.327974 90 195 50 UNK 75 
2303500021 31 .00186 -89.25008 100 235 15 UNK 82 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 1374 285 
2303100033 97 447 304 55 2617 842 1353 275 
7N-14W 
2303100005 UNK UNK 275 58 2597 903 1319 288 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 115 200 219 36 2290 925 1150 190 
2303500011 160 208 213 60 2409 763 1072 197 
2303500168 132 193 218 20 2390 840 1081 183 
2303500044 150 110 150 52 2516 850 1052 180 
2303500061 155 170 205 5 2500 885 1390 193 
2303500027 167 153 192 53 2415 855 1115 180 
2303500029 158 155 193 37 2465 753 1117 177 
2303500030 160 108 154 33 2465 848 1087 175 
2303500282 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 1055 178 
2303500457 160 167 193 45 2345 860 1080 170 
2303500028 165 161 192 34 2396 812 1076 184 
2303500126 164 164 186 39 2394 790 1100 169 
2303500125 158 160 190 35 2375 815 1082 173 
2303500127 164 156 193 41 2339 846 1085 160 
2303500128 160 150 192 43 2369 848 1065 185 
2303500010 165 145 190 46 2464 850 1202 178 
1N-13W 
2303500169 135 225 220 30 2395 893 1061 196 
2303500002 155 212 208 40 2490 716 1064 198 
2303500019 175 140 165 45 2685 695 1083 222 
2303500081 172 217 183 43 2495 769 1040 191 
2303500021 163 160 194 31 2480 748 1033 178 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 63 832 200 280 247 713 1280 1615 
2303100033 68 755 270 179 234 UNK UNK UNK 
7N-14W 
2303100005 70 842 193 164 245 848 1262 1531 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 70 565 400 350 210 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500011 70 528 382 290 250 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500168 72 566 385 355 205 1143 1272 UNK 
2303500044 65 575 370 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500061 80 482 392 376 197 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500027 65 563 386 299 292 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500029 78 550 360 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500030 80 560 370 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500282 72 490 440 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500457 79 FLT 378 302 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500028 71 495 407 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500126 70 542 369 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500125 65 515 408 324 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500127 60 580 359 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500128 65 513 410 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500010 80 520 422 321 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
1N-13W 
2303500169 80 580 417 328 211 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500002 69 533 387 283 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500019 55 565 390 320 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500081 65 574 366 330 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500021 71 525 400 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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COVINGTON 
COUNTY 
6N-14W 
2303120037 452 171 966 
2303100033 UNK UNK UNK 
7N-14W 
2303100005 350 250 UNK 
FORREST 
COUNTY 
1N-12W 
2303500182 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500011 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500168 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500044 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500061 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500027 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500029 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500030 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500282 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500457 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500028 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500126 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500125 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500127 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500128 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500010 UNK UNK UNK 
1N-13W 
2303500169 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500002 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500019 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500081 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500021 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 NEWTONNAVALSTORES1 14 Wildcat 
2303500084 HUFF-SMITH 1 32 Pistol Ridge 
2N-13W 
2303500115 VA ANDERSON ETAL 1 30 Maxie 
2303520172 HOOD 31-9 1 31 Pistol Ridge 
2303500245 WA POWE 1 34 Pistol Ridge 
2N-13W 
2303520043 PINE HILLS 1 34 Petal Salt Dome 
3N-12W 
2303500012 MYERS 1 3 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520081 MYERS MONIA 3-7 1 3 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500065 CARTER 1 6 Maxie 
2303520048 SABINE 1 7 Wildcat 
2303500064 J M CARTER ETAL 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500093 J P CARTER UNIT 1 9 Wildcat 
2303500183 JP CARTER 1 9 Pistol Ridge 
2303520027 USA ES 2531 1 24 Pistol Ridge 
2303500230 CASSIE BRADFORD 1 1 Maxie 
2303520101 BOTELER 10-7 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520121 ECHOLS 10-2 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520240 MOORE 10-9 1 10 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520107 TAYLOR HEIRS 1 11 Maxie 
2303500232 MRS. MARIAM. DRAUGHN 1 12 Wildcat 
2303520166 LEE 1 12 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520142 ALLAR 15-1 # 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303520109 HOLCOMB JR 1 30 Pistol Ridge 
4N-12W 
2303500069 AULTMAN-SIGLER 1 35 Petal Salt Dome 
4N-13W 
2303520020 TATUM ETAL 1 29 Wildcat 
5N-12W 
2303500023 C O HERCHENHAHN 1 13 Maxie 
2303520052 LEE 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 31.12902 -89.173187 182 UNK 145 44 129 
2303500084 31.08869 -89.223691 130 UNK 148 69 136 
2N-13W 
2303500115 31.10321 -89.340122 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520172 31.09028 -89.33573 150 UNK 160 49 122 
2303500245 31.09672 -89.283852 220 UNK 140 40 145 
2N-13W 
2303520043 31.08482 -89.291678 137 UNK 153 64 118 
3N-12W 
2303500012 31.25691 -89.193289 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520081 31.25333 -89.185108 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500065 31.24547 -89.232148 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520048 31 .2406 -89.239459 210 UNK 115 40 165 
2303500064 31 .2385 -89.227993 200 UNK 120 44 161 
2303500093 31.23954 -89.211095 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500183 31.23956 -89.210503 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520027 31.20699 -89.155073 146 UNK 163 48 151 
2303500230 31.24515 -89.246675 191 UNK 126 41 176 
2303520101 31.23835 -89.287013 UNK UNK UNK 60 138 
2303520121 31.2419 -89.2852 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520240 31 .23456 -89.28211 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520107 31.24248 -89.273357 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500232 31.23987 -89.247 188 UNK 128 43 162 
2303520166 31.23283 -89.25982 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520142 31 .22753 -89.282314 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520109 31.19561 -89.346088 166 UNK 169 54 138 
4N-12W 
2303500069 31.26033 -89.163584 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
4N-13W 
2303520020 31 .27915 -89.320073 150 UNK 179 41 180 
5N-12W 
2303500023 31.39575 -89.160661 135 UNK 151 36 204 
2303520052 31.38491 -89.16693 113 UNK 158 40 211 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 110 230 212 13 2445 900 1265 213 
2303500084 107 226 217 25 2410 866 1140 192 
2N-13W 
2303500115 150 279 221 35 2485 822 1100 270 
2303520172 153 260 225 36 2396 902 1063 238 
2303500245 135 250 240 40 2440 870 1105 FLT 
2N-13W 
2303520043 149 240 218 43 2465 876 1109 226 
3N-12W 
2303500012 UNK UNK 281 44 2555 770 1320 226 
2303520081 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 840 1316 216 
2303500065 UNK 298 204 26 2452 962 1230 231 
2303520048 100 307 248 15 2540 810 1230 260 
2303500064 105 294 181 32 2538 855 1256 309 
2303500093 UNK UNK 245 70 2410 880 1312 308 
2303500183 UNK UNK 245 70 2415 880 1262 343 
2303520027 104 288 241 51 2534 706 1251 246 
2303500230 112 289 244 35 2593 736 1307 247 
2303520101 103 306 245 53 2566 789 1306 247 
2303520121 UNK 282 259 43 2626 715 1202 215 
2303520240 UNK UNK UNK 43 2594 740 1267 253 
2303520107 UNK UNK UNK UNK 2599 741 1239 251 
2303500232 115 283 199 28 2599 789 1232 270 
2303520166 UNK UNK UNK 69 2439 813 1286 183 
2303520142 UNK UNK 248 35 2377 982 1238 213 
2303520109 107 286 231 46 2604 783 1213 227 
4N-12W 
2303500069 UNK UNK 205 15 2680 722 1377 233 
4N-13W 
2303520020 112 308 278 12 2660 765 1237 308 
5N-12W 
2303500023 106 326 250 50 2680 635 1420 265 
2303520052 99 340 218 17 2759 583 1387 298 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 71 611 FLT 341 223 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500084 74 571 398 394 185 UNK UNK UNK 
2N-13W 
2303500115 78 540 418 322 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520172 83 566 403 311 275 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500245 80 540 402 308 210 UNK UNK UNK 
2N-13W 
2303520043 78 583 300 310 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
3N-12W 
2303500012 44 670 374 286 395 927 1311 UNK 
2303520081 50 664 384 270 320 998 1332 1530 
2303500065 67 618 375 347 209 999 1382 1540 
2303520048 70 638 362 272 248 1035 1335 1630 
2303500064 63 597 372 338 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500093 66 554 373 317 246 979 1350 UNK 
2303500183 75 551 378 310 251 972 1348 UNK 
2303520027 80 611 354 311 192 1244 1084 1824 
2303500230 70 620 386 343 111 1059 1442 1402 
2303520101 77 456 380 295 148 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520121 78 617 379 372 108 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520240 80 623 367 262 125 972 UNK UNK 
2303520107 70 587 372 326 168 901 1626 1353 
2303500232 68 640 365 161 332 1079 1487 UNK 
2303520166 90 679 369 121 838 UNK UNK 
2303520142 71 659 374 330 250 793 1542 1411 
2303520109 79 613 388 162 156 1077 1408 1290 
4N-12W 
2303500069 58 660 390 290 FLT 1110 1305 1378 
4N-13W 
2303520020 88 632 316 304 120 980 1360 1242 
5N-12W 
2303500023 40 910 177 363 160 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520052 48 885 186 319 140 1030 1239 1407 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-12W 
2303500016 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500084 UNK UNK UNK 
2N-13W 
2303500115 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520172 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500245 UNK UNK UNK 
2N-13W 
2303520043 UNK UNK UNK 
3N-12W 
2303500012 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520081 862 274 1254 
2303500065 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520048 990 255 1047 
2303500064 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500093 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500183 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520027 799 224 UNK 
2303500230 1025 312 1190 
2303520101 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520121 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520240 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520107 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500232 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520166 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520142 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520109 731 236 1643 
4N-12W 
2303500069 UNK UNK UNK 
4N-13W 
2303520020 698 260 1170 
5N-12W 
2303500023 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520052 426 165 1183 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
5N-13W 
2303520072 D. 0. E. #MH-7A 9 
2303520012 WATTS SWDW # 1 14 By Pass 98 
2303520054 LAMPTON-LOVE SWDW # 1 14 Maxie 
2303520055 LAMPTON-LOVE SWDW # 2 14 Maxie 
5N-14W 
2303500049 J S HARRISON ET AL 1 3 Wildcat 
2303520063 MASONITE CORP 7-10 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303520059 H BOYCE 1 12 Pistol Ridge 
2303520111 BRYANT GERALD 1 12 Maxie 
2303500231 R W LANGEAM 1 13 Wildcat 
2303500066 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
1S-12W 
2303500031 USA 1 3 Maxie 
2303500085 MAXIE UNIT SE33 2E 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500101 MAXIE UNIT SE-23 2-T 4 Maxie 
2303500131 UNIT SE 13 1-T 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500261 UNIT SE-23 1-T 4 Maxie 
2303500099 UNIT SE 12 2-T 5 Maxie 
2303500134 UNIT SE-32 2-T 5 Maxie 
2303500235 RM NEWTON ETAL 1 5 Pistol Ridge 
2303500262 UNIT SE-12 E-1 5 Maxie 
2303500129 UNIT SE-11 2-E 6 Maxie 
2303500130 UNIT SE 11 1-T 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500132 UNIT SE-31 1-E 6 Maxie 
2303500133 UNIT SE 31 2-T 6 Maxie 
2303500242 ROBERT M NEWTON 1 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500036 LAURA WAL TERS#1 7 Wildcat 
2303500102 MAXIE UNIT SE-41 3-E 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500135 UNITSE411-T 7 Maxie 
2303500138 UNIT SE-51 1-T 7 Maxie 
2303500137 UNIT SE-42 1-T 8 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500140 MAXIE SWDW # 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500456 UNIT SE-42 2 8 Wildcat 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 31.41448 -89.313456 132 UNK 188 24 216 
2303520012 31.39488 -89.268604 134 UNK 175 33 223 
2303520054 31 .39088 -89.27633 UNK UNK UNK UNK 222 
2303520055 31.39119 -89.27737 155 UNK 160 38 209 
5N-14W 
2303500049 31.42507 -89.384674 145 UNK 212 38 205 
2303520063 31.40968 -89.439341 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520059 31.41628 -89.363025 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520111 31.39348 -89.25791 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500231 31.40318 -89.354395 UNK UNK UNK 26 245 
2303500066 31.40375 -89.400596 130 UNK 205 35 202 
1S-12W 
2303500031 30.9907 -89.185676 UND UND PO UNK 90 
2303500085 30.98586 -89.204649 UND UND PO UNK 85 
2303500101 30.99271 -89.205447 UND UND PO UNK 80 
2303500131 30.99749 -89.202537 UND UND PO UNK 95 
2303500261 30.99021 -89.202599 UNO UND PO UNK 85 
2303500099 30.99644 -89.211994 UND UND PO UNK 80 
2303500134 30.98551 -89.220169 UND UND PO UNK 68 
2303500235 30.99032 -89.218035 UND UND PO UNK 70 
2303500262 30.99563 -89.21804 UND UND PO UNK 80 
2303500129 30.99564 -89.233171 UND UND PO UNK 63 
2303500130 30.99683 -89.226461 UND UND PO UNK 85 
2303500132 30.98296 -89.226474 UND UND PO UNK 89 
2303500133 30.9833 -89.23537 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500242 30.98602 -89.238624 UND UND PO UNK 65 
2303500036 30.97254 -89.238581 UND UND PO UNK 68 
2303500102 30.979 -89.238935 UND UND PO UNK 67 
2303500135 30.97588 -89.23504 UNK UNK UNK UNK 66 
2303500138 30.96923 -89.235609 UND UNO PO UNK 69 
2303500137 30.97455 -89.219475 UND UND PO UNK 65 
2303500140 30.96864 -89.21949 UND UND PO UNK 75 
2303500456 30.97212 -89.21835 UNK UNK UNK UNK 80 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 108 414 248 50 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520012 110 364 274 61 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520054 114 356 218 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520055 111 365 292 42 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
5N-14W 
2303500049 105 400 290 60 2580 841 1329 280 
2303520063 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 806 1327 UNK 
2303520059 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 246 
2303520111 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500231 100 402 284 50 2609 785 1315 365 
2303500066 103 415 260 55 2637 828 1281 299 
1S-12W 
2303500031 155 132 178 56 2414 827 1155 178 
2303500085 158 142 182 53 2378 819 1108 155 
2303500101 162 148 184 46 2408 777 1094 161 
2303500131 155 90 248 52 2390 780 1115 175 
2303500261 155 147 186 47 2435 730 1130 170 
2303500099 162 148 190 50 2361 783 1121 175 
2303500134 175 126 203 60 2351 807 1073 176 
2303500235 173 146 191 60 2370 790 1060 172 
2303500262 172 149 191 46 2448 717 1067 172 
2303500129 170 155 180 45 2432 750 1058 166 
2303500130 165 155 193 42 2360 810 1055 180 
2303500132 163 147 185 40 2340 817 1093 169 
2303500133 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 674 UNK UNK 
2303500242 180 153 167 60 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500036 170 146 164 60 2320 870 1133 187 
2303500102 175 150 164 66 2345 848 1067 150 
2303500135 170 149 163 53 2371 821 1064 173 
2303500138 164 142 163 72 2365 795 FLT 165 
2303500137 175 138 182 40 2400 780 FLT 155 
2303500140 165 140 182 48 2340 FLT 1052 163 
2303500456 162 138 180 70 2350 768 FLT 125 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520012 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520054 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520055 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
5N-14W 
2303500049 79 796 241 305 147 970 1362 1268 
2303520063 UNK UNK 189 319 153 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520059 79 725 320 280 115 UNK UNK 1435 
2303520111 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500231 67 648 312 268 194 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500066 76 704 310 308 222 UNK UNK UNK 
1S-12W 
2303500031 80 570 395 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500085 62 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500101 62 588 343 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500131 70 560 360 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500261 60 590 360 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500099 70 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500134 59 660 281 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500235 68 530 392 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500262 68 526 394 380 200 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500129 66 540 390 280 344 976 1386 1296 
2303500130 65 540 380 342 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500132 68 551 399 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500133 UNK 451 397 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500242 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500036 UNK UNK 400 320 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500102 90 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500135 87 531 FLT 175 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500138 74 521 385 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500137 65 485 438 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500140 85 480 429 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500456 67 508 430 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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5N-13W 
2303520072 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520012 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520054 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520055 UNK UNK UNK 
5N-14W 
2303500049 492 254 UNK 
2303520063 UNK 236 1388 
2303520059 458 207 975 
2303520111 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500231 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500066 UNK UNK UNK 
1S-12W 
2303500031 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500085 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500101 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500131 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500261 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500099 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500134 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500235 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500262 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500129 268 320 1359 
2303500130 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500132 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500133 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500242 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500036 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500102 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500135 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500138 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500137 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500140 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500456 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 UNIT SE 43 1-T 9 Maxie 
2303500253 MAXIE G U SE-43 2 9 Maxie 
2303500025 BATSON HATTEN LBR 1 10 Wildcat 
2303520008 SIMPSON-LEHMAN ETAL 1 15 Maxie 
2303500062 B.O.S.1 16 Maxie 
2303500063 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 2 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303500170 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303500280 MAXIE GAS UN SE-63 1-T 16 Maxie 
2303500045 GAS UNIT SE-82 1 17 Pistol Ridge 
2303500165 MAXIE 17-6 1 17 Pistol Ridge 
2303500166 USA ET AL SE-72 2-E 17 Maxie 
2303500167 US A ETAL 3 17 By Pass 98 
2303500051 MAXIE GAS UNIT SE 61#1 18 Pistol Ridge 
2303500053 MAXIE UNIT SE-61 2 18 Wildcat 
2303500054 MAXIE GAS UN SE-71 1 18 Maxie 
2303500056 MAXIE UNIT SE-81 1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303500008 MAXIE GAS UNIT SE85 1 20 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500106 BATSON-HATTEN 1 20 Wildcat 
1S-12W 
2303500269 EA LEHMAN 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500092 USA 1 28 Maxie 
2303500046 MAXIE UNIT SE 91 1 30 Maxie 
1S-13W 
2303500143 UNIT SW 31 2T 1 Wildcat 
2303500267 NTN NVL SAS U SW-21 4W 1 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500141 UNIT SW-22 1-T 2 Wildcat 
2303500144 UNIT SW-32 1-T 2 Pistol Ridge 
2303520133 Unit SW 12 1-ED & 1-T 2 Pistol Ridge 
2303500035 CREOSOTE OIL 1-W 3 Pistol Ridge 
2303500263 C.E.EDMONDSON 1 3 Maxie 
2303500074 CREOSOTE OIL CORP 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2303500076 GOODYEAR YELLOW PIN 1-W 4 Maxie 
2303500197 GOODYEAR-YELLOW PIN 2-E 4 Maxie 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 30.97514 -89.201493 UNO UNO PO UNK 80 
2303500253 30.97266 -89.204569 UNO UNO PO UNK 84 
2303500025 30.97362 -89.177399 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520008 30.95432 -89.176899 UNO UNO PO UNK 71 
2303500062 30.96645 -89.204558 UNO UNO PO UNK 75 
2303500063 30.96271 -89.204629 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500170 30.95576 -89.220242 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500280 30.95994 -89.19412 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500045 30.96182 -89.210947 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
2303500165 30.96178 -89.217297 UNO UNO PO UNK 60 
2303500166 30.96401 -89.221978 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500167 30.96185 -89.217694 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500051 30.96198 -89.23287 UNO UNO PO UNK 120 
2303500053 30.96184 -89.225758 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500054 30.95455 -89.22775 UNO UNO PO UNK 68 
2303500056 30.94716 -89.227744 UNO UNO PO UNK 67 
2303500008 30.94947 -89.221592 UNO UNO PO UNK 62 
2303500106 30.94819 -89.220349 UNO UNO PO UNK 61 
1S-12W 
2303500269 30.94172 -89.159029 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500092 30.93018 -89.193762 UNO UNO PO UNK 64 
2303500046 30.93811 -89.231977 UNO UNO PO UNK 61 
1S-13W 
2303500143 30.98349 -89.246162 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500267 30.98712 -89.2437 UNO UNO PO UNK 72 
2303500141 30.98928 -89.259321 UNO UNO PO UNK 75 
2303500144 30.98302 -89.259343 UNO UNO PO UNK 105 
2303520133 30.99637 -89.259283 95 238 10 UNK 75 
2303500035 30.98518 -89.287581 93 240 12 UNK 70 
2303500263 30.99111 -89.278481 112 237 16 UNK 72 
2303500074 30.99036 -89.305895 95 230 10 UNK 75 
2303500076 30.98709 -89.290452 80 230 15 UNK 65 
2303500197 30.98459 -89.292285 100 230 20 UNK 70 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 170 142 180 48 2380 748 FLT 167 
2303500253 163 139 191 36 UNK UNK 1092 157 
2303500025 UNK 123 185 25 2370 819 FLT 165 
2303520008 171 118 161 45 2400 745 1104 166 
2303500062 UNK UNK 166 49 2338 824 1088 150 
2303500063 160 132 171 47 2340 820 1061 FLT 
2303500170 170 125 170 47 2348 779 FLT 165 
2303500280 165 128 172 40 2335 820 1072 160 
2303500045 166 132 168 44 2404 733 1063 153 
2303500165 UNK UNK 162 50 2330 808 1060 154 
2303500166 180 149 191 60 2110 805 1065 160 
2303500167 180 138 UNK UNK UNK 769 1077 161 
2303500051 183 150 182 76 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500053 182 150 UNK UNK UNK 830 1040 160 
2303500054 170 131 159 60 2328 771 1071 160 
2303500056 180 122 168 55 2300 812 1045 153 
2303500008 170 130 170 50 2215 870 1073 158 
2303500106 175 128 170 52 2240 850 1075 164 
1S-12W 
2303500269 165 108 170 46 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500092 169 106 179 28 2252 872 1070 153 
2303500046 172 130 156 53 2272 820 1076 138 
1S-13W 
2303500143 160 162 178 45 2276 899 1022 176 
2303500267 170 153 182 47 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500141 185 158 187 50 2285 853 1038 176 
2303500144 190 156 184 50 2300 858 FLT 171 
2303520133 170 162 175 35 2410 821 1042 167 
2303500035 160 170 178 52 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500263 173 168 182 50 2290 894 1041 180 
2303500074 155 195 172 38 2420 797 995 178 
2303500076 175 180 180 50 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500197 170 180 185 45 2250 891 FLT 225 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 68 580 343 300 287 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500253 70 570 359 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500025 77 527 384 295 317 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520008 68 474 428 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500062 65 485 432 298 225 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500063 68 502 420 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500170 70 510 398 316 196 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500280 78 430 465 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500045 67 490 436 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500165 78 458 456 299 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500166 75 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500167 76 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500051 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500053 80 470 438 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500054 50 485 448 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500056 65 490 448 294 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500008 69 494 423 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500106 71 470 442 283 253 858 UNK UNK 
1S-12W 
2303500269 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK - UNK UNK 
2303500092 79 483 445 294 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500046 63 508 423 299 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
1S-13W 
2303500143 85 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500267 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500141 83 510 382 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500144 72 537 378 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520133 83 524 383 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500035 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500263 65 530 380 320 278 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500074 70 545 377 308 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500076 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500197 75 537 376 327 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-12W 
2303500139 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500253 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500025 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520008 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500062 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500063 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500170 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500280 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500045 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500165 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500166 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500167 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500051 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500053 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500054 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500056 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500008 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500106 UNK UNK UNK 
1S-12W 
2303500269 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500092 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500046 UNK UNK UNK 
1S-13W 
2303500143 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500267 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500141 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500144 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520133 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500035 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500263 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500074 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500076 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500197 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-13W 
2303500109 CREOSOTE OIL 2 5 Wildcat 
2303500118 CREOSOTE UNIT 2 6 5 Wildcat 
2303500224 EM HOADLEY 3 5 Maxie 
2303500014 CITIZENS BANK 2 6 Maxie 
2303500015 CITIZENS BANK 3 6 Pistol Ridge 
2303500214 CREOSOT-CITIZNS BNK 2 6 Maxie 
2303500017 REED 1 7 Wildcat 
2303500041 PISTOL RIDGE NO 4 1 7 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500082 CREOSOTE OIL A- 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500119 CREOSOTE OIL A-3 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500160 CREOSOTE OIL 2 7 Wildcat 
2303500163 SJ HOOPER 1 7 Pistol Ridge 
2303500108 CRESOTE OIL CORP.UNIT#1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500110 CREOSOTE 3 8 Wildcat 
2303500116 CREOSOTE UNIT 1 4 8 Wildcat 
2303500218 FEDERAL-CREOSOTE 1 8 Wildcat 
2303500220 FEDERAL CREOSOTE 3 8 Wildcat 
2303500257 CROESOTE OIL CORP 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500275 L M COX 1 8 Maxie 
2303500281 FEDERAL CREOSOTE UNIT 1 8 Wildcat 
2303520221 DELPHI OIL 8-3 1 8 Maxie 
2303520222 DELPHI OIL 8-1 1 8 Pistol Ridge 
2303500111 N D ENTREKIN 1 9 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500112 N O ENTREKIN 2 9 Wildcat 
2303500120 N D ENTREKIN 3 9 Petal Salt Dome 
1S-13W 
2303500189 CREOSOTE GAS 4-W 9 Maxie 
2303500211 CREOSOTE GAS UNIT 1 9 Maxie 
2303500217 CREOSOTE GAS UNIT 3 9 Maxie 
2303500279 ENTREKIN UNIT 5 9 Wildcat 
2303500079 UNIT SW 53 3-W 10 Maxie 
2303500152 UNIT SW 43 2-W 10 Maxie 
2303500153 UNIT SW-43 3-W 10 Maxie 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500109 30.99306 -89.320615 94 235 18 UNK 63 
2303500118 30.99069 -89.307997 98 230 17 UNK 75 
2303500224 30.98988 -89.322847 80 230 30 UNK 70 
2303500014 30.98825 -89.337583 90 230 30 UNK 70 
2303500015 30.98733 -89.339702 90 232 28 UNK 64 
2303500214 30.98504 -89.325885 88 242 24 UNK 60 
2303500017 30.98036 -89.335482 83 246 20 UNK 47 
2303500041 30.97826 -89.335514 80 246 24 UNK 53 
2303500082 30.96996 -89.330137 62 245 32 UNK 55 
2303500119 30.98009 -89.325878 80 239 21 UNK 58 
2303500160 30.97827 -89.337599 80 233 25 UNK 72 
2303500163 30.97361 -89.330121 70 240 30 UNK 58 
2303500108 30.98049 -89.310005 70 230 17 UNK 64 
2303500110 30.9709 -89.310124 85 235 17 UNK 59 
2303500116 30.98102 -89.313297 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500218 30.9801 -89.318473 90 225 13 UNK 64 
2303500220 30.981 -89.321669 80 228 31 UNK 58 
2303500257 30.98101 -89.309723 86 229 14 UNK 65 
2303500275 30.98125 -89.312511 78 230 30 UNK 60 
2303500281 30.981 -89.316409 68 234 13 UNK 55 
2303520221 30.98096 -89.32112 90 227 18 UNK 62 
2303520222 30.98192 -89.30962 UNK 250 14 UNK 49 
2303500111 30.98014 -89.30371 95 246 9 UNK 60 
2303500112 30.9709 -89.303809 80 246 10 UNK 58 
2303500120 30.98072 -89.30489 90 235 13 UNK 64 
1S-13W 
2303500189 30.97352 -89.296252 UNK 239 8 UNK 61 
230350021 '1 30.97969 -89.396769 94 246 10 UNK 58 
2303500217 30.98057 -89.296431 UNK 237 17 UNK 68 
2303500279 30.9801 -89.306491 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500079 30.97158 -89.289794 UNO UNO PO UNK 64 
2303500152 30.97469 -89.286953 UNO UNO PO UNK 69 
2303500153 30.97296 -89.289799 UNO UNO PO UNK 67 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500109 163 196 164 52 2385 870 FLT 180 
2303500118 165 187 168 43 2387 830 992 196 
2303500224 160 195 165 40 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500014 173 195 164 38 2350 838 FLT 182 
2303500015 174 192 166 44 2406 774 FLT 170 
2303500214 173 192 172 42 2351 806 FLT 180 
2303500017 175 182 143 55 2442 746 1008 175 
2303500041 174 179 143 51 2363 825 1023 174 
2303500082 170 180 140 73 2347 843 1007 168 
2303500119 171 182 159 55 2385 770 1020 160 
2303500160 170 179 154 38 2349 851 1007 162 
2303500163 172 174 161 48 2347 840 1018 175 
2303500108 172 173 170 45 2356 809 1015 161 
2303500110 178 169 163 51 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500116 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500218 175 180 160 51 2401 745 1024 180 
2303500220 170 180 162 48 2350 812 1013 173 
2303500257 164 181 164 49 2453 726 UNK UNK 
2303500275 170 185 160 50 2345 818 1004 168 
2303500281 180 170 165 45 2320 857 1004 175 
2303520221 170 177 145 49 2433 734 UNK UNK 
2303520222 170 174 167 38 2459 725 UNK UNK 
2303500111 170 178 172 40 2280 860 1040 167 
2303500112 170 163 163 45 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500120 176 173 168 42 2397 740 1040 169 
1S-13W 
2303500189 177 164 163 42 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500211 168 168 170 35 2325 863 FLT 161 
2303500217 175 171 160 40 2447 741 1015 164 
2303500279 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500079 175 161 167 42 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500152 168 162 169 49 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500153 170 167 157 54 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500109 70 450 455 305 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500118 52 460 448 307 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500224 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500014 70 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500015 75 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500214 70 445 445 255 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500017 61 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500041 85 438 447 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500082 73 479 472 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500119 80 450 442 298 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500160 75 470 446 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500163 67 480 457 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500108 65 477 454 307 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500110 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500116 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500218 67 457 442 307 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500220 63 469 450 305 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500257 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500275 70 470 457 343 242 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500281 70 484 430 300 291 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520221 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520222 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500111 64 559 376 314 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500112 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500120 64 494 440 307 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
1S-13W 
2303500189 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500211 70 480 450 334 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500217 70 482 440 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500279 70 580 358 300 269 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500079 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500152 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500153 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500109 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500118 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500224 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500014 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500015 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500214 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500017 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500041 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500082 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500119 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500160 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500163 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500108 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500110 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500116 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500218 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500220 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500257 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500275 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500281 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520221 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520222 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500111 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500112 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500120 UNK UNK UNK 
1S-13W 
2303500189 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500211 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500217 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500279 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500079 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500152 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500153 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500190 CREOSOTE OIL 2 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303500227 UNIT SW531 10 Maxie 
2303500254 PISTOL RIDGE SW-53 2-W 10 Wildcat 
2303500458 CREOSOTE OIL 1 10 Maxie 
2303520009 PISTOL RIDGE GAS UN W-1 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303520022 PISTOL RIDGE GU SW 53 2-W 10 Wildcat 
2303520215 WEYERHAEUSER 3 10 Pistol Ridge 
2303500097 MAXIE UNIT SW 42 3 11 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500145 UNIT SW-32 2W 11 Maxie 
2303500149 UNIT SW-42 2 11 Maxie 
2303500150 UNIT SW-42 1-E 11 Maxie 
2303500181 UNIT SW-52 1-W 11 Maxie 
2303520015 MAXIE GAS UN SW 52 1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2303500077 MAXIE UNIT SW-41 1-T 12 Maxie 
2303500142 UNIT SW-31 1-E 12 Wildcat 
2303500147 UNIT SW-41 1-T 12 Pistol Ridge 
2303500154 UNIT SW-51 1-T 12 Maxie 
2303500057 UNIT SW-61 1 13 Maxie 
2303500058 MAXIE UNIT SW-61 2 13 Wildcat 
2303500059 MAXIE UNIT SW-71 1 13 Pistol Ridge 
2303500070 MAXIE UNIT SW-71 1 13 Wildcat 
2303500098 MAXIE UNIT SW 71 1 13 Maxie 
2303500123 MAXIE GAS U SW-81 1 13 Maxie 
2303500090 MAXIE UNIT SW62 1 14 Pistol Ridge 
2303500204 UNIT SW-52 1-W 14 Maxie 
2303500022 SW-63 GAS UNIT #1 15 Maxie 
2303500043 A BROOK 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303500047 GAS UNIT SW-73 1 15 Pistol Ridge 
2303500091 UNIT SW-63 1 15 Maxie 
2303500114 U.S.A. 1 15 Maxie 
2303500459 PISTOL RIDGE GUSW63 1 15 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500462 PISTOL RIDGE SW-53 1-T 15 Petal Salt Dome 
2303520019 PISTOL RIDGE GAS UN 1 15 Petal Salt Dome 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500190 30.98233 -89.286974 UNK UNK UNK UNK 60 
2303500227 30.96915 -89.286955 UNO UNO PO UNK 67 
2303500254 30.97003 -89.288 88 252 10 UNK 60 
2303500458 30.98185 -89.276303 75 280 5 UNK 50 
2303520009 30.9764 -89.277345 UNO UNO PO UNK 72 
2303520022 30.97007 -89.27643 UNK UNK UNK UNK 68 
2303520215 30.98005 -89.28259 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500097 30.97766 -89.25714 UNO UNO PO UNK 75 
2303500145 30.98366 -89.259343 UNO UNO PO UNK 55 
2303500149 30.97727 -89.257441 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500150 30.97636 -89.259316 UNO UNO PO UNK 66 
2303500181 30.97096 -89.257205 UNO UNO PO UNK 64 
2303520015 30.96918 -89.259303 UNO UNO PO UNK 71 
2303500077 30.97225 -89.241292 85 257 10 UNK 68 
2303500142 30.98271 -89.243457 UNO UNO PO UNK 67 
2303500147 30.97609 -89.251964 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500154 30.96871 -89.243375 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
2303500057 30.96559 -89.242332 UNK UNK UNK UNK 60 
2303500058 30.96121 -89.2465 UNO UNO PO UNK 71 
2303500059 30.95447 -89.242341 UNO UNO PO UNK 60 
2303500070 30.95473 -89.251543 UNO UNO PO UNK 55 
2303500098 30.95447 -89.251355 UNO UNO PO UNK 55 
2303500123 30.95592 -89.247647 UNK UNK UNK UNK 62 
2303500090 30.95784 -89.265678 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500204 30.96733 -89.259303 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500022 30.96423 -89.28977 UNO UNO PO UNK 68 
2303500043 0 0 
. UNK UNO PO UNK 60 
2303500047 30.95474 -89.277813 UNO UNO PO UNK 71 
2303500091 30.96439 -89.289943 UNO UNO PO UNK 70 
2303500114 30.9547 -89.2838 UNK UNK UNK UNK 70 
2303500459 30.95998 -89.277861 52 287 6 UNK 65 
2303500462 30.96644 -89.279459 UNK UNK UNK UNK 65 
2303520019 30.96707 -89.275245 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-13W 
2303500190 165 165 170 55 2345 848 1027 172 
2303500227 170 156 167 51 2408 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500254 165 163 180 37 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500458 190 160 178 60 2322 830 1049 173 
2303520009 173 153 177 35 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520022 179 156 175 42 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520215 170 163 168 34 2409 808 1014 179 
2303500097 179 149 181 49 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500145 190 150 193 32 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500149 UNK 152 177 47 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500150 177 153 180 40 2330 813 1078 177 
2303500181 183 149 176 45 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520015 180 146 171 42 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500077 165 145 160 70 2350 828 1123 179 
2303500142 178 155 178 57 2310 818 1057 173 
2303500147 186 159 185 60 2260 858 1074 178 
2303500154 170 148 160 62 2420 799 FLT 175 
2303500057 181 140 156 67 2220 764 1049 169 
2303500058 189 146 163 60 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500059 178 132 143 69 2308 840 1042 155 
2303500070 183 127 172 53 2315 801 1034 155 
2303500098 185 135 157 63 2305 813 1037 150 
2303500123 172 120 158 50 2290 890 1023 147 
2303500090 183 142 170 52 2278 FLT 1032 163 
2303500204 175 150 175 45 2335 860 UNK UNK 
2303500022 172 156 165 49 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500043 179 155 164 54 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500047 188 152 170 60 2140 810 1030 153 
2303500091 165 160 170 45 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500114 180 160 180 50 2020 918 1001 168 
2303500459 180 153 167 50 2350 720 979 166 
2303500462 183 152 173 47 2400 781 UNK UNK 
2303520019 180 154 172 25 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500190 63 478 452 311 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500227 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500254 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500458 68 540 383 322 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520009 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520022 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520215 65 481 430 343 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500097 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500145 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500149 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500150 82 550 396 314 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500181 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520015 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500077 78 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500142 82 560 FLT 321 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500147 90 550 398 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500154 86 424 460 305 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500057 71 533 369 309 235 869 UNK UNK 
2303500058 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500059 70 553 380 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500070 77 543 390 318 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500098 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500123 70 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500090 75 480 445 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500204 80 450 460 313 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500022 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500043 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500047 77 471 445 291 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500091 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500114 73 478 445 287 320 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500459 75 465 431 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500462 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520019 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500190 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500227 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500254 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500458 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520009 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520022 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520215 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500097 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500145 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500149 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500150 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500181 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520015 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500077 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500142 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500147 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500154 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500057 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500058 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500059 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500070 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500098 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500123 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500090 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500204 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500022 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500043 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500047 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500091 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500114 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500459 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500462 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520019 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-13W 
2303500206 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 8-1 16 Maxie 
2303500258 BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303520002 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Pistol Ridge 
2303520106 BD OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Maxie 
2303520243 BOARD OF EDUCATION 16-1 16 Maxie 
2303500033 CROSBY FORREST 8-2 17 Maxie 
2303500161 CROSBY FOREST SWDW#1 17 Maxie 
2303500278 CROSBYFORESTPROD1 17 Maxie 
2303500078 MCCARDLE ET AL 1 18 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500089 ST LOUIS UNON TRUST 1 18 Maxie 
2303500156 BOONE-CLARK 1 18 Wildcat 
2303500274 MCCARDLE 2 18 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500273 HOLSTON-CREOSOTE 1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520244 WEYERHAEUSER 19-1 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520250 WEYERHAEUSER 19-2 2 19 Pistol Ridge 
2303520259 YOUNGBLOOD 19-5 19 
2303500080 USA 1-F 20 1 20 Pistol Ridge 
2303500247 BATSON REFORESTIION 1 21 Wildcat 
2303500265 USA PISTOL RIDGE GU 21-1 21 Maxie 
2303500277 PISTOL RDG GU SW-84 1 21 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500073 UNIT SW 831 22 Maxie 
2303500199 EA JOHNSON ETAL 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500200 MAXIE GAS SW-82 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2303500060 MAXIE UNIT SW-81 1 24 Petal Salt Dome 
2303500072 USA HAGER ETAL 1 24 Maxie 
2303500271 MAXIE GAS UN SW-71 2-T 24 Wildcat 
2303500067 USA1 25 Maxie 
2303500050 HUMBLE-ANDERSON-USA 1 26 Pistol Ridge 
2303500259 U S A-BOUNDS 1 27 Maxie 
2303500172 USA1 29 Maxie 
2303500164 R BATSON ETAL 1 35 Wildcat 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500206 30.96455 -89.303823 80 250 10 UNK 58 
2303500258 30.95671 -89.293711 UNO UNO PO UNK 60 
2303520002 30.96543 -89.304837 79 240 11 UNK 63 
2303520106 30.9617 -89.3017 75 244 11 UNK 63 
2303520243 30.96284 -89.30472 72 243 8 UNK 65 
2303500033 30.96378 -89.313276 61 245 4 UNK 60 
2303500161 30.96415 -89.318694 60 240 10 UNK 65 
2303500278 30.96515 -89.312712 70 245 10 UNK 64 
2303500078 30.95985 -89.330.144 70 248 10 UNK 52 
2303500089 30.95787 -89.338758 73 246 11 UNK 60 
2303500156 30.96624 -89.338668 60 240 30 UNK 62 
2303500274 30.96636 -89.327807 60 240 30 UNK 60 
2303500273 30.94464 -89.334719 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520244 30.95268 -89.32807 54 FLT 10 UNK 35 
2303520250 30.95266 -89.33118 71 260 11 UNK 39 
2303520259 30.94785 -89.33939 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500080 30.95188 -89.321719 72 250 7 UNK 64 
2303500247 30.94914 -89.301636 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500265 30.94452 -89.292186 UNO UNO PO UNK 59 
2303500277 30.94858 -89.292186 UNO UNO PO UNK 84 
2303500073 30.94818 -89.281902 UNO UNO PO UNK 54 
2303500199 30.94823 -89.266433 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
2303500200 30.9455 -89.264662 UNO UNO PO UNK 60 
230.3500060 30.94721 -89.24237 UNO UNO PO UNK 62 
2303500072 UNK UNO PO UNK 61 
2303500271 30.94932 -89.251904 UNO UNO PO UNK 61 
2303500067 30.92908 -89.253143 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
2303500050 30.93362 -89.271254 UNO UNO PO UNK 65 
2303500259 30.93218 -89.276546 UNO UNO PO UNK 67 
2303500172 30.92999 -89.308817 UNO UNO PO UNK 60 
2303500164 30.91544 -89.270742 UNO UNO PO UNK 68 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500206 172 164 166 40 2360 838 1147 161 
2303500258 180 165 175 50 2250 695 1020 166 
2303520002 176 166 159 54 2420 766 1114 190 
2303520106 180 161 168 39 2466 726 UNK UNK 
2303520243 176 161 146 51 2428 783 FLT 167 
2303500033 170 166 146 58 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500161 175 170 150 60 2344 846 UNK UNK 
2303500278 169 167 145 50 2390 810 1080 190 
2303500078 173 177 150 62 2108 820 999 163 
2303500089 180 185 164 81 2022 829 974 165 
2303500156 168 178 137 70 2420 744 FLT 168 
2303500274 170 170 148 57 2375 818 1087 UNK 
2303500273 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520244 147 163 132 90 2376 766 945 170 
2303520250 164 156 134 45 2390 768 986 UNK 
2303520259 UNK 161 139 33 2418 748 978 UNK 
2303500080 178 161 UNK UNK UNK 753 992 162 
2303500247 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500265 185 135 150 35 2330 801 1023 186 
2303500277 166 155 145 45 2390 784 1001 FLT 
2303500073 186 140 160 35 2325 820 1038 152 
2303500199 178 140 153 59 2265 870 1025 162 
2303500200 180 133 161 56 2278 854 1028 153 
2303500060 170 132 152 61 2350 793 1012 160 
2303500072 181 128 157 58 2321 781 1043 162 
2303500271 181 135 159 47 2331 803 1008 165 
2303500067 179 126 170 50 2245 833 1048 154 
2303500050 180 143 142 60 2265 840 1020 180 
2303500259 181 127 148 67 2280 835 1010 160 
2303500172 180 134 148 68 2347 753 1012 166 
2303500164 182 115 155 30 2260 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500206 UNK UNK 460 318 310 944 1218 UNK 
2303500258 74 465 447 303 295 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520002 77 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520106 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520243 61 468 432 308 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500033 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500161 66 434 438 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500278 83 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500078 68 455 434 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500089 70 455 427 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500156 80 430 438 295 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500274 UNK UNK 395 300 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500273 UNK UNK UNK 285 275 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520244 71 462 438 277 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520250 UNK UNK 412 311 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303520259 UNK UNK 427 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500080 74 449 436 342 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500247 UNK UNK 368 305 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500265 55 475 435 315 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500277 71 487 430 290 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500073 80 472 428 320 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500199 76 462 455 311 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500200 79 478 445 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500060 65 480 465 315 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500072 77 501 418 307 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500271 72 474 449 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500067 70 470 455 308 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500050 60 460 451 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500259 78 457 458 322 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2303500172 32 510 455 285 289 931 1390 UNK 
2303500164 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2303500206 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500258 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520002 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520106 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520243 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500033 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500161 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500278 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500078 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500089 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500156 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500274 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500273 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520244 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520250 UNK UNK UNK 
2303520259 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500080 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500247 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500265 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500277 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500073 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500199 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500200 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500060 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500072 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500271 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500067 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500050 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500259 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500172 UNK UNK UNK 
2303500164 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 CREEL 19-3 1 19 Wildcat 
2306700098 L .L .MAJOR# 1 20 Ovett 
2306700204 J H MURPHY 1 27 Wildcat 
6N-11W 
2306720172 HOLLIMAN 1 27 Wildcat 
2306700022 O.H.SHOWS#1-A 29 Ovett 
2306700301 A FWALTERS 1 29 Ovett 
2306700412 BL SCHOLAR 1 30 Wildcat 
2306700215 MCCLELLAN-VICKERS 1 33 Ovett 
2306700216 M. W. MCCLELLAN 1 33 Ovett 
2306700217 R W WALLEY 1 33 Ovett 
6N-12W 
2306700284 STRINGER ETAL UNIT 1 15 Wildcat 
6N-13W 
2306700273 MARY ARRINGTON 1 31 Wildcat 
6N-14W 
2306720083 FLONDA WHITE ETAL 1 22 Shelton Creek 
2306700077 WELL 1 27 Wildcat 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 FRANK SCHWIERJOHN 1 4 Wildcat 
2307300188 CREOSOTE OIL CORP 1 13 Wildcat 
2307300138 MRS DB STEVENSON 1 32 Wildcat 
1N-15W 
2307300135 WA MORTON 1 14 Wildcat 
2N-14W 
2307300139 THAD FOWLER 1 10 Wildcat 
2307300134 WC REES 1 15 Wildcat 
2307300092 J F FOWLER 1 27 Wildcat 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2306720033 31.47635 -89.14065 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700098 31.47262 -89.12292 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700204 31.46086 -89.08054 116 UNK 181 21 252 
6N-11W 
2306720172 31.45736 -89.08497 117UN UNK 170 30 240 
2306700022 31.46102 -89.11433 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700301 31.45014 -89.12406 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700412 31.4501 -89.13534 121 UNK 178 41 222 
2306700215 31.44306 -89.10762 133 UNK 162 33 227 
2306700216 31.44591 -89.11024 120 UNK 175 35 220 
2306700217 31.43934 -89.10219 139 UNK 171 30 225 
6N-12W 
2306700284 31.48291 -89.18751 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
6N-13W 
2306700273 31.43939 -89.34601 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
6N-14W 
2306720083 31.46859 -89.38852 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700077 31.45773 -89.39708 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 31.08234 -89.410709 171 UNK 170 50 90 
2307300188 31.04521 -89.360556 150 120 110 UNK 70 
2307300138 31.0027 -89.431747 132 UNK 70 128 72 
1N-15W 
2307300135 31 .04863 -89.477877 125 UNK 225 55 77 
2N-14W 
2307300139 31 .15522 -89.384028 210 UNK 140 30 148 
2307300134 31.13599 -89.385473 190 UNK 180 40 120 
2307300092 31.11026 -89.389269 180 UNK 188 51 101 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 90 380 288 60 2420 815 1375 346 
2306700098 UNK UNK 268 50 UNK UNK 1525 316 
2306700204 96 372 308 50 2529 FLT 1421 297 
6N-11W 
2306720172 95 365 280 50 2570 787 FLT 280 
2306700022 UNK UNK UNK 53 2432 827 1479 293 
2306700301 UNK UNK 274 55 2545 733 FLT 325 
2306700412 109 328 214 41 2759 498 1465 291 
2306700215 90 341 279 50 2545 700 1477 288 
2306700216 98 342 270 50 2530 690 1490 300 
2306700217 95 340 273 62 2515 705 1545 303 
6N-12W 
2306700284 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 1423 301 
6N-13W 
2306700273 UNK UNK 307 68 2587 845 1348 477 
6N-14W 
2306720083 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 1386 254 
2306700077 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 880 1355 UNK 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 170 285 208 95 2402 927 1042 231 
2307300188 180 240 209 36 2480 845 1060 200 
2307300138 179 229 171 41 2440 839 1011 190 
1N-15W 
2307300135 168 310 190 55 2485 865 1057 208 
2N-14W 
2307300139 123 295 242 37 2569 812 1076 230 
2307300134 130 290 234 48 2433 905 1082 225 
2307300092 160 270 219 51 2442 887 1051 220 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 53 883 173 287 285 943 UNK UNK 
2306700098 58 896 196 325 180 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700204 63 815 191 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
6N-11W 
2306720172 90 768 202 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700022 76 824 263 283 198 972 810 1595 
2306700301 69 UNK UNK FLT 287 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700412 63 812 193 136 302 1020 1007 1499 
2306700215 70 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700216 75 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2306700217 62 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
6N-12W 
2306700284 60 838 206 196 261 1039 978 1302 
6N-13W 
2306700273 85 640 190 310 150 910 1350 UNK 
6N-14W 
2306720083 70 839 207 334 110 951 1176 1593 
2306700077 UNK UNK 200 340 250 UNK UNK UNK 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 90 521 397 252 230 UNK UNK UNK 
2307300188 70 570 390 287 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2307300138 60 542 380 313 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
1N-15W 
2307300135 15 595 392 288 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2N-14W 
2307300139 84 641 368 305 310 938 UNK UNK 
2307300134 88 505 438 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2307300092 74 586 382 302 216 1038 UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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JONES 
COUNTY 
6N-11W 
2306720033 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700098 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700204 UNK UNK UNK 
6N-11W 
2306720172 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700022 498 137 UNK 
2306700301 405 124 UNK 
2306700412 434 150 UNK 
2306700215 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700216 UNK UNK UNK 
2306700217 UNK UNK UNK 
6N-12W 
2306700284 535 155 1188 
6N-13W 
2306700273 UNK UNK UNK 
6N-14W 
2306720083 431 151 1296 
2306700077 UNK UNK UNK 
LAMAR 
COUNTY 
1N-14W 
2307300114 UNK UNK UNK 
2307300188 UNK UNK UNK 
2307300138 UNK UNK UNK 
1N-15W 
2307300135 UNK UNK UNK 
2N-14W 
2307300139 UNK UNK UNK 
2307300134 UNK UNK UNK 
2307300092 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
2N-14W 
2307300166 BASS 1 36 Wildcat 
3N-14W 
2307320215 BO OF SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
2307320147 ND LIDIE 1 31 Wildcat 
4N-14W 
2307320169 KELLAR DOROTHY ETUX 1 2 Wildcat 
4N-15W 
2307300224 ANTON VESELY 1 7 Wildcat 
5N-15W 
2307320238 MASONITE 10-8 1 · 10 Wildcat 
5N-16W 
2307320271 Jewell Hatten 14-6 1 14 Bynum 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 HATTEN SWDW#1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900014 NORRIS PEARL RV UNT 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900064 MR M L HINSON 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900096 C. A. HATTEN 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900137 SOUTHERN MINERAL- 1 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900141 SOUTHERN MNRLS UNIT B-2 1 Pistol Ridge 
2310900008 MABEL L HINSON ETAL 1 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900063 HINSON ETAL UNIT 1 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900109 CROSBY FORST PROD B 1-L 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900140 EASTMAN HEIRS 2 2 Pistol Ridge 
2310900011 NELSON 1 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900057 SOUTHERN TUNG CORP 2 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900065 CORYELL MCKINNEY 3 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900196 A A PIGFORD 1 3 Pistol Ridge 
2310900041 LADNER H L 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2310900042 H. LENNIS LADNER 1 4 Pistol Ridge 
2310900032 SOUTHERN MINERALS ETAL 1 8 Pistol Ridge W. 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-14W 
2307300166 31 .09321 -89.36485 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
3N-14W 
2307320215 31.22169 -89.406156 UNKU UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2307320147 31 .18376 -89.434039 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
4N-14W 
2307320169 31.33994 -89.37122 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
4N-15W 
2307300224 31.32637 -89.542 UNK UNK 211 49 195 
5N-15W 
2307320238 31.41343 -89.487707 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
5N-16W 
2307320271 31.40012 -89.581253 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 30.98881 -89.342397 96 230 22 UNK 51 
2310900014 30.98364 -89.350222 85 230 27 UNK 63 
2310900064 30.98796 -89.34675 103 230 20 UNK 65 
2310900096 30.98458 -89.34296 UNK UNK UNK UNK 70 
2310900137 30.98447 -89.357289 90 225 30 UNK 65 
2310900141 30.98543 -89.352317 97 222 23 UNK 71 
2310900008 30.99463 -89.373386 105 183 57 UNK 73 
2310900063 31 .00007 -89.373357 125 184 54 UNK 62 
2310900109 30.98533 -89.369192 90 222 30 UNK 63 
2310900140 30.98712 -89.373387 97 220 32 UNK 68 
2310900011 30.99053 -89.386187 117 183 50 UNK 67 
2310900057 30.98534 -89.377246 91 220 40 UNK 69 
2310900065 30.98514 -89.389395 111 190 45 UNK 60 
2310900196 30.99614 -89.386048 87 170 61 UNK 70 
2310900041 30.98695 -89.398889 89 172 59 UNK 60 
2310900042 30.98513 -89.398889 90 168 60 UNK 72 
2310900032 30.97264 -89.41364 110 184 50 UNK 61 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-14W 
2307300166 UNK 278 220 50 2440 890 1105 195 
3N-14W 
2307320215 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 855 1186 185 
2307320147 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 822 1119 161 
4N-14W 
2307320169 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 1241 279 
4N-15W 
2307300224 102 453 260 39 2826 765 1239 351 
5N-15W 
2307320238 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 840 1340 340 
5N-16W 
2307320271 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 850 1360 250 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 189 193 161 33 2486 702 1020 168 
2310900014 175 190 160 42 2388 808 982 175 
2310900064 172 193 158 47 UNK UNK FLT 185 
2310900096 175 190 173 52 2365 792 998 172 
2310900137 175 135 210 32 2352 866 980 170 
2310900141 172 194 160 46 2370 813 992 175 
2310900008 172 202 171 47 2410 770 1005 185 
2310900063 180 214 185 32 2421 805 1013 188 
2310900109 175 190 163 37 2420 780 FLT 163 
2310900140 180 200 180 41 2339 820 1005 130 
2310900011 180 200 172 36 2432 754 FLT 183 
2310900057 180 210 133 65 2362 815 953 177 
2310900065 177 203 160 50 2420 804 949 175 
2310900196 178 204 170 73 2405 785 977 178 
2310900041 181 204 160 35 2465 755 971 189 
2310900042 180 200 160 30 2460 720 1015 180 
2310900032 175 200 135 53 2322 900 940 180 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-14W 
2307300166 80 620 UNK UNK 136 1030 1442 UNK 
3N-14W 
2307320215 72 599 378 270 232 985 1191 1668 
2307320147 71 606 378 294 239 UNK UNK UNK 
4N-14W 
2307320169 70 720 308 304 182 938 1375 1323 
4N-15W 
2307300224 60 592 363 295 190 UNK UNK UNK 
5N-15W 
2307320238 88 742 240 288 132 928 1522 1220 
5N-16W 
2307320271 80 798 230 300 142 952 1258 1600 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 77 470 429 293 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900014 72 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900064 64 440 466 324 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900096 78 440 460 301 274 878 UNK UNK 
2310900137 75 455 440 270 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900141 80 448 450 275 277 910 1422 UNK 
2310900008 63 457 442 308 229 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900063 62 465 435 277 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900109 63 497 395 270 280 964 UNK UNK 
2310900140 70 510 388 277 219 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900011 55 469 442 301 224 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900057 95 405 467 298 228 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900065 85 537 331 279 250 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900196 62 478 442 271 254 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900041 70 460 418 357 155 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900042 65 485 400 362 148 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900032 38 472 440 332 206 1002 UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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2N-14W 
2307300166 UNK UNK UNK 
3N-14W 
2307320215 434 209 1126 
2307320147 UNK UNK UNK 
4N-14W 
2307320169 573 157 1070 
4N-15W 
2307300224 UNK UNK UNK 
5N-15W 
2307320238 790 190 11-90 
5N-16W 
2307320271 660 190 UNK 
PEARL RIVER 
COUNTY 
1S-14W 
2310900002 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900014 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900064 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900096 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900137 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900141 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900008 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900063 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900109 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900140 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900011 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900057 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900065 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900196 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900041 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900042 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900032 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-14W 
2310900035 RIDGEWAY UNIT #2 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900113 PISTOL RIDGE OIL UNIT #1 - 1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900138 WILLIAM ETAL UNIT #1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900157 WILLIAMS GAS UNIT #1 11 Pistol Ridge 
2310900004 P. E. Norris 1- A 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900077 PE NORRIS 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900145 SOUTHERN MINERALS 1 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900146 SO MINERALS ETAL 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900168 NORRIS 2 12 Pistol Ridge 
2310900130 US A UNIT 1 13 Pistol Ridge 
2310900125 USA1-14 14 Pistol Ridge 
2310900163 DVIS-FEDERL LND BNK 1 23 Pistol Ridge 
2310900126 US A 1-24 24 Pistol Ridge 
2310900127 US A 1-24-A 1 24 Pistol Ridge 
2310900046 CROSBY SUTHRN MNR 1 35 Wildcat 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 USDA1 18 Wildcat 
2311120060 USA 27-5 1 27 Wildcat 
3N-11W 
2311100044 ALEX DRAUGHN 1 4 Wildcat 
2311100010 ROY MCKENZIE 1 6 Wildcat 
2311120032 COX LC 1 19 Wildcat 
4N-11W 
2311120051 TADLOCK H C 1 11 Wildcat 
2311100075 CHANCELOR LBR 1 29 Wildcat 
5N-11W 
2311100039 G L REASOR 1 4 Wildcat 
2311100031 RUNNELSTOWN 16-9 1 16 Wildcat 
2311100009 MASONITE CORP 1 21 Wildcat 
2311100067 WILLIAM A POWE 1 24 Wildcat 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI LATITUDE LONGTITUDE ~ ~ (.) < 0 cc 0 0 > ~ Ill (.) 
1S-14W 
2310900035 30.98232 -89.373402 90 220 30 UNK 60 
2310900113 30.98174 -89.362844 90 230 30 UNK 60 
2310900138 30.97994 -89.360728 104 239 24 UNK 53 
2310900157 30.98175 -89.360734 100 235 15 UNK 60 
2310900004 30.98177 -89.34609 80 230 30 UNK 70 
2310900077 30.98073 -89.35542 UNK 235 21 UNK 65 
2310900145 30.982 -89.3421 90 225 35 UNK 62 
2310900146 30.98005 -89.343664 80 230 30 UNK 65 
2310900168 30.96985 -89.354391 70 230 30 UNK 60 
2310900130 30.96419 -89.353609 70 235 30 UNK 60 
2310900125 30.96621 -89.359672 70 240 30 UNK 55 
2310900163 30.95186 -89.359754 54 228 34 UNK 55 
2310900126 30.95193 -89.342975 50 245 30 UNK 55 
2310900127 30.95342 -89.351413 UNO UNO PO UNK 55 
2310900046 30.92244 -89.35927 60 245 15 UNK 56 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 31 .04984 -89.140766 117 192 40 UNK 88 
2311120060 31 .02024 -89.094799 UNO UND PO UNK 140 
3N-11W 
2311100044 31.24673 -89.101833 183 UNK 117 50 165 
2311100010 31 .25745 -89.13154 UNK UNK 113 47 167 
2311120032 31.20503 -89.1406 161 UNK 147 47 140 
4N-11W 
2311120051 31.32546 -89.06715 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100075 31 .27943 -89.117872 200 UNK 145 45 175 
5N-11W 
2311100039 31.42459 -89.105963 150 UNK 160 35 219 
2311100031 31 .39566 -89.097271 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100009 31.37719 -89.096796 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100067 31 .38392 -89.05434 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-14W 
2310900035 170 190 160 40 2450 737 1013 173 
2310900113 174 186 160 40 2480 718 994 178 
2310900138 174 186 160 35 2465 733 1006 179 
2310900157 175 185 155 40 2445 760 UNK UNK 
2310900004 170 190 163 47 2357 813 FLT 175 
2310900077 180 190 170 29 2341 830 FLT 175 
2310900145 178 188 177 28 2387 778 997 175 
2310900146 175 178 154 43 2500 675 1031 159 
2310900168 175 179 136 70 2420 780 FLT UNK 
2310900130 175 178 138 74 2400 FLT 996 158 
2310900125 173 180 157 45 2380 UNK UNK 165 
2310900163 171 174 135 55 2360 816 FLT 165 
2310900126 170 168 145 42 2375 800 939 156 
2310900127 170 170 146 24 2340 827 963 160 
2310900046 170 153 137 55 2285 831 979 160 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 155 175 222 36 2802 783 1482 225 
2311120060 110 150 293 47 2940 900 1820 225 
3N-11W 
2311100044 110 295 290 40 2550 730 1362 338 
2311100010 108 315 255 60 2620 685 1341 254 
2311120032 107 288 238 52 2560 725 1255 292 
4N-11W 
2311120051 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 261 
2311100075 100 320 277 78 2500 754 1374 272 
5N-11W 
2311100039 96 328 326 42 2439 783 1482 335 
2311100031 UNK UNK UNK 70 2510 712 1438 310 
2311100009 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 742 UNK UNK 
2311100067 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 583 1475 276 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-14W 
2310900035 96 469 405 267 260 908 UNK UNK 
2310900113 70 445 450 273 268 925 UNK UNK 
2310900138 62 460 458 282 250 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900157 75 445 448 270 259 926 UNK UNK 
2310900004 65 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900077 76 450 456 274 229 971 UNK UNK 
2310900145 65 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900146 80 470 430 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900168 65 413 485 243 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900130 35 462 439 274 263 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900125 32 465 425 273 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900163 25 500 422 268 290 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900126 70 485 410 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900127 30 552 367 271 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2310900046 37 493 446 294 260 872 1421 UNK 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 61 574 404 304 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311120060 75 530 400 322 238 UNK UNK UNK 
3N-11W 
2311100044 70 580 390 350 280 850 1550 UNK 
2311100010 90 630 385 385 240 850 UNK UNK 
2311120032 70 566 346 286 233 1223 1168 1736 
4N-11W 
2311120051 45 865 199 319 162 1025 1230 1453 
2311100075 50 700 357 153 300 UNK UNK UNK 
5N-11W 
2311100039 47 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100031 45 893 205 304 191 992 1165 1495 
2311100009 UNK 884 200 311 120 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100067 74 848 194 310 189 1011 1295 1335 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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1S-14W 
2310900035 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900113 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900138 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900157 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900004 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900077 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900145 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900146 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900168 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900130 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900125 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900163 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900126 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900127 UNK UNK UNK 
2310900046 UNK UNK UNK 
PERRY 
COUNTY 
1N-11W 
2311100036 UNK UNK UNK 
2311120060 UNK UNK UNK 
3N-11W 
2311100044 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100010 UNK UNK UNK 
2311120032 849 225 1456 
4N-11W 
2311120051 484 146 1197 
2311100075 UNK UNK UNK 
5N-11W 
2311100039 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100031 410 UNK UNK 
2311100009 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100067 389 163 958 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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UWI WELLNAME SECTION FIELD 
1S-11W 
2311100033 USA-A 1 6 Wildcat 
2311100028 BOND LBR 1 17 Wildcat 
2311100043 USA 1 18 Wildcat 
2311100047 MICH-MISS MINERAL 1 21 Wildcat 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 Fee 1 9 Wildcat 
2S-12W 
2313100016 J W COOK 1 13 Wildcat 
2313100014 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
2S-13W 
2313100033 CJ PECK 1 2 Wildcat 
2313100010 BOARD SUPERVISORS 1 16 Wildcat 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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u, 
w > C, 0 <( C a: <( ..J ..J 
::::> u. (.) u, J: w 
CD <( 0 >o u: u, 
..J 0 Cz ~ 
~w <( N 0 <( (.) 
UWI LATITUDE LONGTITUDE ~ ~ (.) <( 0 a: 0 0 > ~ CD (.) 
1S-11W 
2311100033 30.98555 -89.128575 UNO UNO PO UNK 140 
2311100028 30.96331 -89.114886 UNO UNO PO UNK 115 
2311100043 30.95513 -89.136431 UNO UNO PO UNK 73 
2311100047 30.9524 -89.08917 UNO UNO PO UNK 91 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 30.88998 -89.093849 UNO UNO PO UNK 112 
2S-12W 
2313100016 30.87632 -89.144513 UNO UNO PO UNK 47 
2313100014 30.87177 -89.203621 UNO UNO PO UNK 42 
2S-13W 
2313100033 30.90818 -89.271541 UNO UNO PO UNK 30 
2313100010 30.87901 -89.304919 UNO UNO PO UNK 40 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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a. 
I < ::::, C 0 ~ 0 a: z ~ z a: 0 
< en •< C, < :::c < >< a. > a. LL I- 2< Zc:z: 9c 0::::, <::::, < w ~z 0 :::c 0 ..J Oo s: 0 ~ ..J o::::> en a. z ..J a: z ..J C, 
UWI oo 0 ..J -< Wc:z: :::! a: 9 a: w < 0~ ~N s: I- ~ en s: C, ~ C, en w 
1S-11W 
231 1100033 140 140 207 53 2470 890 1310 165 
2311100028 165 115 195 37 2450 856 1172 175 
2311100043 166 112 183 39 2468 742 1178 170 
2311100047 147 110 180 60 2400 879 1297 174 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 166 87 207 50 2128 836 1115 174 
2S-12W 
2313100016 178 95 187 48 2390 609 1111 165 
2313100014 190 97 81 30 2310 820 1115 146 
2S-13W 
2313100033 194 123 149 65 UNK UNK 1065 147 
2313100010 195 105 140 85 2195 870 1045 145 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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<(~ <( <( _J <( 
en en en < en en < z z z 
<( 0 0 ::c 0 a: o en a: 0 0 0 
:E 0 o en Ow Ow w- 3',: i= > i= _J 
_J w 
_J C, 
_J > _J I-I- a: <( <z <zc <(- N<( w <( >< <( 
~c WO (.)- (.) - o en I- :E a: :E :::> :E a: z a. en en a: en a: z en en z a: C a: _J a: 
UWI ::c <( a. :::> :::> <( :::> I- <( :::> <( <( 0 zo <( 0 o en :::> t:: t:: :E 1- en en I- :E C u. <( u. a. u. 
1S-11W 
2311100033 75 565 383 302 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100028 70 UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100043 71 579 372 333 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2311100047 80 438 353 289 383 UNK UNK UNK 
STONE 
COUNTY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 60 487 458 290 205 1205 1300 1263 
2S-12W 
2313100016 28 407 564 347 UNK UNK UNK UNK 
2313100014 49 500 449 324 307 956 1459 UNK 
2S-13W 
2313100033 33 525 456 344 270 UNK UNK UNK 
2313100010 41 404 565 300 325 1185 1180 UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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a: Oz w Q. 0 z CJ) - ~w c:z:O C, I- < t:: 
z< ..J a: CJ) I-
- :i: >C CJ) < a: a: a: > w :i: oo a: J: C a: 
UWI 0 u. wz oo 
:i: I:: u. < a: u. 
1S-11W 
2311100033 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100028 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100043 UNK UNK UNK 
2311100047 UNK UNK UNK 
STONE 
COUI\ITY 
2S-11W 
2313100038 442 235 645 
2S-12W 
2313100016 UNK UNK UNK 
2313100014 UNK UNK UNK 
2S-13W 
2313100033 UNK UNK UNK 
2313100010 UNK UNK UNK 
All thicknesses measured in feet 
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APPENDIX C 
RAW PETRA® BASE MAPS 
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Figure 1. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Hosston Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 2. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Rodessa Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 3. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Ferry Lake Anhydrite. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate . 
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Figure 4. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Mooringsport Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 5. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Paluxy Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 6. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Andrew Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 7. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Dantzler Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 8. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Tuscaloosa Massive Sand. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 9. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Tuscaloosa Stringer Sand. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 10. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 11 . Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Upper Tuscaloosa. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 12. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Christmas Sand. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 13. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Eagle Ford Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 14. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Selma Group. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols are 
known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 15. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Midway Group. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols are 
known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 16. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Salt Mountain Limestone. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 17. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Wilcox Group. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols are 
known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 18. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Meridian Sand. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols are 
known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 19. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Tallahatta-Winona Formations. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. 
Well symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 20. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Zilpha-Kosciusko. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 2 1. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Cook Mountain Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 22. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Cockfield Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 23. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Moodys Branch Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 24. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Ocala facies or Moodys Branch Formation. Salt domes are marked by 
crossed circles. Well symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 25. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Yazoo Formation. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols 
are known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 26. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that penetrate the top of 
the Vicksburg Lime. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well symbols are 
known to be inaccurate. 
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Figure 27. Raw base map showing the locations of wells that are cut by the 
Maxie-Pistol Ridge Fault. Salt domes are marked by crossed circles. Well 
symbols are known to be inaccurate. 
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